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bTRODLCTlO,\
'" 11/1" IS"\ 'L of our JOlll'l1ul, we explore one of the '"hot-button" top
ics among conservative Christians today: the age of the earth. Solid,
Bible-believing Christians who believe in the inerrancy of Holy

Scripture currently hold differing positions as they approach this criti
cal issue.
Some of the most important thinkers in the young--earth creation
ist community have employed a version of apologetic methodology
called Prcsuppositionalism. In the following pages. six scholars in
teract with important questions. Does a presuppositionaJ apologetic
lead one to a young-earth position? What role, if any. should general
revelation play in apologetic encounters with unbelievers"? When, it'
ever, is it permissible to allow data from olltside the Bible to interpret
the Bible?
The three positions that are discussed are Classical Apologetics

& Creationism. Young-Earth Presuppositionalism, and Covenantal
Apologetics & Old Earth Creationism. Each contributor presents his
positi on. then has a response from each of the other contributors, and
closes with a reply. Three guest reviewers have been selected by the
contributors to give their thoughts on all of the material presented.
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It is our prayer that as you read the articles in this issue of the
Journal, you will come away with an even greater appreciation both
of the important issues that are at stakc and the fact that these are dis
agrecments among devout fellow brothers and sisters in Christ.

The philosophical approach each contributor uti] izes as he deals
with the issues under discussion makes for the lively. irenic. and hope
fully constructivc. interchanges contained in this volume.
Richard Land, D.Phil.,

Editor~ill-ChicC

Floyd Elmore. Ph.D .. !xecllli\(: r::ditor

Christiul/ Apologetics JUlimol, 11::2 (Fall 2013)
l
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CLASSICAL ApOLOGETICS A:\D CREATIO!\'IS'\I

Richa"d G. Howe, Ph.D.
A" A PIIII()"Ol'lIY and Christian Apologetics professor. I am very in
terested in the differences between various apologetic methodolo
gies, Over the past lew years I have become increasingly concerned
about the degree to which the apologetic methodology known as
Presuppositionalism has become prevalent within Young Earth
Creationism (YEe), I By this I mean that strategic leaders of Young
Earth Creationism are doing apologetics (and teaching others to do
apologetics) by means or the Presuppositional Apologetic methodol
ogy (or some modified version thereot), My concern arises largely as a
function of my objections to Presuppositionalism as such and not from
objections to Young Earth Creationism, I seek to document the pres
ence of Presuppositionalism in the thinking of such Young Earth cre
ationists as Ken Ham and Jason Lisle and to otTer a response to their

I I \\ould like to thank El'ie Gust~lfson, Director or De\clopment at Southcrn
b angelical Seminal'y, fol' dl':1\\ ing 111) attention to this issue and Illl' suggesting to me the
title "Vllung Earth Pl'esuppositillnalism."

Richard 0, H01\'C is Protel,wr u(l'lzi/woplzy und ApU/ugcfics [/1/(/
Dirccfur Offill' PhD. program at SOllthel'll Evongelicul Seminar)',
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views." I am also concerned with the template "God's words vs. man's
words" as a way of assailing certain apologetic issues. including, but
not limited to, the debate between Creationism and Evolution and the
debate between Young E3I1h Creationism and Old Earth Creationism.

APOLOGETIC METHODOLOGY
The issue or apologetic methodology has to do with this ques
tion: what is the proper way for Christians to defend the truth of the
Christian faith? The two main answers to that question are (1) the
Classical Apologetics (or the Classical method), in terms of which the
Christian is to marshal arguments and evidencc (philosophical. his
toricaL and more) demonstrating that the Christian f'aith is truc and
(2) Presuppositional (or the Presuppositional method), in terms or
which the truth or the Christian faith is demonstrated in showing that
Christianity must be presupposed before any knowledge or reasoning
(even reasoning against Christianity) is possible.;
Those who espouse the Classical method gencrall) accept (to \ ar
ious degrees and with various qualifications) the legitimacy or human
reason and, thus, often seek to engage the unbeliever in rational dis
course together with a proclamation of the gospel. Those who espouse

2. :vly main sources for Ken Ham's thinking in thcse matters consist of a talk on
apologctic methodology he ga\'e at First Baptist Church. \\oodstock. CA. as \\ell as a
panel discussion on the Trinity Broadcast 'Jct\\ork (Cl\'ailablc at <http: \\ \\·\\.youtubc.
eom\\'atch"\~7gueCotRqbM> (accessed July 20. 20U and other places) in \\hich he
participated \\ith Ilugh Ross. Other par1icipants wcre ~ean \·jc[)(mcll. .John 1\. !31l'(lm. 1- ric
I-Iovind. Ray ('l'mfon. \\ ith the modcrator. Vlatt Crouch. In the interest of completeness
and coherency. r will try to unpack and extend Ilam's position perllaps further than a strict
limit of his words might seem to \\'arrant. ;V1 y sources for this unpacking and extending
will consist of certain of ]jam's defenders and other interested panies \\ho h,n e intcracted
\\ith me on my blog «http:/,w\\\\,.quodlibetalblog.\\orprcss.eom» regarding this mattcr
I will let the rcader decide whether such unpacking and extending are faithful to tlam\
mcthodl'logy. hen ifl have gone beyond that to which flam Ilouid comfortably subscribe.
my charactel'ization of this issuc is indeed found in other relcYant "(f':C sources \\ ho
ntarshal PITsuppositionalism in the senice of YlC. including Jason Lisle. TIlL' Urilllu/(
['!'Oo! (I! Crelotioll: RC\!lh'ill,l!, r!lel Or;",{17.\ Delh(Ire (Green Forest. ,A,R.: Vlaster Books. 20(JlJj
(-thanks to Lalo Gunthcr of the Institute for Crcation Research for the gitt of this hl'ok I:
sclect internet videos of lisle. and Tim Chaffey and .Jason Lisle. O/d £.1/'117 Crelol!!I!7I,11I/ Oil
Tri,,!. The Verdier /.' III. (Cirecn ~orest: Master Rooks. 200R).
3. Other expressions are used by f'resuppositionalist for their system. including the
'Transcendental method' and 'Reformed Apologetics'. This last expression should not be
confused with thc Reformed epistemology ofAI\in Plantinga.

CL.\SSIC\! AI'ULUGI J ICS
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the Presuppositional method deny that the faith can be defended by an
appeal to some area of "neutral ground" from which the Christian can
move the unbeliever by a series of arguments utilizing a set of (rela
tively agreed upon) ·'facts." Instead. Presuppositionalism maintains
that since our understanding and interpretation of these "facts" is part
of what is in dispute, something else is necessary for the unbeliever
to n:aliLe onlecedell! to the understanding (or interpretation) of these
"facts," viz., that unless the Christian faith (or the Word of God) is pre
supposed, then these "facts" are not (consistently)~ intelligible at alL

MY COMMlTMENTS
l'v1 y concerns arise from two commitments I have, to wit, I am a
Young Earth creationist, and I am a Classical apologist. As a Young
Earth creationist I regret that Young Earth Creationism is being done
a disservice when it is tethered to what I consider to be an illegitimate
apologetic methodology. As a Classical apologist 1 desire to shO\\
Young Earth creationists that the Presuppositional method not only
does not serve to convince detractors that Young Earth Creationism is
true, but it scandaliLes Christians in what constitutes sound apologet
ics in the first place. This is not to say that every aspect of the Young
Earth Creationism case is undermined by its Presupposition'll ism. It
is to say that the way they sometimes employ their presupposition
al arguments runs into problems. I will try to show that often their
[)resuppositionalism collapses into the very Classical method that they
say they reject. In addition, there are the problems of equating the
"preconditions of intelligibility" with "biblical principles," confusing
ontology (or mctaphysics)' with epistemology, juxtaposing "God's
.J, I add the qUdlilication 'consistently' because (as I \\ ill sho\\ la1<:1'1 the
Presuppositionalist grants that the unbeliner ~no\\s some truths (albeit incompletely).
It is just that the unbdie\er does so in \iolation to (i,e .. irh;onsistently \\ith) his own
unbelie\ing \\'orld view.

5. Since 'ontolog)' (or" ontological') and 'l11etaph) sic:,' (L1r 'metaph) sicaI') an:
ut'ten used interchangeabl) in this context. I shall do the same notwithstanding their
dilTcrent uses in other contexts. Some credit Christian Wolff\ 1679-] 7541 \\ ith introducing
the terminological distinction_ seeing ontolog) as a subset of metaph) sics. Frederick
Copleston comments, "The inlluence of Scholasticism can be se<:n in Wollf's di\ ision
of philosoph), The fundamental division. \\hich goes back. of course. to Aristotle. is into
theoretical and practical philosopll), Theoretical philosuphy or mttaph) sics is subdivided
illto o!llolog). dealing \\ ith being as such. rational psychology. concem<:d \\'ith the soul.
cosmology, 1\ l1icl1 treats oC tile cosmic s) stcm. and rational 01' natural thcolog)_ \\hich ha"
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words vs. man's words," and displaying an inconsistency
methodology.

111

their

CLASSICAL APOLOGETICS
Classical Apologetics is often grouped with Evidcntialism. This
is understandable since the Classical method shares a lot in com
mon with Evidentialism. Some apologists who consider themsehes
Classical might not strive to maintain any principled (or practical)
differences between the two. However. I contend that the Classical
model points to an important arrangement of evidences anc! argumcnts
that sets it apart from other methodologies. 11 is characterized by three
levels: philosophical foundation, the existence of God. and the truth
of Christianity.h
Classical Apologetics: Philosophical Foundation

The first level maintains that philosophy is cssential in establish
ing the foundation for dealing with unbelievers who might bring up
certain challenges. including the challenge that truth is not objective
or the challenge that only the natural sciences are the source of truth
about reality." Thus, when encountering the unbeliever (and sometimcs
even a fellow believer), the Christian must (if the occasion dcmands
it) defend that reality is knowable, that logic applies to reality. and that
morally fallen human beings havc some capacity to cognitively under
stand (even if they morally reject) certain claims of the Christian faith.
as it sub.iect-Ill(\tter the existence and attriblltc~ ofCi\..)(l"· L,IIIi."((}/~l· r:fF'hf1o\oj7h.L

((,arden City: Image Books.

198~).

bk. 2. vol. 6. 1'1. 2. chap. '.

~2.

C) \

oJ::.,.

p. lOS,)

6. For an ,lnnotated bibliography on Christian apologetics go to <http: \\ \\ \\,
richardghowc.colll i apobib,pdf>, For a Illodel (among Illany) ofhl1\\ a nll1rc ela>sical sty Ie'
of apologctics can bc donc see !\orillan L. Geisler and f'rank Turck. I DOli I ffUH' !:IIIJ/(gh
Fuilh 10 Be Oil Alheill (Wheaton: Crossway Books. ::00.\) and J, P vloreland. Scufillg Ihe
Seell!ur Cilr: ,1 Deti'l1.le "f Chrilliulllll' (Grand Rapid,. Baker !look House. ](87), f'or an
extended treatment ofhol\' Classical apologetics differs from Presuppositional apologctic"
see R. C. Sproul. John Gerstner. and ;\11hur Lindsley. CIUI I leu! At,,,I,,gc/ic,, ,·1 Rell;()IIU!
Deli'll,le or the Chri,,';ul7 Fuilh 'lI7d U Crillqllc ,,( PrCIlIti!i()silioIlU! .-II',,!ogL'lin (Grand
Rapids. Academie Boob. 198.\),
7, for a helpful treatment of posrillodernism and a dcfense of tile notion that trutll
is objective. sCe Douglas Groothuis. Tmlh Deem !Jdelld;lIg Chris/;ullill' ,!guiJ1\1 tlie
ClIUI!ellgc\ oj POI/illodenll,1I11 (Dm\IlCrS Grm c. IllterVal'sit) Prcss. 20(0) f' or othcr
recommend resources to help with philosophical issues. see the "Phi losophy" scction of
Illy "Annotated Bibliography on Christian Apologetics" refercnced in note 6,
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It might also bc necessary, depending upon the assumptions of the
unbeliever, to delve into issues regarding the nature of reality itselU
The apologist would not necessarily need to deal with these matters in
as much as many unbelievers already work with these normal, rational
commitments. Only in those cases where the unbeliever (or believer)
has been unduly inllucnced by postmodernism (the idea that truth is
relative to the individual or culture) or scientism (the idea that only the
hard sciences can deliver truth about reality) or some other t~llse philo
sophical system would the apologist have to deal with these issues.
Philosophy also is essential in dealing with certain interpretive
issues of the Bible. Two areas come readily to mind. The first has to
do with the principles of biblical interpretation (hermeneutics), gen
erally considered. The second has to do \V ith specific interpretive is
sues dealing with the nature of God Himself. Here, then, is where the
Classical model is relevant to issues \\ ithin the body of believers and
\\ here it intersects with my concerns about Ham and Lisle.
Every reader of the Bible has some method, whether consciously
or unconsciously, of how to interpret it, which is to say that every
reader of the Bible has some hermeneutic. The question is where does
one get one's principles of hermeneutics? It is impossible to get one's
principles of hermeneutics from the Bible itself. This is so because
if one could understand the Bible in order to get these hermeneutical
principles, then he understands the Bible bej()re he has his principles
of understanding the Bible, which means he would not need the prin
ciples he was seeking to get from the Bible. On the other hand, if he
thinks he cannot understand the Bible without some principles of un
derstanding the Bible (and I would argue that this has to be the case),
then that means he could not understand the Bible enough to get the

principles themselves if he was committed

to

the notion that

h~

gets

those very principles from the Bible. Either way, he runs into an im
possible situation. We see, then, that it is impossible to get all of one's
principles of interpretation of the Bible from the Bible itself, even if
hc can get some of them. Instead, they have to come from somewhere
else.
R.

Such

i::;sui..~-:; \\ould

illclLld~ the

nature of uni\ers~lls. th(' t:~"'ellce,/eXLstence

distinction. hyloIl1orphic (torIwIl1atter) cOIl1position of sensibk objects, and relationships
oj" the metaphysic constituents of sensible objects. including. substance. accidents. and
p rt1 pert i cs.
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The reader 111 ight be expecting me to argue here that these prin
ciples must come from philosophy. This is not my position. Instead.
these principles of hermeneutics are grounded in the nature of reality
itself. To be sure, reality is what it is because God is \\ho He is and
creation is what it is because of how God created it. In all of this. I am
not suggesting that one has to do an in-depth examination of reality in
order to somehow excavate principles of hermeneutics so that he can
then begin to understand his Bible. Rather. I maintain that, in many.
if not most. instances. such principles of understanding are very natu
ral to us as rational creatures created in the image of God (in a way
analogous to how we naturally perceive the physical world around us
with our sensory faculties). It remains. however. that there are occa
sions where a more in-depth philosophical examination of the issues
is warranted. This is increasingly so as false philosophies grow in their
influence on people's thinking.')
The second interpretive issue has to do with the specifics of \vhat
the Bible says about the nature and attributes of God. Without a sound
philosophy. the student of the Bible would be unable to ground the
classical attributes of God. including God's immateriality and infinity.
This is so because many passages of the Bible speak metaphorically
about God as having various bodily parts. Unless there is some \vay
to judge that such passages are figures of speech, one runs the risk of
falling into heresy.
Consider the problem lying behind Henry Morris' comments:
"[The words of Genesis] describe and present a Being whose PO'\ er
is limitless and whose knowledge is all-encompassing. Neither you
nor I can experience such a conditi on. and therefore. we must either
accept (believe) that there is an all-powerful and all-knowing God.
transcendent to the universe, who is the First Cause of all things, or
we must reject the existence of such a Being and retreat into our own
experience and intelligence."I" The problem with how Morris charac
terizes the Genesis text is that this same Genesis narrati\e says that
9. For an essential reading on the philosophical issues ullderl) illg hermcllc·utics. sec
Thomas ;\. Ho\\e. Ohjcuil'in' ill BiNicu! /111L"/>rC!UliulI (Il.p.: Ad\ alltage Inspirational.
2004).
lO. Ilellr) Murris Ill. --Tile uenesis Contrcl\crs) -- in Rcu! florid C/7rilllUliill
Conference f'mgnll1l of the "iinetecnth Annual 1\ational Conference

Apologetics 2012 lCharlotte. "iC). 25_

011
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Adam heard the sound of God "walking in the garden in the cool of
the day" (Gen. 3:8).11 How could this God walk in the garden without
legs? If He has legs, how could He be transcendent to the universe?
With such descriptions, how can Monis so confidently assert that God
is transcendent to universe, or, more troubling, how can Manis so
confidently assert that the Genesis narrative presents God as a tran
scendent being? It seems clear that it does noL I2
It will not do to appeal to other verses of Scripture to adjudicate
the matter. While I appreciate the "analogy of faith" principle and
believe that it is valid as far as it goes, it has its limits. I' 1 believe
K. Scott Oliphint overstates the situation when he says, "As Turretin
notes, given the Reformation principle of sola scripTllro, interpretation
of Scripture is given to us by way of other Scriptures. We do not need
another external source in order to compare and bring together the
truth as God has given has given it to us in his Word. "14 As an example,
one might suggest that we can know from John 4 that God is Spirit and
therefore He cannot literally have bodily parts. Thus, they might say,
\vhen Genesis 3 talks about God walking, it must be speaking meta
phorically (if it is not a Theophany). The problem with this response
is that there would be no way to judge whether the Genesis passage is
to be taken as metaphor and John 4 is to be taken as literal or whether
John 4 should be taken as metaphor and the Genesis passage is to be
I] The Huh HiMe, ,\'ell Killg }UlII'" 1~'I'.\i(l1l ('\aslnille: Tholllas '\e]son Publishers.
1'J~2), ;\11 Scripture references are to this version unle" othemise indicated.
12. Some Illa~ think that \lIorris can get 011' the hook b~ claiming that these spec die
dcscriptinns arc a rheophan) (an appearance of God in hUlllan funn. referred to b) SOllle
a" a Cilristophan~). hen ir I conceded Ihat this explains the narrati\ e here. there are
Illan~ other physical descriptions of God. some of \1 hieh cannot possibl~ be explained
,b

a

lileophan~.

Consider Ruth 2: 12: "The LORD

repa~ ~our

work. and a full reward be

gi\en ~ou b~ the I_ORD God of Israel. under \\hose \\ings ~ou have COllle for refuge." or

l'". 17:8, "Keep me as the apple of Your eye: Hide Ille under the shadO\\ or Your II ings."
13. For a brief discussion of the principle. see Thomas A. !Io\\e. "Ihe AnalLJg~ of
Faith: Due, Scripture Interpret Scripture')" Chl'il'liulI RCleUl'l'i1 }Olli'JIU! :29. no. 2 (2006):
50 -51. The article i,

'1\

ailable lor dO\lnload at <http:\II\\\.equip.org articlcsilhe

analog~ -or-tltith>(aeeessed

07 30 13).

1'+. K. Scott Oliphinl. RCi/IUI/.I ful' Fi/IIIi: I'hi!u,\ujJhl' in Ih" SeI'1'I"" of Theo!ogl'
(Phillipsburg: P & R Publishing. 20(6). 24, As d RerOnlled Christian. Oliphint is sholling
his tidelit, to the lJ~'I!lIlii1\ler Cunle'llioll of hI/Iii. Ilhich ,alSo "Tile inLliliblc rule or
interpretation of Scripture is the Scripture itself: and therefore, when there is a C]uestion
about tile true and full sense or an) Scripture (which is not manifold, but one). it Illust be
searched and knOl\ll by other places that speak more clearly." (I. IX)

II
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taken as literal. We can only defend the fact that the above verses are
indeed metaphors and John 4 is literal by an appeal to rea] ity. When
we read in the Scriptures "For you shall go out with joy. And be led
out with peace; The mountains and the hills shall break fonh into sing
ing before you. And all the trees of the field shall clap their hands"
(I sa. 55: 12). we knO\v that this is metaphor precisely becausc \\ c knO\\
from real ity that mountains cannot sing and trees do not have hands.
Our ability to know this is because of our simple apprehension of the
nature of mountains and trees by means of our sensory faculties. But
our knowledge of the nature of God (i.e., whether He does or does not
have bodily parts) cannot be done directly by our sensory faculties. It
requires more actions by the intellect. These actions constitute doing
philosophy (or, more precisely, metaphysics). We can knO\\ by sound
philosophy not only about what the nature of God must bc like (and
thus we know He cannot literally have such bodily parts) but also cer
tain solid principles of biblical interpretation (hermeneutics). This is
not so say that a believer cannot understand his Bible without formal
training in philosophy. It is to say, however, that sound interpretations
can only be rigorously defended against heretics and critics with some
training in sound philosophy. I'
Neither will it do to try to appeal to the literary genre to settle the
matter. Some might suggest that we can know the meaning of a given
text in terms of the literary genre within \\hich the text is found. While
the literary genre can be essential in some instances to shed light on
one's total understand of a text (especially in considering the signifi
cance, as opposed to the meaning), genre analysis has it limits. This
is so for several reasons. First. while poetry might alert us to the pos
sibility, ifnot likelihood, of the presence of flgures of speech. we ha\e
to consider the fact that such figures of speech can also occur with
historical narrative. as is the case with our Genesis 3 passage. Second.
there would be no way to even know that the literary genre of a pas
sage is unless we are able to understand the passage in the first place.
One would have to know a passage was saying in order to be able to

15. The same reasoning helps us unc1crsIand Jesus· statements that lie i, the door
(John 10:9) and that He is the true \ inc (.John 15: 11. 8ecause \Ie KnO\l what the nature of a
door is and \\ hat the nature of a vine is. together with KnO\\ int! \\ hat the nature of a hUlllan
is. we kno\\ that .Jesus Illust be speaKing metaphorically. But to k11()\\. reflect upon. 'll1d
develop a coherent sy stem of thinking about natures is to do metaphy sics (philosophy I.

C[
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discover whether it was poetry or historical nanative. Thus, an appeal
to the literary genre, while relevant broadly considered, is not enough
to settles thc issues I am discussing here. [I,
The problem is not merely academic. There are teachers within
the ostcnsive Christian comll1unity who embrace such heresies as God
bcing a finite, limited being. Consider these words by Word of Faith
teacher Kenneth Copeland:
Tht: Bible says [Isa. 40:12] He measured the hem ens \\ith
a nine-inch span. NO\\ the span is the difference, distance
between the end of the thumb and the end of the little finger
Anu the Bible says, in fact the Amplified translation translates
the llebrell text that \\ay: that He measured out the heavens
\\ ith a nine-inch span. WelL I got a ruler ami measured mine
and my span is eight and three quarters inches long. So then
Gl1d's span is a Lluarter-ineh longer than mine, So you sec,
that faith didn't come billO\ling out of some giant monster
some\\ here. It came out or the heart or a being that is \ery
uncanny the \\ ay He's \ cry much like you and me: a being
that stands some\\ here awund six-tl\ 0, si x-three, that II eighs
somewhere in the neighborhood ora couple ofhundred pounds,
a little better, has a span of eight anu, I mean nine inches across:
stood up and said ""Let it be'" and this universe situaleu itselj~
and I\ent into nwtion. (ilory to Cod! Ilallelu.iah!i~
The same problem is also exemplificd by Finis Jennings Dake, the
cditor of the Dake Annotated Reference Bih/e.l~ I have been dismayed
at how many Christian bookstores that sel! this Bible despite Dake's
vie\\ s that God is a person "with a personal spirit body, a personal
sou!. and a personal spirit, like that of angels, and like that of man ex
cept H is body is of spirit substance instead of flesh and bones."

I'!

Dake

also argues that "God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit
are all present where there are beings with whom they have dealings;
16,1'01' a discussioll about

th~

relationship bet\\ e~n

genr~ ancll1l~aningsc~

Hem~. "Doc, (J~nre Determ inc .\leaning"" ChrilliuiI .·ljJIJ!IJgerie, JIJl!mu!
2(07):

nlOl1las '\,

6. no, I. (Spring

1-19,

17, Kenn~th ('opel and. Chrilli<iilin' iii Cri,il Audio Tape (Lugene. OR: Han est
Ilou,e Publishers. 1993),
I~,

,. ini, Jenning, [Jake. Tile Duke' ,-jililIJlUle(/ Re!cn:lIle IJih/e ILm r~l1ce\ ilk. (jA:

[Jake Bible Sale>. 199/ ),
19, Dake. Rel('}'('I7Cl' Dih/e. '\iell Testament. 07,
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but they are not omnibody, that is, their bodies arc not omnipresent.
All three go Crom place to place bodily as other beings in the universe
do."?11 He undoubtedly says this because of how he takes those verses
that speak of God in bodily terms. He argues,
(iod has a personal spirit body (Dan. 7:9-14: 10::'-19\: shape
(.In. 5:37): Corm (Phil. 2:5-7): image and likeness of a man
(Gen. 1:26: 9:6; Ezek. 1:26-2~: ] Cor. I I:7: .las. 3:9). He has
bodily parts sueh as, back parts (Ex. 33:23), heart (Gen. 6:6:
8:21). fingers and hands (Ps. 8:3-6: Heh. 1:] 0), mouth C\U111.
12:8), lips and longue (lsa. 30:27), feet (Ex. 24: 10), eyes and
eyelids (Ps. 11 :4: 33:18), ears (Ps. ] 8:6), hair. head, face. arms
(Dan. 7:9-]4; 10:5-19; Rev. 5:1-7: 22:4-6), and other bodily
parts.'1
One should take careful notice of how many verses of Scripture
Dakc has cited. T suspect that if one were to challenge him that God
does not literally have these bodily pariS, Dake's response would be
that it is he who is taking the testimony of Scripture seriously since
that is what the text clearly says.
Lest someone think that my examples are extreme, this issue of
the attributes of God is becoming increasing more troubling e\'en
within evangelical circles. A perusal of systematic theologies and
other sources dealing with Theology Proper over the last 150 years
shows a marked drift away from the classical attributes of God. This
drift or in some cases, deliberate migration, is illustrated by the dis
pute over open theism. Gregory Boyd, in discussing certain passages
of Scripture that describes God as experiencing regret or unccrtainty
about future outcomes, comments, "It is. I submit, more dilllcult to
conceive of God experiencing such things if the future is exhaustively
settled in his mind than if it is in part composed of possibilities."c:
Time and space will not permit me here to examine the status of other
attributes of God that arc fading away within evangelical circles, in
cluding simplicity and impassibility.cc Nor will time and space pcr
20. Dake. Rcfcn:nec BiNe. in the "Complete Concordance and C) clopedic Indo,."
81.

21.lbid .. 97
22. Gregor> A. Bo;d. ""cc,-'vlolini:im ami the Inllnite [!ltelligencc 01' Cim!."

l'hi!osophiu Christi 5. no.1. (2003): 192.
23. For a disclIssion 01' simplicit) see Thomas Aquilla". On Bcing unci L\\cncc. IV,
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mit me to go into the details of why these matter. The question one
must ask. however. is how the aberrant or heretical thinking of Finis
Jennings Dake and others can be answered. It is my contention that it
can only be answered by sound philosophy and sound principles of
hermeneutics. which themselves are defended by sound philosophy.c~
Without a doubt. one does not have to study philosophy to under
stand many things about reality. An illustration and parallel from the
natural sciences might help. A child can know the difTerence between
a dog and a tree. But. ifone is to delve deeply into the aspects ofphysi
cal objects. one would need more technical training in the sciences.
Thus. while a child might know whether the object in front of him is a
dog or a tree. to understand more completely the physiology of a dog
or a tree. or the chemical aspects of them, or the subatomic aspects
of them. one would need to study physiology, chemistry, or physics.
Likewise. while the child could tell whether the object in front of him
is a dog or a tree. to understand what it is in virtue of which all dogs
arc dogs and all trees are be trees (the nature of universals ),C' or what
the difference is between the essence and the existence of the dog
or tree any why that matters (the essence/existence distinction). how

7: SIIIIIIII<I TlIl:u!ugiul:.

I. Q3:

SIlIi/lIiU CUlilru Cell/ilel.

I. 18: 1\1aurice R. Holloway.

All

Illlmdlluiulllu Sulllnt! Tlieu!ogl' ('\ew York: Applelon-Cc'lltury-Crofts. \959). 231·-n,l.

35'-35(,: .lame, L. DokLal. Gud \I ii/Will Puns.' Di\'iIlL' Silllj'/icill' ulld Iii,' .\ICh'j'1i1'lin of
OR: Picb\ ick Publications. 20 II ): and Oliphin1. Reu\Ii/ll!ur

Cud:- AhID!II!c'IIl:1 \ (Lu~ene.

ruilli.9]-%.

2-+. A, )' d. I ha"" said nothing about \\hat I think sound philosllphical rea,onin~
\\oulcl 1001-; like, To be 'ure. thi, is a ,ubjcct that has occupicd thinkers for millennia.
VI) o\\n \ ie\\s haw been \ariously bbeled as Classical Realism. Philosophical Realism.
Scholastic Realisnl. Thomistic Rcalism. and Thomisll1. Thomistic Realism (to pick one or
the lab~ls) begins witl1 th~ common sense e:\peri~nces of sensib I..: (ph:sical) realit:. M: use
of the e:\pression 'C0111mon sensc' should not be construcd ,b an cmbracing ol'thc Scottish
Coml11on Sense Realism or Thomas Reid. et al. While such realisl11 might share some
surl~lce similarities and common terminology with the Thomistic Realism that I embrace.
thc' t\\O s) stems are distinct in critical \\ay s, '\s such. legitimate criticisms of Scottish
COl11mlln S\?nse R..:alisll1 Ilouid not necessaril: appl: to Ilwmistic Rcalism.
25. One important application of the issue or uni\ersals is in the pro-life/abortion
debate. We understand tl1at the I'ertiliLed e~g in th..: \\omb 1.\ a human being. not by virtue or
the particular functions it might possess (since it I13S \ irtually no functions that one might
associate \\"itil being. human) but becall~t' it possess.::; the nature or essence ofhulllUIlI1CSS
(\Ihat the theologians ,all a soull. As long at on\? delines its humanness exclusi\el::. in
terms ol'the possession of cenain function, like self-awareness. rationality. a sense of the
ruturc. or others. he cannot understand \\hy killing the fetus is murder.
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it is that the dog or tree remains numerically the same dog or tree
throughout all the changes that happen to them during their lifetimes
(hylomorphic or form/matter composition). and relationships of the
substance. accidents. and properties of the dog ortree. one \\'ould need
to study the discipline ofphilosopllyc"
Classical Apologetics: The Existence of God

The second level of the Classical method maintains that God's ex
istence can be proven by a number of lines of e\ idence and argument.
These would include the cosmological argument. in terms of \\'hich
God is argued as the cause orthe existence oftlle universe, the teleo
logical argument, in ten11S of which God is argued as the cause of the
design of the universe as things tend toward their appropriate end, and
the Moral argument. in ten11S ofwhieh God is argued as the grounding
for moral reality But. if one employs the metaphysics of Thomistic
Realism. this is not "just any kind of abstract, general theism ("a god
of some sort or other' fCC that Greg Bahnsen seems so \\orricd about
when he reflects upon (what he perceives to be) Classical Apologetics.
Instead. such sound metaphysics is the on1) \\ay to prove all the clas
sical attributes of God that the church has cherished throughout its
history. What is more. it is my contention that as sound philosophy
has eroded f]'om the general Christian philosophical community. to the
same extent these classical attributes are eroding.

26, Indeed. even thejudgl1len\ or\\hethcr a gi\ cn qucstion is a question !(lr the natur,l!
sciences. i'or thcolog). for philosoph). or for SOIllC other discipline is itself a philrNlphical
question, For a succinct treatlllent of ,Ollle of the philosophical aspects of Thol1liSill and
its bcaring particularly on the question of the existence and attributes of Cod. sec Ld\\ ard
Feser, The Last SlIp['f'ltition: A Refillot iOIl 0/ the Sl'lI :lthelsill (South Bend: St. Augustine's
Press. 2008) and his ;11/llillil\ ,~ Beginn['f' \ Gllide (Oxford: Onc\\ oreL 20 Iill, To aSSU<1!,!c
an) eOneel'l1', an evangelical might hme \\ ith embracing the thought of Thomas Aquina,.
see ~orlllan I" Ceisler. TilOII1ilS :1'111111(/\, All Fmll"dlcol "11'1'1'0/ 1 01 (Grand Rapid,;:
l3aker l300k House. 1991), To assuage any concern, an) Reformed e\angelieal might
have \\ilh embracing the thought of Thoma, Aquinas. see An in \'0', ,1'llIillOI, ('0/1'111,
ami Conteflll'0I'UlT I'm/l'ltUilt TllOlIght: :1 Critiqlle o( I'mt('\to"1 I ICll,1 01 the Tlllili"h/
of Thofllol A'llIill'/1 (Washington: Christian L ni\ersity I'rcss. 198' \. For an c,tended

bibliograph) on Thomistic thought. ,ec
cOlll'BibThomi,tic,hllnl >,
27, Greg L. Bahnsen.
R Publish in!,!. 1998).31

"1/1

Ill)

bibliograph) at <http: \\\\\\,riehardgho\\e,

TiI'I','lpologetic: Reoding\ Lllld,4I1olni.\ (Phillipsburg: P&
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Classical Apologetics: The Truth of Christianity

Once the existence of God is proven and the possibility of mira
cles is thereby established, specific arguments are given for the truth
orthe Christian faith, including arguments from manuscript evidence,
archeology, and from other corroborating historical evidence for the
historical reliability of the Bible, arguments from the Bible and other
sources for the identity ofJesus as the Son of God, and arguments from
the teachings of Jesus for the inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible.e~
Thus, with a proper philosophical foundation, sound arguments prov
ing Cod's existence and attributes, and the historical evidence for the
truth of the Christian faith, Classical Apologetics becomes one of the
tools needed to go into the world and make disciples.
PRESllPPOSITlONAL APOLOGETICS

The apologetic method that has come to be known as
Presupposition'll ism is larl2:eh the legac) (in America) of the
Westminster Theological Seminary professor Cornelius Van Til. e'!
Presupposition'll apologetics does not consist of merely examining
the legitimacy orthe unbeliever's presuppositions. No model is better
at doing that than the Classical model. As such, to examine presup
positions is not what distinguishes different apologetic methodolo
gies. Jason Lisle is simply wrong when he says, "The method ... is
called' Presupposition'll Apologetics'. .. It could also be called a
'Transcendental' approach or 'Transcendental Apologetics' which I
sort ofprelcr but 'Presupposition'll' has probably caught on more. And

28, I am il1de:bt~d 10 R, C. Sproul 1'01' thi, te:tl1plate \ basi<.: rcliabilit: of the \le:\\
\\ ho Jesus i,. \\ hat )e:su, teachlCs about the: Bible:) in his "Ih" Case for jnerran~y:
,\ \ktllOdologj<.:al !\nal:sis." in (Joel:, /II<:/'I'UII{ lI(m/: All JI1I<:l'/hilioliu/ S~1'I1I/")\1I/111 Oil
IliL' Tr/l.,{llol'lliillnl u/ Scn/JIltI''' I\linneapolis: I3ethan: House. )974): 242--261. One
pani<.:ularly il1lportant POillllll understand about CI'bsical apologelics is thm tile' e,dskn<.:e
ur lInd must be attirmed before the speciJic ~\'ide:n<.:e fur the: trulh of Christianity in
particular \\ill make s~nse. [-Ilis is so because argul1lent> for the Bible and for k,us',
Ji\ inil: utilize the notion of the miraculous. Since a miracle: is an act of God. thcre cannot
T~,tame:111.

b..: all: ll1irack~ u(li~s~ God I..:'\ists. Thll~. d-';ll1oJlstratillg God's c.'\.istencl.' is prior to arguing:

for Christianity. I \\oule! argue that this is the

lil/L' (/IILI //(jll ()rClas,i~aJ Apologeti<.:s.

2CJ, For ~11 e"t~ndee! bibliograph\ of resources lprimar: and s~condar:, sympatkti<.:
and critical) dealing \\ill1 Preslippositionalism. see note 1 of my "Some Brief Critical
ThoughI', on Pn:suppositionalism," a\ailabk al <http> \\\\ w.richardgho\\e:.e:om!
I'resupposil iona Iism, pdt'>.
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you can see why it's called that. We deal \\ith \vorld vic\\ s. We deal
with presuppositions. That's how it gets its name."'"
To be sure, Presuppositionalists do deal with presuppositions and
world views. Though Lisle's explanation might seem plausible (and
I havc encountered several who wonder why, as an apologist and
philosopher, I would be critical of examining presuppositions \\hen
they discover that I am critical of Presuppositionalism). the reason the
method is called 'Presuppositionalism' is because there is something
in particular that must be presupposed. It maintains that a proper apol
ogetic methodology must be built on the solid Reformed (Calvinist)
theological doctrines of the sovereignty of God and the total deprav
ity of the human race. The God of Christianity. together with the
Scriptures, must be presupposed before there can be any consistently
coherent or rational thought (i.e., intelligibility) in the first place. Van
Til argues. "For man sel1~consciousnesspresupposes God-conscious
ness .... God-consciousness was for [Adam] the pre.l/lp/)().lilio/1 of the
significance of his reasoning on anything."" Greg Bahnsen maintains
that "the task of apologetics must be exercised upon the infallible and
presupposed authority of the Word of Christ in Scripture.... Christian
apologetics must hegi/1 and end with Him who is thc alpha and the
omega, the one who only and always rcigns as Lord,"" Bahnsen goes
on: "The purpose of this treatise is to exhibit prcsuppositional apolo
getics as the only faithful and sound mcthod of contending for the
Christian hope and biblical message. Resting upon the authority of
the Iiving God rather than that of independent human reasoning, the
apologist must /Jresllppose the truth of Scripture and lay siege to all
apostate presuppositions. ",'

30. Jason l.isle. DVD ""Nuclear Strength Apologetics. pI. ! ,"
J]. Cornclius Van Til. The /)eIL'lIIe o(lh" F"il!' (Philadclphia: P"csbyterian and

Reformed Publishing.
syllabus. 55.

197~).

90. ')]: emphasis added, 'iee also hi' 1/'n!ngc'liCl coursc

32. Greg L. 13ahnsen. Pl'C,\/i/J/)(Jliliolld! Al'n!n'.!CIICI, ."Iilled "lid IJdelld"d I P()\\cr
Spring. CiA: American Vision Press: :\acogdoches. TX: CO\ cnant \ ledia. 20081. 3. -t:
emphasis added.
33. Ibid.. -t. l3ahnsen has set up a false dilemma. The ehoices are not confined
to ""the autllOrit) of thc li\ ing God"" or "indepcndcnt human reasonini!." rhe Clas,ieal
Realist would argue lllat appeals can be made to reality. To construe the matter as if it is a
choiee between two epistemological issucs i, to prciudicc it in c'l\or ol'citl1er rationali,m
(Descartes) or Idealism (Berkeley) or worse. In eithcr case. it is to exclude (/ /lI'inl'i the
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According to this method, to assume a neutral ground between
the believer and unbeliever from which the believer could launch into
rational arguments for God's existence is, de facto, to deny the God of
Christianity. The unbel ievers' attempts to argue against the existence
of the Christian God already employ epistemological assumptions that
can be the case only if the God of Christianity is presupposed to ex
ist. Thus, according to Presuppositionalism, Christians who use the
Classical theistic arguments are already compromising the nature of
the very God they are trying to prove. Van Til argues,
This is. in the last analysis. the question as to \\ hat are one's
ultimate presuppositions. \Vhen man became a sinner, he made
offlimself instead of God the ultimate or final reterence point.
And it is precisely this presupposition, as it controls withol!!
e.xeeption all forms of non-Christian philosophy, that must
be brought into question. . . . In not challenging this basic
presupposition \\ ith resped to himself as the final reterence
point in predication the natural man may accept the ··theistic
proofs" as fully \ alid. I k may construct such proofs. lIe has
constructed such proofs. But the god \\hose existence he
prO\es to himself in this \\ ay is always a god \\ ho is something
other than the scl!'--contained ontological trinity of Scripture.'~
He also argues, "The only 'proof' of the Christian position is that
unless its truth is presupposed, there is no possibility of 'proving'
anything at all. The actual state of afbirs as preached by Christianity
is the necessary foundation of 'proof' itself."'< As I stated earlier,
Presuppositionalism maintains that it is not possible (or appropriate) to
try to appeal to "tltcts"' to adj udicate the dispute between Christianity
and non-Christianity. Since our understanding and interpretation or
these "facts" is part of what is in dispute between the Christian and
non-Christian, the non-Christian needs to be shown that unless the

Cla"ical Realist option. 1'01' a discussion of the Classical Realist method. sce Erienne
(iilson . .\h'l/wdlcu/ ReUtillll. trails. Philiplro\\er (Front Ro)al: Christendom Press.
IQ(0). reprinted .\!<'I/wdicu/ /leutillli. .-1 l!undh(Juk luI' Begll1nlng Jlm/I.II.I (San Fralleisen:
Ignatiu" Pre,s. 20 I] l,
3~.

Van Til. Til<' Dc/<,nIL' u/ Ihe Fuilh. 77: emphasis added.

35. Cornel ius Van Ti I. "\ 1) Credo." in Jer/llu/em und .~lhel7\· el'lilca/ D/lel/\\/ol7\ on
illc'

/Jhi/o,o/,hl' und .1jJlJ/ogelin oj Come/im VUII Ti/. ed. E. R. Geel1an (Phillipsburg. "iJ:

[Jresb) terian and Reformcd f'ubli"hing. 1(71).21.
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Christian faith (or the Word of God) is presupposed. then these '"facts"
are not (consistently) intelligible at all.
This is not to say that Presuppositionalism holds that an unbe
liever cannot know what day of the week it is or whether it is raining.
It is to say that he does not know any fact tm/\'. Van Til cOl11ments.
Often enough \\e [\\ho belie\c in Godl haw talked "ith you
r\\ho do not belie\ c in God] abnut facts and snund reasons
as though we agreed \\ith you on \\ hat these rcally arc. In
our arguments for the existence of God. \\e haw frequently
assumed that you and \\e together ha' c an area of kll(mledgc
on \\hich wc agree. But \\c really do not grant that you sec any
fact in any dimension of life truly. We really think you ha\e
colored glasses on your nose \\hen ynll talk aboLlt chickens
and eo\\s. as \\'ell as \\hen you talk about the life hereaftcr.';"
Thus. when a Christian presents the Gospel to an unbeliever. the
unbeliever will undoubtedly appeal to truths that the unbeliever thinks
he knows to be truths in order to dispute the claims of Christianity.
The Presuppositionalist will try to shO\\ him that. unless Christianity
is presupposed to be true, the unbeliever could not know these truths
to be truths. Indeed. says the Presuppositionalist. even in his argu
ments against Christianity, the unbeliever must presuppose the truth
of Christianity. Therefore. Christianity must be true.
Problems with the Presuppositionalism of
Ken Ham, Jason Lisle, et al.
My criticisms ofYoung Earth Presupposition aIism do not stem from
any objections I have to the conclusions of Young Earth Creationism.'~
1 would add that my objections also do not stem from any animus
toward Reformed theology. I do not believe that Presuppositionalism
36. Cornelius Van Til. Will' J BelinL' ill God (Philadelphia: \\estminster Ihe(i[ogieal
Seminary. n.d, l. 9: emphasis added.

37.1 probably am not far Ii'om Ham or Lisle's \iews on many things J hold to a literal
reading of Genesis 1-11. \\hich \\ould include maintaining si:-. literal :2-1-hour cla:s of
creation. a literal Adam and Eve. the Fall of the human race in Adam's sin. the corruption
and cursing of the cosmos as a result of this f'all (together \\ith the rejection ol'the notion
that therc was death before the fall). a ul1i,'crsal, global. c3w:.trophie flood in :"ioah's time
(togethcr wi1l1 the Ark and 1I1~ animals .iust as Genesis says). and the to\ler of Babel and
the confusion of languages. Imighl evcn agree \\ilh somc of their scientific arguments for
some of these particular points.
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is necessarily entailed by it. Instead, I object to how Ham, Lisle, and
others characterize the task of how the Christian can or ought to de
fend the faith. Time and space will not allow a thorough critique of the
system. I would like to highlight a few problems I often see with their
employment of Presuppositionalism.
Tile Problem of Presuppositionalism Collapsing into Classical
Apologetics

Lisle likens hIS method to an argument about air.'~ Just as ,m
IS a necessary pre-condition for anyone \\ho might want to argue
against the existence of air. so Evolutionists (tor exampk) "must as
sume the preconditions of intelligibility in order to make any argu
ment \\hatsoever.'·''i The parallel is illicit. Air is only accidentally a
pre-condition to an argument for or against air. To be sure. air is a
pre-condition for a hlil//on being to make such an argument. But that
is only because of the nature of the human being, not because of the
nature of the air as such. God \\ ould be able to make an argument
against air without air. Air bears a ditlerent relationship to an argu
ment about air than the preconditions of intelligibility bear to argu
ment as such (i.e., to argument as argument). In the first instance. it is
an argument o!Jolil x where x is (accidentally) required for the arguer
to make his argument. With the latter instance, it is not an argument
u!Jolil something. Instead. it is argument itself. Thus, what follows is
that all the elements of which argument is comprised are necessary for
there to be any argument at all. In other words, if x is itselfa constitu
ent of argument qua argument. then, necessarily, x is a pre-condition
for argument itself. I suspect that one would find little quarrel as to
what these constituents might be. Logic and inferences. together with
terms and premises (whether factual or not) are certainly necessary.
What Lisle is commendably trying to do is to get the Evolutionist
to realize that the Evolutionist's view of reality (what Lisle calls his
'worldview') cannot account for the very logic that the Evolutionist
uses to formulate his arguments against creation. 1 certainly agree
with Lisle's method here. But the crucial question becomes is this
Presuppositionalism'} I contend that it is not. The reason it is not is
because Presuppositionalism insists that it is the Trinitarian God of
38. Lisk. ['mot. 45.
39. Ibid.
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the Bible that must be presupposed. It is the \vhole of the Scriptures
that must be presupposed. Bahnsen says, "The Christian must not onl)
recognize [that every apologetic encounter is ultimately a conflict of
worldviews or fundamental perspectives] for the purpose of develop
ing and responding to arguments with an unbeliever, but also be aware
that the particular claims which the apologist defends are understood
within the context ojthe el7tirclystem ojdoctril7c rCI'caled h.l' God in
the Scripturc.I.""" He goes on. "The Christian apologist docs not argue
for just any kind of abstract, general theism ('a god of some son or
other'l, but rather for the specific conception of God revealed within
the Christian Scriptures."'" I defy Lisle or anyone else to show hO\\ it
is that the demonstration that logic is a precondition to intelligibility
equals a presupposition of Christian ity.
I want to make sure that I am clear as to what exactly is my prob
lem. I celebrate what Lisle is arguing here. J make the same kind of
argument in my apologetic encounters. though I would not usc the
misleading air analogy. But it will take more argument moves to shc)\\
the unbeliever that because logic is necessary precondition to intel
ligibility, therefore the God of Christianity exists. But this first step.
together with the following steps in making this argument is c.mcth

what Classical Apologetics does. So, my quarrel is that what Lisle is
doing is engaging in Classical Apologetics \\hile insisting all along
that his method is Presuppositionalism and implying (where others
are more explicit) that the Classical method is a compromise of the
authority of God's Word.

Tile Problem of "Bihlical Principles" lind tile Preconditions
Intelligibility

(~r

Another problem I have is that Lisle goes on to characterize the
preconditions of intelligibility (logic. morality, uniformity of nature)
as '"biblical creation principles." While I might celebrate the specifics
of his arguments for each of these. his argument is 110t a transcendel1

40. Greg Bahnscn. hili Til \ .·ll'o!ng<:/ic. 30: cmphasis added.
41. Ibid .. 31. Bahnsen has set up another false dilemma. \\ith this method. he is in Ill'
position to fend ofT the heresies of Dake since Dake could argue that the God of Scripture
has all or these hodily parts enumerated earlier. But sound philosophy. coupled \\ith a
broader apolo!cletic case. can sho\\ that the onl: truc God cannot be Dake's (jod and that the
God ofthc Biblc is the onl: true (jod. To do this is to do Classical .·\polo!clctics.
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tal one which it would have to be in order to be Presuppositionalism.
lnsrcad, his arguments (at least in the case of morality and the uni
formity of nature) are dcmol7strorio quia (argument to grounding or
cause) arguments."' Granted that logic, morality, and the un iformity 0 r
nature are truths that one can find in the Bible, he never (nor has any
Presuppositionalist that I have read or talked with) shown that it is the
8ible (or Christianity) that is this precondition. In other words, it is
t~lilacious to argue that x, y, and z are preconditions of intelligibility;
x, y, and L are found in the Bible (or Christianity); therefore the Bible
(or Christianity) is a precondition of intelligibility. As soon as one un
packs the arguments to demonstrate to the unbeliever that Christianity
is true, one is doing Classical Apologetics.

Tile Problem of Ontology

l'S.

Epistemology

One enduring inconsistency throughout is the issue of whether
Presuppositionalisl11 is making an epistemological point or an on
tological point. In his debate with R. C. Sproul, Greg Bahnsen was
adamant that Presuppositionalism is making an epistemological and
not merely an ontological point. By this he meant that it would not
be enough to argue that if God did not exist. we would not be able to
knO\\ anything, Obviously, if God is the Creator, then. if the Creator
did not exist, the creation would not exist. Making this ontological
point is saying nothing that distinguishes Presuppositionalism from
Classical Apologetics, which is what their debate \vas about. Instead,
Bahnsen was claiming to be making an epistemological point, mean
ing that in terms of knowing. the truths of Christianity have to be pre
supposed (epistemologically) before there can be any (consistent) in
telligibility, Thus, to be a Presuppositionalist (if we allow Bahnsen to
be the standard), it is not enough to merely make the ontological point
about God's existence. He has to make the epistemological point.
In response, I believe that the Presuppositionalist (at least, Bahnsen)
is confused. When he thinks he is making an epistemological point (to
do his Presuppositionalism) he is actually making an ontological point

'+2. 1 ~llll ind"bt"d to \\ illialll Lane Craig 1'01' pointing out this distinction, ~ce his
··A Classical . \pologiq·\ RcspL1nse." in SI"\cn 8. Clman. ed. Fin! Vit'll".l IJII A/)()/ogt'li,·.\

(Grand Rapids: Zonder\an 1\lblishing House. 2000). 233. See also Aristotle. Poslcr!or
,111(//)1/"1. 78·'22-'12 and Tbom~b '\quinas. ClJlIlIlIClllwT Oil thc PlJsIU'io!' .·lIlLl/U/C.\ of

"l,.istul!e. L 23.
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ahout the cpistclllological evcI71 ..1' In other words. Bahnsen's position
collapses back into ontology or metaphysics, which cnds up making
his method Classical. Repeatedly I see the Presuppositionalist makc
the ontological point while thinking that he is make an epistemologi
cal one. For example, consider this from Don Collett: "By way of
contrast. the transcendental argument prescf\es the logically primitive
and absolute character of God's existence by starting with the premise
that God's existence is a necessary precondition for argument itself. In
this way argument is made to depend upon God, rather than vice versa,
since argument is possible ifand only if God's existence is true from
the outset of argument itself."JJ But, of course. to argue that God's ex
istence is necessary for something (in this case, argument) is to make
a cosmological argument. What Collet needed to say to be true to the
Presuppositional criteria (and to avoid being a Classical apologist)
was not merely that argumcnt depends on God (\\hat apologist \\ auld
not say this?) but that the as.lulllplion 0/ God \ existence \\as neces
sary. But this is manifestly false. If I construct a simple Modus Ponens
argument, it can be entirely sound without allY of the premises being
"God exists," To be sure. the Modus Ponens could not exist \\ithout
God, but, again, this ontological point is not Presuppositionalism ..1<
43, I \\ould like to thanK my brother
confusion herc.

Dr.

Tom Ilo\\c

1'01'

hclping me scc l:3ahn,cn's

44. Don Collett. "Van Til and Transcendental Argument." in R,"'clulioll (lI7d
F.SSUl'.I' in Refol'med AI,,,I"gctin. <:d. K. Scott Oliphint and Lanc G. TiJ110n
(Phillipsburg: P 8:. R Publishing. 2007). 261; cmphasis in original. I cannot her" c"l1lme
to very mIlch detail what I sce as problclll \\Ith this characlcriLalion, There i, a ditTcrcncc
between saying that" Illust be thc CasC "from the OIlbet of thl' argulllcllt" and sa~ ing that
there IllUst bc a premisc "x is thc case" as a precollllilion to thc argIlmcnt.1 hc t')[,l11cr
is mcrely to make the ontological point tl1at Bahnsen is sa~ ing that l'resuppositionalisll1
is 110/ mcI'cil' mukillg. To arguc that God must c"ist beforc ilrgumcnls can c"ist is ,iast
to make a cosmological argument as a Classical apologist \\ ould do. It is ,iust 10 do
Classical Apologetics, The latter is \\'l1al \\ould necd to happcn for the argUJ11Cnl tll be
presuppositional in as ll1uch as 1l1e latter \\ould be lepiqcmologieally} presupposed as a
condition ofthc argumcnt itself. But. of coursc. the latter is not neeessal·:. It docs nothing
to dCl110nstrate thaI Ciod exists.

Reason,' .V"ll'

45. In fairness to Collctt. his article sccbo to dra\\ critical di,tinc!ion,s bet\\cen thc
semantic rclations in tt"Uth~fullctional ar~uments (like Modus Ponens) and the scm~111\ic
relatiolls in transcendental argulllents (I.C" arguments b~ presupposition I. /\5 s\lch. I
bclieve he would not be withoul a re'ponse to mc hcre. I-!O\\CICr. I bclie\e his \l(lint -;till
t'lih to deli vcr \\11at 11(' \\ants regarding the transcendental argument. It is ironic that his
entire discus,ionllftl1ese distinClions utilizes these lruth~lunclional relations. :\01\ thi" i"
not neccssarily a problem in Ill~ estimation in as much as I ha\e long maintaincd that the

('I \SSIl'\L AI'UIOC;rTIl'S
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Words vs. lvlan ~~' Words"

The juxtaposition of"God's words vs. man's words" is sometimes
captured by the phrase' autonomous human reason'. What Ham and
others mean by the "God's words vs. man's word" template is that it
is illicit to allow what they perceive to be merely human arguments or
reasoning to affect our understanding and interpretation of Scripture.
They sometimes argue that it is wrong to use data from outside the
Bible to help us understand the meaning of the Bible. However, they
run into trouble when they frame certain issues as ifit was a matter of
accepting the authority of God's Word over man's word. To be sure,
some \\ ho utilize this template are certainly on to something when
they recognize that many unbelievers (and even perhaps some believ
ers) resist acceding to the plain teaching of Scripture on certain mat
ters. I do not at all dispute that it can sometimes boil down to a matter
or whether one is going to accept what God has to say about a matter
or accept what they or others say about a matter. What bothers me,
howcver, is when this template is used illicitly to cast aspersions upon
sources or data from outside thc Bible that can be brought to bear on
how we interpret certain verses of Scripture. 1do not pretend that it is
always an easy thing to interpret the Bible. But [ do believe that some
aspects or legitimate debates are being dismissed out of hand and are
being mischaracterized as stemming from a resistance to wanting to
be submissive to the authority of Scripture.
For example, Ham asserts. "All versions of the gap theory im
pose outside ideas on Scripture and thus open the door for further
compromise."~(' Ham seems to be saying that by virtue of a theory utiformal schemati"ations ,0l1ldimes understate rea]it). In say ing this. I do not mean that
is beyond our understanding-·-quite the ,ontrar). Instead. I mean that our formal
schenlatizations (I! realit) full SllOt't of\\hat \\e kno\\ (b> other means) to be true about the
nature of real it) , ITake the oddness of the \Iateriallmplication ~1S an e,all1pk.) Indeed. they
sOlm:timl's lidl shore ,,,en b) their o\\n standards. as Cii)del's Incompkteness Theorem
proved. 1'0 substitute tlile limited sch,matiLation (truth-fun,tional) \\ith another limited
"hematint ion (Irans-:end,ntal) does not help. To cast these <bpersions upon these fOl'lllal
systems mere I) shOl\' that' am a Classical Realist instead ofa Rationalist: that I side veith
Aquina, rather than Leibniz. For an intmductory treatment of the metaphysical grounding
of logic. see Peter Kreeft, Socrulie LogiL' , ..j Logic Texi Gsillg SOLTulie .\IL'lh(ld, Piulol1ic
(JilL' I IIiJi II , ulldAr/I!OIl'!iUIl {'rillei!,!,'I. 3rd ed. (South Bend: St. Augustine's Press. 200k).
1'01' :I mme in-dept!l Ireatmcllt. see Ilcnr) Babcock Veatch. IlliL'Il/l(ll!u! Logic, ..[ I.ogh
{]UIVC! (II! Phi!o"'I,hicu! R,','/il'lil (] CJ~9: repr.. Ne\\ Ha\en: Archon 13ooks. 1(70).
rL',d/fl'

'+6. <http:;'\\\\'\\.christianam\\ers.neH]-aig/alg; ·c003.html> Iaccessed August 10,
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lizing "outside ideas," that theory is a compromise. In a panel dehate
on the Trinity Broadcast Network with Old Eanh creationist Hugh
Ross, Ham said, "Shouldn't you take outside ideas ami reinterpret [the
Bible]? No. you can't do that." 1 would argue that we cannot hilt do
this in some instances. In fact, 1 am confident that Ken Ham himself
does so at times.
As I have argued above, there is no way the Christian can or
should somehow filter or block "outside" ideas in our attempt to un
derstand Scripture. The Bible is situated within a reality that is the
creation of a transcendent God. It is only by a sound understanding of
aspects of that reality that the reader would be able to properly inter
pret the Bible. This is what I argued ahove when r discussed principles
of henneneutics in general and biblical passages on the nature 0 f' God
in particular. A sound understanding of reality. when pursued deeply
enough, will lead us into the disciplincs of the natural sciences and
philosophy (and perhaps other disciplines as well). Yet Ham seems.
alheit selectively, to reject the application of sound science and phi
losophy. For example, in Ham's discussion with Ross, after Ross had
summarized his desire to use the findings of contemporary science to
demonstrate to the unbel iever that God \\as the Creator and designer
of the physical universe, Ham said,
My big issue is one ofbiblieal authority. What docs Scripture
tell us'; ... We have "hole generations of kids in our churches
today that arc told, "You can belieyc in the millions of years
and e\olution. You can reinterpret Scripture here. You don't
hm e to take that as \\Titten. 'You can belie\ e in a local nood.
You don't have to belie\e in a global Rood." And you know
what's happening? It's unlocked the door \0 undermine biblical
authority,-F
For Ham, for one to argue for an ancient Earth by "imposing"
on Genesis a paradigm stemming from the contemporary scientiflc
viewpoint is to reject the authority of the Bible. Clearly, Ham \\as
rejecting Ross's use of scientific data to guide his interpretation of the
biblical text. To he sure, Ham does not grant that such scientific data

2012) .

.\ 7. "Ken Ham \ s. I [ugh Ross:' <http:
(accessed Septembcr \.\. '01').

'11\\\\.:

outllbe.com'I\3tcl1',\ =/gllcGotRqbM>

is true. But it seems to me that his response to Ross stems not from
this. He is not rejecting Ross's scientific data because Ham opts for
opposing scientific data. To be sure, sometimes 'y'oung Earth creation
ists do make scientific arguments. But it is telling that Ham did not do
this here. Instead, he juxtaposed the (proffered) scientific data tl"om
Ross \\ith ""biblical authority." Thus, he is not ml:.Tely responding that
Ross has misinterpreted Scripture. He is characterizing Ross's take
on Genesis as undermining biblical authority precisely because Ross,
\vhether rightly or wrongly, appeals to "outside ideas.'"
Again, I want to make sure that I am clear as to what exactly

IS

my

problem. I certainly grant that there can be faulty assumptions that are
illicitly imposed on the reading of a given biblical passage or illicitly
cmployt:d in putting forth scientific data. If Ham sought to show how
it was that Ross"s reading of the text was hermeneutically flawed or
that his scientific data was faulty or misunderstood (because of faulty
assumptions). this would constitute a fair response.~~ He does not do
this. Ham seemingly takes it lor granted that the Genesis text must
mean what he takes it to mean:"

'+8. I belie\e that thi, is \\Ilat Ilamlhought he \\,b doing b: his example ofho,\ ,\e
eannot defer to the current scil'tllilie \ ie\\ point that people cannot come bac~ from the dead
\\hen "e are tr: ing to under,tand the passages that deal with Jesu,' resurrection. But the
parallel is illicit. The reason the resurrection example does not \vork is because there the
issue i, one of naturalism, 5. supernaturalism (i.e" "hcther God exists and miracles are
possible).] do not see hlm [his is the same as the dispute between Young Earth creationists
,ltld Old Earth creatiunists. both ol"\\hom grant the possibilit;. (and actual it: ) of miracles.
if Ilam \,ants to arguc that Russ is indeed conceding to naturalism in his appeal [0 hi,
science in this instance. I \\ ould listen \, ith patience. I hm enOl seen" here he ever makes
~ul'h an arg:Lllll~nt.
'+'J. By nO\,. perhaps m: ;.oun:! Earth reader:, an;: bcginning to "onder ho" sincere I
\\as \\hen I earlier claimed to be a Young Earth creationist. [t might be helpl"ul for me to
suggest hcm I "ould hay e tried to respond to ({os>. First, not being a scientist. I \\ould not
try to rcfute any seielllitie d:lla he "ould brin:! I"orth. I \\ould defcr to Ham and l~is]e and
others in thi, regard. Further. in \\hat I have said so far, I do not mean to suggest that an:
interpretation Of:l gi\ en text is just as \ iabk. e\ en in principle. as an;. other. The h.c;. for
me is thi,. If the Earth is as old as the Old Earth creationists say. then \\hat principles of
hermeneutics can one employ to render the Cienesis narrati\ e consistent \\ ith that age': I
h,n e : et to tind an interpretation of (jenesis that seems plausibl: compatible \\ ith an old
htrth. 8eing n1l1re comfortable \\ ith the hermeneutical issues than I am withlhe scicntific
Oth.~~.

it

i~ ca~ier

rnr me to opt fur a yuung Carth and suspend

111)

iudg,nlent aboLlt the science

[han it is tn opt tor an old I::anh and suspend m: judgment about the hermeneutics. :\1)
\\orr: is that \vhatever are the hermcneutical principles that one might adopt that renders
Cienesis compatible with the current scienlifie viewpoint on the age orlhe Earth. \\hat other
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The Problem of !ncoflSistency

Despite the fact that Ham rejects the use of scientific data to a/Tect
one's interpretation of the Scriptures, he undoubtcdly uses science to
understand other Scriptures. Josh. 10: J 2-13 is the account of the Sun
standing still: "Then Joshua spoke to the LORD in the day when the
LORD delivered up the Amorites before the children ofIsrael. and he
said in the sight of Israel: .Sun, stand sti II over Gibeon: And :\100n. in
the Valley of Aijalon.' So the sun stood still. and the moon stopped. till
the people had revenge upon their enemies." What is interesting about
this passage is I1mv it was used in the sixteenth century against the ne\\
science from Copernicus that was promulgated by Galileo. ['.;0 doubt
some in that day considered the thinking of Copernicus and Galileo as
"outside ideas" that vvere being used to "reinterpret thc BibJc"-things
which Ham says you cannot do. Virtually all the church leaders (to
gether with the university scientists) held to the Aristotelian/Ptolemaic
system that maintained that the Sun moved and that the Earth stood
still. The theologians appealed to the straightforward reading of this
text in Joshua to prove that the Bible taught exactly this. As they sav\
it. it would not be possible for the Sun to be commanded to stand still
if it was not moving in the first place. Thus. the Copernican system.
which Galileo was defending. must be false.'"
The parallels to the current controversy over Genesis should
be obvious. I suspect that not even Ken Ham v\ould defend the old
Aristotelian/Ptolemaic system. Yet. the only reason to conclude thaI
the Joshua passage does not mean what it clearly seems to sa: is be
cause or what we believe we know from contemporary astronomy.
Today the standard interpretation of this passage is that the text is CIl1

interpretive conclusions might thcsc hcrmcneutical principles nccessitate? fo be surc. the
issue of interpretation can be complicated. and Chriqians \I ho hm e cquall" high regard
jar tllc inerrancy and authority orthc Riblc can ditTer on somc things. For a discussion or
hcrmeneuties, particularly in the contcxt of billlical inerrancy sce Earl D. Radmacher and
Robert D. Preus. cds., HCI"/l/c/lI.!lItic.l. fIlCl'ruI7C',' <\' the Eihlc: I'II!,,,!".I tm/l/ leR! SlIlJlIlJi! !!
(Grand Rapids. I'd I : !\cademic Books ICBI. 1984).
50. For an exccllcnt treatmcnt of the excgetical aspects ot this Galileo alrair. ,ee
Richard J. Rlaek\\ell. Gu!l!cu. Bd!"l"!liillc. Ulle! l/lC 13iMe ('-one Oa111e: Lni\ersity of
1\otrc Damc Press. 199 I ). What is intercsting is that. in his "Lelter to thc Crand Duchess
Christina."' Galileo sholls hOIl a straightfor\\8rd rcading of the Joshua passage is also
incompatible \lith the Ptolemaic systcm. See Stillman Drake. trans. and cd. Ui.lton'l'/e,
und OI'inio11l of Gu/ilc{) iNe\\ York: Random 110\lsc. ,\neho!" Boob. }9:'7).
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ploying phenomenological (or observational) language. This means
that the description of the event was from the perspective of the ob
server. To someone on Earth, it indeed looked like the Sun was moving
and that it was made to stand still. We still use such phenomenal lan
guage today when we talk about sunrise and sunset. My point here is
that, regardless of whether Hugh Ross's interpretation of the Genesis
narrative is correct, he is doing in principle exactly what Ken Ham (I
suspect) would do with the Joshua passage. There can be no doubt that
there is nothing wrong, as a matter of principle, with using the data of
science to guide us in scriptural interpretation. What goes for the data
of science goes also for the data of sound philosophy.
My accusation of inconsistency makes Jason Lisle and Tim
Chaffey's comments all the more telling. On one hand they say,
"Hcw, ever, when someone 'reinterprets' the clear meaning of the
words to accommodate outside notions, it simply means he does not
believe the words."'1 The context is a discussion about the age of the
Earth. For them, Genesis clearly teaches a young Earth. Therefore,
(they argue) to use the "ideas of men"'" when they conflict with the
Word of God is to "place more faith in men than in God."" Yet com
pare this sentiment with this comment they make: "Supporters orten
llsed a hyper~literal reading of Joshua 10: 12-13 to buttress their posi
tion [of geocentricism]. However, it is quite olJl'ioll.l' that Joshua was
simply using observational language."'" The problem is that it abso
lutely was not "quite obvious" at the time. It is only "quite obvious"
to us today because we have come to believe through astronomy and
mathematics (i.e .. "outside ideas" or the "'ideas of men"") that, indeed,
the Earth does rotate on its axis and moves relative to the Sun's stand
ing still. Notice then, that here Chaft"ey and Lisle are guilty of the
samc act of "not believing the words" that they accuse the Old Earth
creationist of committing. They are doing with Joshua 10 what the Old
Earth creationists are doing (in principle) with Genesis. For the Old
Earth creationist, it is "'quite obvious" that the Young Earth creation
ist is being "hyper-literal" in their reading of Genesis. What is more,

51.

Ch~tT"o

and Li,lc. (J!cI rUI'/h. 110-1 II

:'~, Ibid .. II U.

53. Ibid.
5.:1. Ibid .. 62: elllpha,is added.
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Hugh Ross comes to his position because he believes (whether rightly
or wrongly) that the science shows (i.e.. he believes because of "out
side ideas") that taking Genesis as the Young Earth creationist does is
taking Genesis in a hyper-literal \\ay. Thus. he is doing. in principle.
exactly what Chaftcy and Lisle are doing with Joshua 10.
It is one thing to be inconsistent with selectively applying "outside
ideas" to the Bible to help us understand \\ hat it means while insisting
that Christians should not do that and to do so is to reject the authority
of God's word. Perhaps what is worse is that by telling Christians that
doing so is an abrogation of the authority of Scripture. he is disabus
ing them of some of the most powerful apologetic tools they have to
not only defend the faith against the critics. but also to strengthen the
faith of those who already believe. In addition. such tools like sound
philosophy are the vcry things needed in the evangelical church today
to fend off the encroachment of aberrant and heretical theology, espe
cially about the nature of God.

CONCLUSION
I have tried to summarize as directly as I can my concerns re
garding how Young Earth Creationism is increasingly embracing
Presuppositionalism. My concerns arise out of a commitment to thc
conclusions of Young Earth Creationism and a passionate celebration
of the method of Classical Apologetics. Provo 27: 6 tells us. ""Faithful
are the wounds of a friend."' I suspect that some of my young Earth
readers will take my comments as harsh. I certainly do not mean them
so. Despite the push-back I have received (primari ly through com
ments on my blog) I know that I am not alone within the Young Earth
community in my concerns. I have addressed this issue because I be
lieve that it is more than just academic. In repudiating the Classical
method of apologetics. due pmiially to an unwarranted desire to a\oid
appealing to truths from reality as God has created it. certain Young
Earth Presuppositionalists are robbing themselves of a very po\\crful
tool to be used of God in our carrying out the commands oCthe Lord
to defend (I Pet. 3: 15) and earnestly contend for (.lude 3) the Christian
faith.
But neither did Iintend to be harsh to the greater Presuppositiona Iism
camp. I have no doubt as to their integrity in their endeavors and their
sincere desire not only to defend the faith. hut to do so in a manner that

CI\~~I(\1.

1\['OI.Ulil IIC \
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is worthy of the Lord and which honors His character and attributes.
I hope that my analysis is useful is serving as a cOlTective to certain
aspects of their methodology. Despite our deeply held differences, I
know we can celebrate each other as part of a larger Christian family
that recognizes the grace of God in the Gospel of Jesus Christ. It for
God's glory that I engage in this discussion.
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PRESl:PPOSITIO'lAL RESPO\SE

Jason Lisle, Ph.D.

DR.

Rill [,·\IW HU\n lists several perceived problems with presup
positional apologetics. He claims (I) that the method collapses into
classical apologetics, (2) that it t~llsely assumes that preconditions of
intelligibility are biblical creation principles, (3) that the method con
flates ontology with epistemology, (4) that it juxtaposes God's Word
IS. \!Ian's Words, and (5) that it is inconsistent. Let us examine each of

these in turn to see if Howe has accurately represented the presuppo
silionalmelhod, and ifso. ifhis criticisms can be rationally justified.

DOES PRESUPPOSITIONALISM COLLAPSE INTO
CLASSICAL APOLOGETICS'?
The presuppositional method is characterized by biblical author
ity. It does not attempt to prove God's Word from some greater stan
dard because the prcsuppositionalist asserts that there is no greater
standard. The Bible must prove itself (Heb. 6: 13). It does this by
providing the only world\iew in which knowledge is possible. This
is a biblical standard because the Bible itself teaches that God alone
makes kno\\lcdge possible (Prov. I :7: Co!. 2:3,8). The presupposi

tional ist does not em brace the standards of the unbeliever (Prov. 26:4).
but rather he shows that such standards are absurd on their own terms
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(Prov. 26:5). As such, the presuppositional method is fundamcntall)
contrary to classical apologctics. The classical apologist appeals to
something else as the standard hy which the Bihle is judged.
Thereforc, presuppositionalism could only collapse into classical
apologetics if the apologist abandons biblical authority as his ultimatc
standard of knowledge. Only if he appeals to some other allegedh
greater standard could such a criticism be defended.
Since the biblical worldview alone makes knowledge possible, the
critic who claims he knows the Bible is wrong must tacitly rely upon
the Bible in order to make his case. [ have likened this to a critic of
air using air to explain how air does not exist. Howe critici7es this
analogy by pointing out that God docs not need air to make an argu
ment against air. (Actually God would never argue against air since
air does exist and God is never wrong). But this mischaracterizes my
analogy. I was discussing a mortal human using air to arguc against
air. And people elo need air to verbalize an) argument at alL just as \\ e
need God's revelation in order to know anything at all. So the anal
ogy seems quite fitting.. And it does not deviate fr0111 biblical authority
because thc claim that knowledge begins with the Lord is a biblical
claim (Prov. 1:7).
Howe states, "What Lisle is commendably trying to do is to get
thc Evolutionist to realize that the Evolutionist's view of reality (what
Lisle calls his 'worldview') cannot account for the very logic that the
Evolutionist uses to formulate his arguments against creation" (21).
But this is only part of' the argument. I am not merely demonstrating
that evolution cannot account for lav,·s oflogic: rather, [ am also illus
trating how the Christian worldvicw can. Laws of logic are a reflcction
of the way God thinks. As such, we can account for their existence and
properties. Laws of logic exist, and they are universal. unchanging.
and exception-less precisely because God thinks, is olllni-prcsent, un
changing, and sovereign.
Howe contends ""that it is not [presuppositionalism]. Thc reason it
is not is because PresLlppositionalism insists that it is the Trinitarian
God of the Bible that must be presupposed. It is the whole of the
Scriptures that must be presupposed" (2]). But in fact I have pre
supposed the Trinitarian God; I have presupposed the whole of the
Scriptures in my argument. Without the entirety of the Scriptures. I

PRleSl PPOSIIIO".\L RI,SPU,SL

could nOl know that God thinks, is omni-present. unchanging. and
sovercign. Without the entirety of the Scriptures. laws of logic would
be just as unjustified for the creationist as for the evolutionist. So it
seems that Howe's criticism here stems from a misunderstanding of
the method.
Howe says. "1 defy Lisle or anyone else to show how it is that the
demonstration that logic is a precondition to intelligibility equals a
presupposition of Christianity" (22). But this again reveals a misun
derstanding ofthc method. It is obvious that logic is a precondition of
intelligibility-no demonstration of this is necessary. Rather. I claim
that Christianity is the only way to rationally justify the preconditions
ofintclligibility, including laws of logic. I make this claim on the basis
of biblical authority (Prov. 1:7; Col. 2:3: Rom. I: 18--22). Apart from
the Christian worldview as revealed in the Scriptures. \\e would have
no reason to believe in the existence and properties of laws of logic
or any other precondition of intelligibility. This is shown in chapter 3
of my book The UlrimUfe Pro%/ Crearion. ' So the presuppositional
method docs not collapse into the classical method at all. It never de
parts from biblical authority.
DOES THE METHOD FALSELY EQUATE
"PRF:CO~DITlO~SOF INTELLIGIBILITY" WITH
"BIBLICAL PRI~CIPLES?"

Howe adds. "Another problem I have is that Lisle goes on to
characterize the preconditions of intelligibility (logic. morality. uni
formity of nature) as 'bibl ical creation principles'" (22). But aren't
they'? I would love to see HO\\ e attempt to justify the properties of
laws of logic. morality, and unifon11ity of nature apart from the bibli
cal worldview. The secular philosopher David Hume \\ as reduced to
utter skepticism in his failed attempts to rationally justify uniformity
ol'nature within his secular worldview. No one else has fared any bet
tcr. Logic and morality stem from the nature of God as revealed in
Scripture. And unifonnity of nature is only justified by the fact that
God has promised to uphold nature in a consistent way (Gen. ~:22:

I. Jason Lisle. TIr",
:'()()() l.
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Heb. 1:3). The preconditions of intelligibility are indeed biblical prin
ciples.
The Bible does not merely use such principles: rathcr. it provides
the rotiol7al/olll1datiol1 for such principles. And so Howe is mistakcn
in stating, "Grantcd that logic, morality, and the uniformity of nature
are truths that one can find in the Bible. he [Lisle] never (nor has any
Presuppositionalist that I have read or talked \\ ith) shown that it is
the Bible (or Christianity) that is this precondition" (23). In fact. I
have done so in chapter 3 of The Ultimote Proof of Crcotiol1. Greg
Bahnsen has also done so in his lecturcs on apologetics. I actually
agree with Howe's statement. "it is fallacious to argue that x, y. and z
are preconditions of intelligibility: x, y, and z are found in the Bible
(or Christianity): therefore the Bible (or Christianity) is a precondi
tion of intelligibility"' (23). But this is not my argument at all. Rather.
I point out that unless the Bible is presupposed. x, y, and L cannot be
rotiolUtll.1 justified

Although I do not wish to belabor discussions about terminology,
I need to point out that contrary to Howe's claim. the transcendental
argument is exactly what I use whcn I ask \\hat worldview can ac
count for laws of logic. uniformity in nature, and morality. Bahnsen
states, "Transcendental reasoning is conccrned to discO\cr what gen
eral conditions must be fulf1l1ed for any pal1icular instance of kno\\I
edge to bc possible. , .. Van Til asks vvhat view of man, mind. truth,
language. and the world is necessarily presupposed by our conception
of knowledge and our methods of pursuing it.'·:
DOES PRESUPPOSITIONALISM CONFLATE ONTOLOGY
WITH EPISTEMOLOGY?

Ontology is the study of the nature of something, It addresses
what kinds of things exist. Epistemology is the study of knowledge
- how we know what we know. HO\ve is concerned about "'whether
Presuppositionalism is making an epistemological point or an onto
logical point" (23). Perhaps his confusion can be alleviated by rec
ognizing that presuppositionalism deals with holl7 epistemology and
ontology.

2, Greg L. Bahnsen.
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These two things, while different, are inextricably linked. The
kinds of things that exist will come to bear on how we kno\\ what we
know. And our theory of knowledge will have a profound influence
on what we believe to exist. For example, if our epistemology endors
es the use of laws of logic in reasoning, then it would be ridiculous
for our position on ontology to reject the existence of laws of logic.
Ontology cannot be divorced from epistemology.
The transcendental argument points out that if knowledge is pos
sible (an epistemological premise), then God must exist (an onto
logical claim) since the bi bl ical God is the basis for knowledge (a
Scriptural claim). Howe states, "Greg Bahnsen was adamant that
Presuppositionalism is making an epistemological and not merely an
ontological point" (23). Bahnsen is quite correct. The presuppositional
method deals with both issues.
Howe continues, "Obviously, if God is the Creator, then, if the
Creator did not exist the creation would not exist. Making this onto
logical point is saying nothing that distinguishes Presuppositionalism
from Classical Apologetics ... ,. (23). This reveals a profound misun
derstanding of the transcendental argument. The secularist denies that
God is the Creator, and hence he denies that God is necessary for the
uni verse to exist. In responding to this position, the presuppositional
ist asks how the unbeliever's epistemology (e.g., that laws orJogic are
a useful standard for truth) can possibly comport with the unbeliever'S
ontology (that the universe is a godless accident). No unbeliever is
able to account lor the existence and properties of laws of logic, nor
morality, nor uniformity in nature on his own professed worldview.
Ilis epistemology is rationally unjustified and in tension with his posi
tion of ontology. This is necessarily the case since all knowledge is
deposited in Christ (Co!. 2:3).
And so when Howe says, "Bahnsen's position collapses back into
ontology or metaphysics. which ends up making his method Classical"
(.24), this cannot be defended. Presuppositionalists deal with ontology
too. But the presuppositionalist does not depart from biblical author
ity as his ultimate standard. Howe says that "to argue that God's ex
istence is necessary for something (in this case, argument) is to make
a cosmo logical argument" (.24). No. this is not a cosmological argu
ment at all, but rather the transcendental argument. The cosmological
argument deals with calise und effect; usually it is presented that the
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universe has a beginning and therefore requires a cause, and only God
is a sufficient cause. But the transccndental argument has nothing to
do with cause and effect. Rather, it deals with !"utiOI1U!jll.ltificutiol1.
It argues that the existence of God is the necessary precondition for
knowledge.
Howe states, "If I construct a simple Modus Ponens argument. it
can be entirely sound without any of the premises being 'God exists.'
To be sure, the Modus Ponens could not exist \\ithout God, but. again.
this ontological point is not Prcsuppositionalism" (24). It's not that
Modlls POl1cns could not exist apart from God (though indeed it could
not). but rather. ,'v!odlls POllells cannot be rotiol1ulh'jll.l'tified as a uni
versal, invariant, exception-less ruk of inference apart fi'om God. We
could not know that Modus Ponens is legitimate (an epistemological
issue), or universal and invariant unless God cxists (an ontological is
sue). I hope this resolves any confusion on the matter.

IS THERE A PROBLEM .JUXTAPOSING "GOD'S WORD \'S.
MAN'S WORD'?"
Howe claims, "What [Ken] Ham and others mean by the 'God's
words vs. man's word' template is that it is illicit to allow what they
perceive to be merely human arguments or reasoning to affect our un
derstanding and interpretation of Scripture. They sometimes arguc that
it is wrong to use data from outside the Bible to help us understand the
meaning of the Bible" (25). This just is not an accurate representation
of the position. For example. I fully endorse the use of Hebre\\ and
Greek lexicons in exegesis. I even find certain commentaries helpl'ul.
These are data from "outside the Bible," and they can aid in inter
pretation. What I reject is the notion that any outside information is
somehow superior or more reliable than the text of Scripture itself. As
a coro]]ary, outside data may not be used to override the exegetically
discovered meaning of a text.
External sources may legitimately be used if they help us to un
derstand the author's intentions~to elucidate what is in the text. They
may not be used to override what the text clearly teaches. Even sci
ence may be used in a ministerial sense~to make educated guesses
on issues where the Bible is silent, such as the geological cletails orthe
global t1ood, However. science cannot be used in a magisterial sense.
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to interpret a text contrary to the clear intent of the author (such as to
reject a global flood). I endorse exegesis. [ reject eisegesis.
Howe states that '"they run into trouble when they frame cenain
issues as if it was a matter of accepting the authority of God's Word
over man's word" (25). But of course, some issues are just that. And
we ought to consider the flipside of Howe's concern. There are cer
tain issues where the text is very clear; these are a matter of biblical
authority and yet some people fi'ame them as merely a matter of "in
terpretation." The debate over origins is just such an issue. Genesis is
not a book or symbol ic prophecy or poetic parallelism that requires a
sophisticated hermeneutic and well-developed theology to compn:
hend. No, it is a history book that records what happened in easy-to
understand language.
\Vhile I recognize that there are difficult sections in Scripture (2
Pet. 3: 16), most of its main teachings can be apprehended by a child.
When people try to interpret the clear texts in a way contrary to the in
tention orthe author in order to make such texts line up with a partiCLI
lar modern philosophy or opinion, this is unacceptable. People often
usc "hermeneutics" to justify their disbelief in the biblical text. Howe
docs seem to recognize this. But he places the timescale of creation
in the "it's an unclear matter of interpretation" bin and criticizes Ken
Ham for placing the issue in the '"biblical authority - the Scriptures are
clear on this point" bin.
But in nlet. the Scriptures are very clear on the timescale of
crcation. Exod. 20: II states, "For in six days the LORD made the
heavens and the eanh, the sea and all that is in them, and rested
on the seventh day; therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day
and made it holy." This verse is given as the explanation for vers
es 8-10, which detail that we are to work for six days and rest
one day every week. Is Exodus poetic or prophetic literature that
should be taken in a Iess-than-literal fashion'? Clearly not. Indeed

the Gospel message is undennined if the age of the Earth is com
promised. as I demonstrate in my response to Dr. Scott Oliphint.
Let us be honest. The motivation for the gap theory or the day-age
theory is 110/ because the text is actually ambiguous. No, the text is
very, vet"y clear on this issue. The motivation behind these ideas is to

allow a Christian to believe in something (deep time) that is contrary
to the clear meaning or the text. So Ham is quite correct to say, "All
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versions of the gap theory impose outside ideas on Scripture and thus
open the door for further compromise." This is not a ministerial use of
science, but an imposition of unbiblical ideas on the text.'
The age of the Earth is an issue that the Bible does address very
clearly. Howe claims, "For Ham, for one to argue for an ancient Earth
by 'imposing' on Genesis a paradigm stemming from the contempo
rary scientific viewpoint is to reject the authority 0 f the Bible" (26).
But of course, Ham is exactly right. The text says "six days" (Exod.
20: 11). To reinterpret such clear words in light of the opinions ofsccu
lar scientists is indeed to deny biblical authority.
This brings us to what 1 perceive as a very severe problem in
Howe's phi losophy of hermeneutics. He states, "] t is only by a sound
understanding of aspects of that reality that the reader would be able
to properly interpret the Bible" 4 (26). What is the ultimate standard of
knowledge in Howe's view?]t is the mind of man-man's understand
ing of reality.' According to Howe, our beliefs about the world are the
~. f Im\e suggest, that ..there is no way the Christian can or should somclHl\\ /iltcr
or block 'outside' ideas in our attcl11pt to understand SCI'ipture" (26). 13ut again he has
misrepresented the presuppositiona[ position. I understancl that I\C all ha\e philosophical
baggage that we take with us to the Scriptures. Gut the Scriptures ha\ e the clarit: and
pm\er to systematically correct our fault) philosoph:. We should incleed rciect outsicle
ideas that are contrary to the clear rneaning of the text. For idea, that seel11 compatible
with the text. \\e should consider them. and be read: to reject thel11 at ,111: tirne il' the text
\\arrants such. The presuppositionaJ position is not that cxtcrnal information is all\a:s
irrelevant 01' dctracting. but rather that it too must submit to the ultimate authorit: "rthe
Scriptures. and therefore can ne\ er override the Scri ptur",.

4. Howe's claims that "It is implbsible to get onc's principles or hcrmeneutics ti'om
thc Bible itself' (9). But this just is not true. When \\e first come to Ihe Scripturcs. ""
may indeed have some incorrect idcas about interpretation. But the main portion, or the
Gible are so clear that a child can understand them--at least partial I: I:': Cor. I :1~·-14)
And the Scriptures have the pmvcr and clarity to eorrcct our fault: hermeneutic. slich that
our understanding improves on the second reading. Clur hermeneutic should Ic\cntu,JiI: i
be bascd foundational I: on the Scriptures thcmsel\ cs. This is sometimes called thc
"'hermeneutical circle."
5. Specifically. I-Iov\e claims that his phill,sophieal standard by \\hicll hc interpret.s
the Scriptures is called variously "Classical Rcalism. Philosophical Realism. Scholastic
Realism, Thomistic Realism. and TllOmism." He goes on to say. "'Thomistic Realislll I(()
pick onc of the labels) begins \\ ith the eOl11l11on sense cxpericnces or sensible (pl1\ sicall
realit)"' (15 fn. :24). It is troubling to think thai a Christian inlcrpreb tile Scriptures b:
his "coml11on sense experiences 01 sensible (physical) rcalit>" If follo\\ed consistcntl:.
would not such a \·icw lead to a rejection of the Trinity. resurrection 1I'om the deild. and
a virgin birth? ihese are not thing.s thilt we have experienced in physical real it: Indeed.

foundation by which we interpret the Scriptures. Clearly, the Bible
cannot be the ultimate standard if the mind of man is the Supreme
Court that ultimately decides what the Bible means.
But the Bible claims in various ways that if is the ultimate standard
(Matt. 4:4, 7:24-29; 2 Tim. 3: 16). It is not our mind that ultimately
judges the Word of God. Rather, it is the Word of God that ultimately
judges our mind (Heb. 4: 12). The Scriptures are the foundational stan
dard. This is why I hold to the analogy of faith; the Scriptures are the
only authoritative interpreter of the Scriptures. The view that we may
interpret the Scriptures according to our understanding of reality IS
unbiblical and opens the door to all sorts of heresy.
Consider some of the things we know about reality. We know that
people cannot walk on water (just try it). We know that water can
not be instantaneously transformed into wine. We know that blindness
cannot be cured by spitting on clay and rubbing it in on blind eyes.
Most significantly. \\e know that dead people stay dead. Have you
ever seen an exception? This is reality. Now should we apply Howe's
hermeneLltic to the Gospels? We \\ould have to conclude that the mir
acles are just figures of speech. Most significantly, we would have to
conclude that the resurrection orChrist is merely a "spiritual" or some
other non-literal event."
Now my point is not that Howe disbelieves any of the miracles
or Christ. [ know he affirms them. But my point is that this is highly
inconsistent with his professed hermeneutic. Everything we know
about reality militates against the idea that dead people come back
to life after three days. And yet, if we are truly Christians. \\c must
submit to the Word of God, even when it is contrary to our understand
ing of reality. We should adjust our understanding of the world to the
Scriptures, and not the reverse as Howe's hermeneutic would suggest.
our COl1ll1llHl sense experiences \\ ould lead us to the opposite conclusion. And there are
mall) Scriptural doctrilles (q!" (,od's SOl ereignt) and man's responsibilit)) that are hardl)
common sense. B) Ilom,'s reasoning. these need to be reinterpreted to lit our perceptions
orreaJit). I trust that Ilo\\e does not dl' this: but it shm\s the inconsistency of his approach.
6. It l\ill not sohe the problem to claim. "But these are miracles!" Alkr alL our
obsen atiolb or the L1lli\ erse suggest that it operates in a L!\I-like t'lshioll \\ ithoLit
exception. A p~r50n nu> I1me a pl1ilosopll) that "miracles are impossible" and this \\lluld
be reasollable based 011 oLir common-sense experiences. In all) case. if our understanding
DC I"l2ality is that "Illirac!t;?s do not OCl>Ur."'
say.

th~n

clearly' the Ciospcls do not mean \\ hat the:
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In the same way that people argue against the clear tcaching of
Genesis on the basis that secular scientists believe the world to be bil
Iions of years old. there are people who argue against the rcsurrection
on the basis that science has never documented a resurrection from thc
dead. Ifscience can be used magisterially in the first instance. why not
the second? Howe criticizes Ham for pointing this out. Howe states.
'"But the parallel is illicit. The reason the resunection example does
not work is because there the issue is one of naturalism vs. supernatu
ralism (i.e.. whether God exists and miracles arc possible)"" (27 fn.
48). But in reality, the base issue is identical: do \\e allow the secular
opinions of scientists to override the clear teaching of the text?
I also must point out that all old-earth arguments do tacitly rely
upon naturalism (and uniformitarianism). It would only make sense to
argue from science that some process must take millions or billions of
years if it happened by notured proCCSSCI. If we allc)\\ God to super
naturally create the universe and the things within it. then no case can
be made from science that the universe is old. Jesus can turn water into
wine instantaneously. and He can create a universe instantaneously.

IS THE METHOD

I~CO:\lSISTENT?

Howe's final major criticism is that Ham and others do use science
to interpret Scripture while simultaneously criticizing others \\ ho do
so. He cites the sun standing still in.rosh. 10:12-13. as an example of
a text that on t~lee value would suggest that the sun orbits the Earth.
He then claims, "The parallels to the current controversy over Genesis
should be obvious" (28). Name]y. he suggests that what Hugh Ross
does in interpreting Genesis to accommodate billions of years is il1
/7ril1ci/7/c okay, just as it is apparently okay to interpret Josh. 10: 12 13
in light of modern science. But is it?
Clearly the answer is no. In neither instance should \\e usc science
to override the clear meaning of the text. The straightfol'\vardmcaning
of.losh. 10:]2-13 is that from Joshua's point ofvie\\ on Earth. the
sun and moon stopped their daily motion. The passage is not deal
ing with models of the solar system, and it \\ould be wrong to take it
that way. It is an observational description. Howe suggests. "It is only
'quite obvious' to us today because wc have come to believe through
astronomy and mathematics (i .e., .outside ideas' or the' ideas of men')
that. indecd, the Earth does rotate on its axis and mOves relative to
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the Sun's standing still" (29). But this is not so. It is "quite obvious"
because Joshua is standing on Earth. My reason for embracing the
observational language of Josh. 10:12-13 comes so/e/yji'OlJl Ihe lexl
ilself The Bible almost always uses Earth as the reference frame, and
so do we today (e.g. "sunrise" and ··sunset"). Motion is ultimately
relative anyway.
So are we inconsistently interpreting Genesis by a different her
meneutic? Do we take .I oshua as observational language and take
Genesis by some other standard? No. In fact. I believe Genesis also
uses observational language and for exactly the same reason - it is
clear frolll the text. We see "morning" and "evening" each day (e.g.
Gen. 1:5). as would be experienced by a person standing on the sur
(~lce of Earth. But how can this observational language possibly allow
for deep time as Hugh Ross desires'? If a hypothetical person on earth
had seen six evenings and six mornings, this is six days. There is no
exegetical way to interpret the text to allow for the secular notion of
deep time. No doubt there are difflcult sections in the Bible. The tim
escale of creation is nol one of them (Exod. 20: II ).

CONCLUSION
In summary, most of Howe's criticisms stem from a misunder
standing of presuppositional apologetics. This is encouraging to me
because such misconceptions can be ameliorated by further clarifica
tion ofthc method. I hopc that my comments have been helpful in this
regard.
My remaining concern is the hermeneutic proposed Howe--the
notion that we must interpret the Bible according to our understand
ing of reality and sound philosophy that are found outside the bibli
cal worldview. I would argue that reality cannot be discovered apart
from biblical presuppositions because knowledge begins with God.
and thus His revelation to us.
And what of sound philosophy? Sound philosophy is Christion
philosophy. Any philosophy that is based on the presuppositions of the

7. Thi, doe" not mean that a p"rson ll1ust ha\.: r"ad the Bibl" in order to hme
ktllm leelg.e. Rather. it means that the Bible must be II'/I~ in order lor an) one to hm e
Knowledge. We must belie\ e in the l'cliabilit: of our senses before we can read the text of
Scripture ill \\hich lIe rind the rationaljustitication for the reliability or our senses.
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world rather than Christ is foolishness and robs us ofknowkdge (Col.
2:8: I Cor. 3: 19-20, 1:20-21; Rom. 1: 18-22). So rather than interpret
ing Scripture to match our fallible philosophy and understanding of
reality, we should let Scripture systematically correct our philosophy
and our understanding of reality (2 Cor. 10:5). Scripture is the ulti
mate standard; our philosophy and our view of reality arc not. Sound
philosophy docs not simply end with submission to Christ: rather. it
begins with submission to Christ (Col. 2:3, 8: Provo ]:7).°
The Pharisees and scribes had their philosophies and thcir vic\\
of reality. And they were absolutely masterful at interpreting the
Scriptures according to thcir traditions. But Jesus sharply rebukes
them for it (Matt. 15:1-9). Jesus tells us that we are to live by every
word that proceeds from the mouth of God (Matt. 4:4). When the Bible
touches on a matter, we must accept what it teaches and be ready to
defend it. This includes the timescale of creation. Let us not embrace
the secular philosophies of our time. Rather let us stand boldly on the
authority of the Word and contend earnestly for the faith (Jude 3).

H. Iiollc states that he is concerned that by not cmbracing classical apologctics. IIC
are robbed of a [Jol\erful apologetic tool. In fact. heing presup[Jositional docs not mean
giv ing up an) good evidence. On the contrary. all CI idence becomcs rcle\ ant because'
apart li'om Christianity evidence would mean nothing. nut let us neler !()rgc[ that tllis is a
spiritual hattlc:. And we have only one spiritual I\capon: the s\\ord orlile Spirit. Ilhieh is
the \\ord of(joc! (Eph. 6:17).1 am concerned that if\\e relegate Scripture to a position that
is less than ultimate, we have givcl1up the only weapon lIe ha\e. \\'e II ill hmc answered
the fool according to his folly and become like him (Prm. 26:4).

ChrisTia/1 ApologeTics JOllmal. 11:2 (Fall 2(13)
( 2013 SOLLthern bangelical Seminar}

COVEl\A:'ITAL RESI'Oi\SE

K. Scott Oliphint, Ph.D.
Lli :-'11 rlRSI begin by aiTirming my agreement with Dr. Richard Howe.
As it turns out, this is the most important area of the entire discLLssion.
At the' cnd of his essay, Howe says, "Despite our deeply held differ
ences, I know we can celebrate each other as part of a larger Christian
family that recognizes the grace ofCiod in the Gospel of Jesus Christ"
(31 ). This, or course, is central to our discussion and needs to be high
lighted as such. The debate that \\ e are having is within the family,
around the table (as it \\ ere). recognizing that \\ e all are, by God's
gracc. n:pel1lant sinners who know that unless we feed on Christ, we
\yill never truly be fed. We recognize. together. that there are only
two kinds of people-sheep and goats-and that our responsibil ity as

sheep is to follow our Great Shepherd and happily to do what he asks
of us. So. though the matters under discussion are important. espe
cially important for our sanctification and obedience to the One who
has caned us from darkness into light, they arc not matters which.
ultimately and etemally. divide us.
As we debate and discuss our differences around the Lord's tahle,
then, there are two (or so) primary matters that deserve more clarifica
tion. The first one focuses on Howe 's proper introductory question.
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The issue of apologetic methodology has to do \\ith this question:
what is the proper way for Christians to defend the truth of the Christian
faith') (6) Howe then goes on to note that there are t\\O options ayaiJ
able to any Christian: the Classical approach and the Presuppositional
(what I will call "CoYenantal") approach. For the sake of brevity.
we can accept this taxonomy (though threc of the "Five Vie\\ s" folk
might want to quibble with it!). There are two points I \\ould like to
emphasize and highlight in response to Ho\\e's good question.
First, in order to answer the "proper \\ ay" question. it is incum
bent on us as Christians to see if the Bible provides any help to us
in this regard. First and foremost. we should recognize that there is
embedded in Holy Scripture a c01J}1J}and for Christians to defend the
faith. This point is exegetically certain.
The first epistle of Peter is written to a group of suffering
Christians. These are Christians who haye been "grieved by yariOLlS
trials" (1:6). they are in exile (1:17) and thus Jiving in places that are
foreign to them: they are encouraged not to be surprised when fieI'}
trials come upon them (4: 12) - note: not ilflery trials come. but 1\'17('/1
they do. This is not surprising; there is an antithesis bet\\eel1 Christian
and non-Christian: one is either in Christ or in Adam. That antithesis
is not theoretical. It applies to the way \\e think. the way \\e act. and
the way we view the world. In the midst of their suffering. Petcr gives
this command:
... sanctity Christ as Lord in your hearts. ah\ ays being ready
to make a defense to everyone \\ho asks YOll to give an accollnt
for the hope that is in you. yet with gentleness and reverenee
(I Pet. 3: 15 NASB).

The command is to "sanctify Christ as Lord."' In the previolls
verse. Peter refers to Isa. 8:12f. The New Testament application of'
Isa. 8:12f. is that Christians are to set apart. remember. and recog
nize, in their hearts that Jesus Christ is Lord. Instead of looking at the
oyerwhelming sutTering around them and declaring that there is no
God. they are rather to declare. "Jesus is Lord." They are to "sanctify"
or "set apart"" the Lordship of Christ in their hearts by showing his
Lordship when challenges come.

Peter then goes on to tell them (and us) that the \\ay to sanctifY
Christ as Lord-the command to set Christ apan as Lord-is met as \\ e

em 1,\,\,\1,\1

R~sl'o,sf:

ready ourselves for a defense orthat which we believe. l Peter is telling
us here that when obj ections and attacks come our way, Christians are
required to respond to them.
Perhaps the most significant point of Peter's command is the rea
son that he gives for it. It is as simple as it is profound: "For Christ also
died for sins, once for all ..." (3: 18). The ironic twist, one that points
us to the transposition of the gospeL is not that when we see sutIering
and challenges we should conclude that there is no God. Rather, it is
that when we see suffering, when our faith is challenged, we should
remember that God himself in the person of his Son did exactly that,
so that sutlering and sin would one day cease. Suffering is clear evi
dence that Christ is Lord; it is not a testimony against that truth. The
suffering that is the cross of Christ-the very thing that on the face of
it might lead us to believe that there is no God-is, as a matter offaet,
the deepest expression of his sovereign character as Lord.
It is the clear and steadfast conviction that Christ and Christ alone
is Lord that has to motivate our Christian defense. Peter's point is
clear. In commanding us to set Christ apart as Lord, his point is not
\\ hether one has received Christ as Savior. or as Savior and Lord, not
at all. Peter's point is that if one is to be adequately prepared to give
an answer for one's Christian faith. the Lordship of Christ must be a
solid and unwavering commitmeI1l or one's heart.
But why'! Again, the answer is as simple as it is profound: because
that is what he is! The specific command that Peter gives can be stated
more generally. We are to think about and live in the world according
fO ll'hur if reo/fl' is and not according to how it might at times appear
to us. As Peter writes to these persecuted and scattered Christians, he
recognizes that it must surely be one of their paramount temptations
to begin to interpret their circumstances in such a way that would not
acknowledge that Christ is Lord. It may begin, in the midst of their
persecution and suffering, to look I ike someone else is in charge. After
aiL irChrist \\ere Lord, how could these things be happening?
As a matter of fact, the Lordship of Christ explains why "these
things are happening." The Lordship of Christ is the conclusion to,

I. That is. the foree

of the

imperati\(~ \erb in the pn?\ious clause is

extended and mel in the subsequcnt clauses, gi\ en that these elauses depcnd

on lilat verb.
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the end result of his own suffering and humiliation. It is because he
was obedient even to death on a cross that he has been given the name
that is above every name. It is because he sutTered that every knee will
bow and every tongue confess that he is Lord. The road to his cxalta
tion was paved with blood. sweat, and tears. If \\e are to be exalted
with him on that last day. ours will be so paved as \\el1.
The Lordship of Christ is basic to our defense of Christianity.
Christ now reigns. He is Lord. All authority in heaven and on earth
has been given to him. That authority is the prerequisite of our task to
make disciples. Without that authority, baptism and disciple-making
in and for the church arc meaningless. AlI things havc been plaeed
under his feet, and Christ has been given as head over all things to the
church (Eph. 1:22). The process of history is the process of making
Christ's enemies a footstool for his feet. That footstool is being built
because he is Lord. Just like Jesus' earthly father, his heavenly Father
is a carpenter. He is building a footstool for his Son (see. for example.
Acts 2:35; Heb. I: 13, 10: 13).
So, wherever we go, to whomever we speak. Christ is Lord there.
and he is Lord over that pcrson. Since he is Lord. his truth is truth in
every place and for evcry person. Every person is in a covenant re
lationship with Christ thc Lord. They 0\\ e him obedience. The same
Christ who rules over us rules over those who oppose him. The faet
that someone has not set Christ apart as Lord in his heart in no wa)
detracts fi·ol11 or unden11ines the central point that hc is Lord over all.
The point for the Christian, however. and the point to stand on in
a Covenantal apologetic. is that the truth of Christ's Lordship- which
not only includcs the fact that he now rcigns. but also that he has spo
ken and that all owe allegiance to him-is true for anyone and evcry
one. Christ is Lord even over his enemies and over ours. And part of
what this means is that the authority of Scripture, which is the verbal
expression of Christ's Lordship, is authoritative cven O\er those \\ ho
reject it.
The Bible is authoritative. not because \\c accept it as such. but
because it is the Word of the risen Lord. It has a claim on all people.
Its truth is the truth for every person in e\ery place. Why. then. \\ould
we be reluctant to communicate that truth in our apologetics? Perhaps

CU\T:\\:\T\L RLSPOI\SL

it is because we have not reckoned with the actual Lordship of Christ.
Perhaps we have not really set him apart as Lord in our heans.
The clear implication of this command is that we must base our
defense of Christianity on reality, and reCl/i(r is \\'/Wf God sO,ls if is.
What we dare not do in a Covenantal apologetic "battle" is let the
enemy choose the weapon. Any enemy worth his salt will choose a
\\eapon that fires in only one direction. But we are called to usc the
weapons that the Lord himself has given us. "For the weapons of our
warfare are not of the flesh but have divine power to destroy strong
holds" (2 Cor. 10:4). The weapons of our warfare are divine weapons,
and they have their focus in the sword of the Spirit (Eph. 6: 17).
Why choose these weapons? Because they are God's weapons,
given to us by God so that we can "destroy arguments and every lofty
opinion raised against the knowledge of God, and take every thought
captive to obey Christ" (2 Cor. 10:5). In other words, they are the real
and true weapons that God has given to us to tight the good fight. They
are the weapons through which God is building his Son's footstool.
They are the weapons that alone are used for footstool construction.
They are the weapons that alone have the power to subdue the enemy.
The basic principle is this: a Covenantal apologetic must proceed
on the basis of reality and not on the basis of illusion. We must proceed
according to what Christ, who is the Lord, has told us. not according
to what our opponents have decided is "appropriate" for a defense of
Christianity. We view our apologetic, and we proceed in it, as in the
rest of life, through the 20/20 lenses of Holy Scripture. Anything less
\\ ould be like choosing to walk in a fog in order to see more clearly.
Second. Howe may have no substantive disagreement with what
we have thus far said, but it is difficult to see how agreeing with the
abovc can be consistcnt \\ith what he says elsewhere. In describing the
"three levels" of his apologetic, the "first level" is this:
. . . philosophy is ,,:\.\":11//01 in establishing the foundation
for dealing \\ ith unbdie\ ers \\ho might bring up certain
challenges, including the challenge that truth i~ not objecti\ e
Of the challenge that only the natural scienccs arc the sourcc
ol'truth about reality. Thus, \\hcn encountering the unbelie\er
(and sometimes c\cn a kllo\\ belic\ cr), the Christian Illust (if
thc occasion demands it) defend that reality is knowable. that
logic applies to reality, and that morally fallen hUlllan beings
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have some capacity to cognitive1y understand (even if they
morally reject) certain claims of the Christian faith. (8, my
emphasis)
But if the Lord commands all ofHis people to be ready to defend
their Christian faith, it is difficult to see how Howe's "first level" can
obtain. Surely, Howe is not arguing that all Christians must be stu
dents of and experts in philosophy. There certainly is a need in the
church for experts in philosophy and apologetics; that is not the point.
And it is not Howe's point either. His point is that "philosophy is es
sential in establishing the foundation for dealing with unbelievers ..."
(8). But that surely cannot be the case.
If the Lord commands all Christians to defend their faith, then he
gives them the tools that they need to do so. And those tools are the
only tools that are essential for defending the Christian faith. Other
tools may be useful and helpful, in various contexts and at various
times, but they cannot be essential.
It appears that Howe's "first level" of Classical Apologetics

makes the task of apologetics more akin to the structure of Roman
Catholic theology than to the Protestant theology to which I am confi
dent he adheres. That is, in Romanist theology only the "experts" are
qualified rightly to handle the Scriptures; they alone are charged with
the ministry of the Word; they alone have the qualifications. Everyone
else is to hear and believe them, based on their own expertise.
What Howe's "first level" of apologetic methodology does, there
fore, is establish an elite group of academics and intellectuals who
alone can protect the rest of us from the challenges and objections
that are brought against our faith. This elitism, in my estimation, is
one of the primary reasons why apologetics, at times in history, has
been deemed irrelevant by all but the tiniest band of brothers (who,
of course, have the appropriate letters behind their signatures). This
serves to take the Bible away from the people in the pews, and hand it
over to the literati.
This "first level" is incompatible with Peter's command and in
tent. Because all Christians are required to be prepared to defend their
faith, they have the essential tools for that defense. And those tools
are, in sum, God (by way of His Spirit) and His Word.

COVENANTAL RESPONSE

But there is a proper emphasis in what Howe avers. The "first
level" of which Howe writes is, as he says, the foundational level.
This level is indeed all-important. However, one of the reasons that
the Reformation, of which he and I are heirs, occurred was because
the church had lost sight of its true foundations. So, during and after
the Reformation there was a renaissance and restoration of the proper
foundations for the church. The word typically used for those founda
tions was principia, and there were two which were affirmed by the
Reformed. There was the principium essendi, or the foundation of ex
istence, which was the Triune God, and the principium cognoscendi,
or the foundation of knowledge, which was God's revelation. It was
this latter principium that was the central motivation behind and rea
son for a Reformation of theology. According to Richard Muller,
These early Reformed statements concerning theological
presuppositions focus, virtually without exception, on the
problem of the knQ].1'ledge of God given the fact not only of
human finitude but also of human sin. The critique leveled
by the Reformation at medieval theological presuppositions
added a soteriological dimension to the epistemological
problem. Whereas the medieval doctors had assumed that
the fall atTected primarily the will and its affections and not
the reason, the Reformers assumed also the fallenness of the
rational faculty: a generalized or "pagan" natural theology,
according to the Reformers, was not merely limited to
nonsaving knowledge of God-it was also bound in idolatry.
This view of the problem of knowledge is the single most
important contribution of the early Reformed writers to the
theological prolegomena oforthodox Protestantism. Indeed, it
is the doctrinal issue that most forcibly presses the Protestant
scholastics toward the modification ofthe medieval models for
theological prolegomena. 2
There is, then, during and since the Reformation, a "reformation"
of the foundations, or principia, on which all Christians must stand.
The reason that the epistemological foundation is "the single most im
portant contribution" is because it was the doctrine of revelation gen
2.

Richard

A.

Muller, Post-refi)rmation Reformed Dogmatics : the

Rise and Development of Reformed Orthodoxy, Ca. 1520 to Ca. 1725:
Prolegomena to Theology, 4 vols. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2003),
I: I08; emphases mine.
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crally, and of Scripture more specifically, that needed to be recovered
from its corrupted state in the Romanist church. So, if I \vere going to
outline a Reformed method of apologetics in terms of levels. "]evel
one" would include these two foundations, these principia. hoth oj'
1vhich come to us t)'om God's Word (which is why virtually ever)

Reformed confession begins with the doctrine of Scripture).
This principia! reformation moves from Howe 's "first lever' (i.e ..
philosophy) to the Reformation's first level, which included the two
foundational principia. These !Jrincipia cannot be separated: they are.
as given to us, mutually dependent. The one entails and implies the
other.

My second point. in response. is one that continues both to amuse
and to confuse me. Howe articulates it in various \\ a) s, but a good
summary is given by him here.
As soon as one unpacks the arguments to demonstrate tn the
unbelie\er that Christianity is true, nne is doing Classical
Apologetics (23).
This statcment is based on two, interrelated errors. The first error
is that Classical Apologetics a!one has the room. or the right. or the
prerogative, or the method to unpack arguments in order "to demon
strate to the unbeliever that Christianity is true:' This is both amusing
and contusing because, from its inception a Covenantal (or presup
positional) apologetic has been, consistently and continually. insistcnt
that one defends the faith by way of reasoning. So. consider just a fcw
of many citations fi'ol11 Van Til:
Ifit is true that the ditTerenee bet\\een Christian and anti theistic
epistemology is as fundamental as \\e have contended that
it is. and if it is true that the anti theist takes his position for
granted at the outset of his inwstigations. and if it is true that
the Christian expects his opponent to do nothing dse inasmLlch
as according to Scripture the "natural man" cannot discern the
things of the Spirit, \\e must ask \\hether it is then or any use
for the Christian to reason with his opponent.
The answer to this question must not be sought b) toning
dmvn thc dilemma as is easily and often done by the
assumption that epistemological tenninology means the

COY]'\ 'd\1 RLSl'o'\sL
same thing for theists and non~theists alike. The answer
must rather be sought in the basic concept of Christian
theism, namely, that God is absolute. If God is absolute
man must ah\ ays remain accessible to him. Man's ethical
alienation plays upon the background of his metaphysical
dependence. God may therefore use our reasoning or our
preaching as a way by which he presents himself to those
who have assumed his non-existence.'
And.
Scripture teaches us to speak and preach to, as well as
to reason with blind men, because God, in whose name
we speak and reason. can cause the blind to see. Jesus
told Lazarus while dead to arise and come forth ti'om
the grave. The prophet preached to the dead bones in
the valley till they took on flesh. So our reasoning and
our preaching is not in vain inasmuch as God in Christ
reasons and preaches through us. Once we were blind;
God reasoned with us, perhaps through some human
agency, and we saw.~
And, once more,
It is therd<m:: of the utmost importance to stress \\hat Warfield
stressed. \\ hen he snid lhnt \\e bclie\c Christinnity becnusc it
is "'rational." Whcn thc Scriptures are presented to the natural
man anc! \\ ith it the system of truth that it contains. he knO\\ s
at oncc that he ought to accept it. lIe klllms that if he rejects
it he does so in spite of the fact that he knO\\s its daim is
true and .i ust. Scripture speaks in thc name of (Joel to thc
sinner asking that he repent Irom his sin. The natural man,
IUl\ing usurped authority to himself is asked to recognize his
legitimate SO\ ereign. A son that has gone ,1\\ al' from home and
has been il\\ay for a long time might suddenly be put t~lee to
l~lee \\ ith his Elther. Would it be possible for him not to 0\\ n

J. Cornelius Van Til, ,J Sill Te,' of Chrisriu/1 Episremo!ogy, \'01. 2 01' 1/1
Defense ojrhe Faith (Phillipsburg. NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Co .. 19(9). This citation is important in that it comes hom the tirst syllabus
that Van Til \\rote in the early 1930s.

,f. COIl1e1ius Van TiL Dej'ense ojthe Faith. cd. K. Scot! Oliphinl, 4th ed.
(Phillipsburg. NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company. 20(8),
301.
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and recognize his father for \\ hat he actually i<' So impossible
is it for the sinner to deny that Christianity is true. The sense
of deity \vithin him constantly giYCs the lie to all his theories
short of the recognition of God as Creator and .r udge. So also
when eonfi'onted \vith Scripture as the Word of God the natural
men can apply his reduetionistie theories only at the cost of
an e\il conscience. I Ie may bc intellectually honest in his
research. But at bottom he maintains his theorics against bellcr
kno\\ledge. C

It is not the case, therefore, that the Classical Apologist has e;>;
elusive rights to argument, rationality, or demonstration. Both of the
methods mentioned attempt to argue and to demonstrate. The question
remains as to what is the proper. biblical (olllldatioll on \\hich one
stands in ordcr to argue and to show that Christianity alone is rational.
The answer to that question, of course. will shape hm!' we go about our
argument and demonstration.
The second error. entailed by the first, is that Howe fundamen
tally misunderstands the method that he opposes and critiques. This
misunderstanding. it is impOl1ant to makc clear. is not duc to a paucity
of statements to the contrary or to a hopeless ambiguity that residcs
in the method itself. It is. tor whatever rcason. due to a culpable mis
characterization.
This may, in p311. bc due to the term itself. As I havc said elsc
wherc, the term "presuppositiona lism" is am biguous as it stands. and
it can (if one insufficiently consults the literature) lend itself to the
construction of a straw man or two (or three or four). Thc problem
might also be due to a kind of "cultural narrative" in which a ccrtain
position or objection gets repeated so much that it starts to look like
an actual fact (e.g .. evolution). But this kind of cultural myth has no
placc in scholarship and should be smacked down whenever it seeks
to raise its bobbing head. The best way to do this. of course, is by \\a)
of the tried and true Renaissance motto. odfrJl1tc.I. It is not possible to
go to the sources of this method and then to come a\\3Y \vilh a notion
that reasoning and rationality arc no part of its structure. One ma) t1')
to argue {hat it cannot be a part of the structure. but such an argument
has yet to be made; only statements abound in this regard.
5. Cornelius Van Til, A Chris/ion Theon of Kmm/cdge (:'\utley. :'\ .1:
Prcshyterian and RcfonllCd Puhlishing Company. 1(77).
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Finally. and in sum, there is no real dispute that \\e must contend
for the t~lith, thor we must argue and reason with the unbehever. etc.
The point of contention is /um' WC go about doing this. And "how'"
does not, in the first place, mean the practical and obvious

\1'Oy

that

wc argue or speak, though it includes these. "How" means, in the first
place, what biblical and theological principles must be set firmly in
place in order for our arguing and our speaking to be and do what it
is meant to be and do. So. the question is not whether these things are
employed, but the question for Howc is "how'"?b

6. For more discussion on the mandate of apologetics in 1 Peter. see K.
Scott Oliphinl, The Balt!e Belol1gs to the !-ord (Phillipsburg. ~.r: Presbyterian
and Reformed Publishing Company, 2003); and K. Scott Oliphinl, Ccm:llulltu/

Ap%getics: PrincipiI'S and Procticc in Defense oj Our Fairh (Wheaton, IL:
CrosS\\ ay Books, 20] 3). Also see the latter for examples of !zml' one might
go about reasoning with lInbel ief in \ arious contexts.
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express my deep appreciation to both Drs. Jason Lisle

and Scott Oliphint for their participation in this exchange. Their abili
ty and willingness to rigorously engage the issues \vith the irenic spirit
they have is a testimony to their substantial walk with the Lord and
their sincere desire to love God \vith all their minds. It is hoped that
my criticisms of each of them have been taken by them in the spirit
in which I intended. I would also like to thank Mr. Eric Gustafson
and Mrs. Christina Woodside for <111 the hard work they did in making
these exchanges possible. I should first like to make some remarks to
each of their responses to me and end with a few concluding points.
REGARDl~G .JASO~

LISLE'S RESPO:\lSE TO ME

First, Lisle had nothing to say about the distinction between a tran
scendental argument and a del77ol1sfrofio quio argument (demonstra
tion from effect to grounding).' It appears to me that Lisle either does
not grant the distinction or does not understand it. I understand well

I. \one of liS can hardl:- be blamed for t:lilin~ to response to <:ver:- point the others
\\ere all working \\ ith stricl \\ard limits nOI only for our sakeS. but also tor the
sake of lhe n:aders.
mad" as \\e
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his stipulation that his method is one predicated upon biblical author
ity. However, when he argues from some phenomenon (like morality)
to the grounding (or cause) of that phenomenon. this type of argumen
tation is not Presuppositionalism but rather is Classical Apologetics.
Second, Lisle is simply wrong when he says that "the classical
apologist appeals to s0171ethil1R else as the standard by \\ hich the Bible
is judged" (emphasis his) (34). As I argued in my article. framing the
apologetic task in terms of "ultimate standards" is flawed.
Third. despite his protestations to the contrary. I stand by m} CrItI
cism that he confuses the ontological aspects of these questions with
the epistemological ones. c My contention is not that I take exception
to anyone making such metaphysical points. M} contention is that
while the Presuppositionalist is condemning the Classical method as
unbiblical and proving a god that is not the God of Christianity. he
goes on (in principle) to argue exactly as a Classical apologist \\ould
argue.
Last, Lisle admits to a point that in other places where I have
attributed this position to Presuppositionalistism. I have been ac
cused of misconstruing the view. He says. "Without the entirety of
the Scriptures, I could not know that God thinks. is omni-present. un
changing, and sovereign" and that the ")a\\ s of logic would be just as
unjustified for the creationist as for the evolutionist" (35). This strikes
me as manifestly false. Is Lisle saying that vvithout3 John or Nahum.
he cannot know these things about God'?'

2. lie continues this eonl'usion in his rcsp,'nse to Inc. A le\\ c.samples should sufliee
to prove this. \\hen Lisle says things like ··the biblical \\orlch ie\\ alone makes knO\\ ledge
possiblc" and "Logic and morality stem from the nature of Cod as revealed in Seril'ture."
he is making metaph) sieal pronouncements.
3. What is \\'orse. ho\\ Call he reCutc the heresies oCthe Dake 13ible \\ hen Dake appeal,
to the exact samc Bible to sho\\ that God has bodily pariS') It \\ illllo( do to sa) that Dake has
misimerprekd the Scripture. Cor he could knp\\ Ihal a gl\ en \ erse regarding these heresies
is speaking figuratively only b) going to something oulsidc Ihc l3ible to dCl110nstrate il. I
contend that this "something" is reality. FU11hcr.1 contend that \lC can kno\\ lapan 11'0111 the
Bihle) that (,od has thcse and other attributes. As ROI11. 1:20a 5;1) s. "For since thc cre;lti"11
of the world Ilis invisiblc attrihutes are elearl) seen, bcing understood b) the things thai
are made...." Illis refutes tile Prc,upposltionalist metllod. It rel'utes it h) sllO\\ in!,! tllat It
is not the Bible that must be presupposed. It refutes it b) sho\\ing that Ihere is spmething
antecedent to the Bible that is necessar) in order to rightfull) interpret thc flible.
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REGARDING SCOTT OLiPHINT'S RESPONSE TO ME
First, just for the record, Oliphint misquoted me and thus (acci
dently, I am sure) misrepresented my views. 4 He had me saying that I
noted "that there are two options [0 f apologetic methods] avai lable to
any Christian - the Classical approach and the Presuppositional .. ,
approach" (46), What I said instead was that "the two main answers"
to the question about how should the Christian defend the faith are
the Classical and Presuppositional approaches. J realize that there are
more than two apologetic methods. I was only emphasizing that his
and Lisle's approach on the one hand and my approach on the other
are the two lJIuin ones.
Second, Oliphint takes my first level of apologetics (i.e .. the phil
osophical foundation) as elitist, in as much many Christians cannot
be expcrts in philosophy and apologetics. Two things must the said
by way of clarification. Oliphint has misunderstood what I meant by
saying that philosophy is essential. I do not mean that one must be a
philosopher to do apologetics. I would have hoped that my illustra
tion about how a child can know much about reality would have been
sufficient to make it clear what I meant. I only meant that thcre wcre
truths that even a child can know, un in-depth ({fwlysis oj' H'hich is
doing philosophy. I do not see how Oliphint can deny that if in the
course of doing apologetics, for example, a Christian is challenged
by a True/ullis era \Vittgensteinian \\ ho challenges the Christian's use
of language to speak of transcendent things. he can make any head
way in defending the faith without some expertise in philosophy. All
that this means is that to respond to any challcnge to a deep cnough
level. a Christian will eithcr need to dcal with the issue at the appro
priate level of expertise or lateral the apologetic response to an expert
who can. This is not elitist. Next, Oliphint seems to think that the
elitism is also characterized by thc fact that my position on philoso
phy vis-a-vis apologetics makes apologetics out of the reach of some
Christians, Because some Christians are not (and. perhaps, cannot be)
philosophers, then my position is tantamount to confining apologetics
to a sort of Roman Catholic Magisterium (the latter is my word). This
response strikes me as being unnecessarily obtuse. One might as well

-i. Since he somewhat r"cdiousl~ thought he needed to correct me on this point. I
thought it acceptabk to defend Illy original wording,
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challenge the use of speech in doing apologetics because there may be
some Christians who are mute. I am surprised that my point here is not
manifestly true to Oliphint. Surely he \\ ould defend the use of deeply
rigorous theology (for example in dealing with soteriological issues) if
the occasion warranted when sharing the gospe1. Yet, just as surely he
would recognize that there would be certain Christians who \\ould be
unable to dehe into these deeper matters. Docs this mean that it would
be wrong to insist that when the occasion warrants. \\e should adopt
this as a tenet of evangelism?
Last, Oliphint seems to think that he is correcting some misun
derstanding of Presuppositionalism on my part.' His concern scems
to arise from my repeated allegation that on many occasions whcn
Presuppositionalist defend the faith. thcy actually do Classical
Apologetics. In response. let us be reminded of who started this "fight."
Christians (incl uding Refonned Christians) have been defending the
faith since the Church Fathers-indeed. since the Apostles. Along
came Cornelius Van Til who launched the salvo that many of these
Christians (including those advocates of "less consistent Calvinism" h )
were doing it wrong. They were not really defending the truth of the
real God.' Then Van Til and his disciples. after having argued that the
'"old" method is wrong. went on to defend the faith. Alas. the defenses
at times end up doing the same thing as did the method he condemned.
Now. I (and perhaps others) come along and point this Ollt (i.e.. point
out that the Presuppositionalist is. at times. doing the vcry method
that he in other places condemns), only to have 01 iphint protest by
exclaiming that Van Til's method "has been, consistently and continu
ally, insistent that one defends the faith by \vay of reasoning." This re
sponse is complete1y irrelevant to the dispute between us. I never char
acterized the difference between the Classical and Presuppositional

S. lie contends that f'resuppositionalists do indeed ""unpack arl'uments" in dell:ndinl'
the faith and that such "reasoning"' is not the "prerogatiYe" of Classical Apologetics alonc

6. Cornelius Van Til. The IJe(e/lle (if the FU/lh (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and
Reformed Publishinl'. 1955). 79-90.
7. Van Til went to great lengths to ;;110\\ \\ h;. he thought this \\ as the case. He made
his case. b;. the wa;., by appealing to depths of philosoph). theolog). and church histor;.
that "as quite beyond the merage Christian. lie was e"plainini! fu)11' to defend the L1ith.
But il" it i, IITong lor me to insist on doing apologetics tile \Ia) tllat I do (because doing it
this \\ay \\ouldillake it elitist. being be)ond the reach of man) Christian,). then \\h; is \"an
Til's method. and b;. extension Oliphint's. not equally at f~lUlt0
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methods as being along the lines of ·'reasoning." Instead. as I would
have hoped 111Y article made clear, it was the specifics of that reason
ing. Presuppositionalists repeatedly do in their apologetics the same
thing as does the method to which they think they stand in contrast. I
am reminded or Rom. 2: 1, I1Il1toris II1l1t(//ldis.~

CONCLUDING POSTSCRIPT
In looking over the respective responses to my thinking, I am
struck by several things. First. in reading their articles here as \\ell as
their published writings, I And myself on a number of occasions agree
ing with and celebrating what they actually say when they engage in
apologetics. Arguing how it is that only the reality of God can account
for such things as logic and morality is indeed a necessary and profit
able task. I celebrate every time I read rigorous Classical Apologetics.
That it is Classical leads me into my next point.
Second, in critiquing Presuppositionalism, my contention has
o lien been that the apologetics they do (in contradistinction to their
discussions abollt apologetics itself) is sometimes Classical at hean."
That they repeatedly deny such a characterization reminds me of
Wittgenstein's ladder in his Tractotlls. [I' Having made his argument
for how he understood the nature of language and how language re
lated to reality, Wittgenstein admits that the picture (no pun intended)
he gives of language does not allow the argument that he gives of that
picture. He likes this inconsistency (my word) or nonsense (his word)
to a person \\ ho uses a ladder to climb onto a rooL only to throw the
ladder away aften\·ards.
Last. regarding the main issue before us (i.e., the relationship
between apologetic methodology and the question of the age of the
Earth) [ haw maintained throughout that

by and large there is not the

8, "Thcrci'ore : OLi arc inexcusable. 0 man. \\hoewr : ou arc \\ ho judge. for in
haleYer : oujlld~e another) Oll condcl11n ) oursel 1': tor) ou \\ho .i udge practice thl' '<line
things" ('-iK.lV).
\1

LJ. This a,sessment i, reintc)rced \\hen I hear PresuppositionalislS like (jre~ Bal1nsen
enilaile in public debate,; \Iith atheists like Gordon Stein or George Smith. There are
moments when the argumellls could not hale been nlLH'e carefull: (and integrall: I
tC)j'Jlllllmed 11) a Classical apologist.

i U. Lud\lj~ \\ itt~cnstein. TrUe/UIllI Log/co I'hi!uso]J/i/C/I'. trans. D. F. I'ears anc! b.
I. McGuinne" (London and Henley: Routledge and Kegan ['aul. /961 I. 6.5'+.
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connection between the two that Lisle thinks there is. More speciflcal
Iy, [ deny that Presuppositionalism is either a necessar~ or sufficient
condition for Young Earth Creationism. This seems virtually self-evi
dent; otherwise, one is strapped with the impossible task of accounting
for Old Earth Creationists such as Oliphint. 11 Instead. the question of
the age of the Earth vis-a-vis the biblical text is an exegetical one. But
in saying this, let me now add this clarification. For one \vho maintains
the indispensible (and sometimes antecedent) role of philosophy in so
many aspects of Christian thinking (at a deep enough level), I would
also maintain that some exegetical issues necessarily presuppose cer
tain philosophical truths. Ie These truths reside in reality. That reality
inc ludes the on Iy true God and the creation He has made. There is no
need to confine ourselves to only a sub-set of God's reality to defend
His truths.

11. I say "impossible" because one \\ould ha\e to sho\\ that spmeho\\ Oliphint is not
a con,istent or rigorous enough ('resuppositionalisl.
12. [xampks \\mIld be the nature of truth (correspondence. coherence. disquotational.
pragmatic tllnctional). the nature of language and meaning. the relatipnship of language
to reality. the nature of sensible objects. the nature of kn()\\ledge. and ~tlmoq countless
other issues that some skeptics use to challcnge the Christian lilith. lor tile best discussion
1 kllll\\ of on hm\ sound philosoph: is csscntial to sound hermeneutics. sec Thomas :\.
HO\\e. Ohieel i"ill' il7 Bihlie"lll7leljJl'elulilJl7 (n.c.: Ad, ant age In,pirational. 200~) a\ ai lable
no\\ as a Kindle book. Let the reader note challenges also come ti"om other disciplines such
as his(or) and the nalliral sciences. in eacil case. to tllC dcgree that tilc challcngc is tccl111lcal
enough. to that degree an expert is needed to detcnd the faith. no matter ho\\ elitiS! this

may sOllnd.

Christiull Apu/ugetics JOIlI'l1U/, 1] :2 (Fal] 2013)
c 2013 Southelll E\ angelical Seminary

YOl''''C; EARTH PRESLI'I'OSITIONALISM

Jason Lisle, Ph.D.

How ~II01L[) \\ I defend the Christian Faith? There are several meth
ods of apologetics: evidentialism, the classical method, the cumulative
case method, and presuppositionalism. to name a few. Which of these
is best, or is there a clear winner at all? What are the criteria by which
we can answer these questions?

CRITERIA
One criterion to consider is the conclusiveness of the method. An
apologetic method that merely argues that the Christian worldvie\\
is likely to be true will not be as powerful as one that demonstrates
the Christian worldview conclusively. Some Christians also consid
er the pragmatic etTectiveness of the method to be a good criterion.
Essentially they ask, "Which method results in the most people 1ed to
Christ, or at the very least refutes any possible objection'?" This is not
necessarily the same as the flrst criterion. After aiL an argument might
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be conclusive and yet so difficult to understand that it is nol effective
in persuading people to consider Christianity.
As a third criterion, we might consider the time and difficulty it
takes to become skilled in a particular method. We vvould surely prefer
an apologetic method that is easy to learn to one that is far more di CoO
ncult (and of equal cogency and effectiveness.) Finall), \\ e must ask.
"Which apologetic method (ifany) is most faithful to Scripture:" This
is the most important criterion because it has moral implications. If
the Bible endorses one method over another, how could we as follow
ers of Christ rationalize ignoring such direction? Only if two different
apologetic approaches were equally biblical would it make sense to
even consider the remain ing three criteria.
It is my conviction that presuppositional apologetics is the best
method by each of the four criteria. Let us nov\ dcflne and explore
the presuppositionalmethod. As we do so. \ve \\ill see ho\\ it satisfies
each of these criteria.

PRESUPPOSITIONAL APOLOGETICS A"'O BIBLICAL
AUTHORITY
It is always necessary to define terms at the outset in order to
avoid confusion later on. This is particularly important with "presup
positionalism"- a term that has been used in several dilTerent v\ays.
To be clear. by "presuppositional apologetics" I refer to the method of
defending the Christian faith that was used by Dr. Greg Bahnsen and
Dr. Cornelius Van Til. It is this method of apologetics and OI1h' this
method that I will define, outline. and defend below. Unfortunately.
presuppositionalism has often been misrepresented. And I am grateful
for the opportunity to clear up some of the misconceptions.
Adding to the confusion is the fact that several other methods
of apologetics are also sometimes called "presuppositionaL" and yet
they deviate substantially from the apologetic method promoted by
Bahnsen and Van TiLl Whether these can rightly be called "pres up
positional" is not the issue at hand: it is not my purpose to engage in a
mere verbal dispute over terminology. I simply wish to point out that I
am defending only that "variety" ofpresuppositionalism that is in the
1. See

ch~ptcrs

4-7 in G.

l~. B~hnscn.

2008. PrcllljJjJO.lilirillU!.4j)li!ligclic.I SlUiCe! «/Ie!

Dc(c/ldn! (Powder Springs, CiA: The American Vision. 2008).
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Van Tilian tradition, It is this method alone that I believe best satisfies
the four criteria listed above,
Broadly speaking, presupposition'll apologetics is the method of
defending the Christian faith that relies on the Bible as the supreme
authority in all matters. Before getting into the details of the method,
let me say that presuppositional apologetics can be summed up in two
words: hihlicol ol/thorin'. Given that the Bible is God's inerrant Word,
it is the only rationally cel1ain starting point for our knowledge of
anything. God cannot be wrong about anything (Job 40:2). and God
cannot lie (Titus I :2). So. the Bible is rightly taken to be the supreme
and unqucstionable standard by which all truth claims are judged
(l'v1anhew 4:4.7:24-27).
A Christian might feel a surge of pious agreement at that last sen
tence. "O/col/rse the Bible is the ultimate standard." he says to him
self. But then he begins to consider the implications of that claim. If
the Bible is indeed taken to be the supreme and unquestionable stan
dard by which ull truth claims are judged. then this necessarily in
cludes the truth claim that "the Bible is true," Hence. the truthfulness
of the Scriptures must be judged by the Scriptures! It seems strangely
circular to allow the Bible to be the ultimate standard by which its Olt'/1
cloillls are evaluated. Is not that the fallacy of begging the question'? Is
not circular reasoning 10gically fallacious?
This charge of

t~lllacious circularity

is. I believe. one of the main

reasons why many Christians are inclined to reject presuppositional
apologetics at the outset. I will show below that it is logically inescap
able that indeed the Bible must be the ultimate standard even when
evaluating its own claims, I will also show that this can be done in a
logical, non-fallacious way. For now. I simply wish to point out that
standing on biblical authority is at the heart of the presuppositional
method, This has profound implications for how the presuppositional
ist uses evidence.
Biblical authority is the most important characteristic that distin
guishes presuppositional apologetics from all other apologetic meth
ods. For the presuppositionalist, rhe Bible is the lIltimate standard
je)1' oil rhings, el'ell its 0\\'11 defi-'lIse, All other apologetic systems use
some extra-biblical standard by whieh to judge the truthfulness of the
Bible. This "other standard" might be historical evidence, scientific
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evidence, or logic. But in all cases. man is invited to judge the Bible
by some external standard. Of course. the presuppositional apologist
docs endorse the use of historical e\idence. scientific evidence. and
logic. But the presuppositionalist holds that such standards are sec
ondary to (and could not exist apart from) the supreme authorit) that
is the Word of God.
Most apologists offer evidence to the unbeliever as if the unbe
liever's standards and mind were in a position to evaluate such ev
idence and judge the Bible to be worthy of belief. This effectively
makes the unbeliever the ultimate judge of truth. Lnbelieycrs like to
think that their unbiblical standards and unregenerate mind is in a po
sition to judge God's Word. The presuppositionalist challenges this as
sumption, exposes the unbeliever's absurd standard, and educates the
unbeliever of the fact that God is the ultimate judge of truth. It is not
the human mind that judges God's Word. but God's Word thatj udges
the human mind.

THE PRESUPPOSITIONAL PHILOSOPHY
The Bible indicates in many ways that God is the ultimate source
of all knowledge (e.g. Provo I :7). We arc the recipients of some of that
knowledge (Prov. 2:6). We can only know things in an ultimate sense
because Goel has revealed them to us. Some of this comes from natural
revelation. God has written his law on our hearts. for example. And w'e
have the special revelation of God's Word. God has given us a mind b)
which we can use His revelation to discover yet further revelation. But
we do not have "independent knowledge" - kncm ledge or something
that God docs not know (Col. 2:3). A11 knowledge that we possess is
ultimately a gift from God. It fol]ows, therefore. that apart from re\
elation from God, we could know absolutely nothing.
This thought is offensive to our sin nature. We like to think that we
have a certain rational independence from our Creator. It is tempting to
object. "Surely there are some things I know without revelation from
God. I knO\v I exist. ] think; therefore] am. Right?" But of course.
astute logicians will point out that the argument ..] think; therefore I
am" begs the question. For in saying "j think" the arguer has tacitly
assumed his own existence - the very thing he is attempting to prove.
"Thinking is occurring" would be a less presumptuous premise. But
then there is no way to conclude "therefore I am" from such a premise.

Yell v; E\Rlll PRFSI'PPOSII IO",\LlS\1

Indeed. \\e could not even know that \\e exist apart from God's revela
tion. We orten hlil to realize how utterly dependent on God we are for
everything. KnO\vledgc is on~\' possible in thc Christian H'orldview
This biblical truth is foundational to the presuppositionalmethod.
As one illustration of this fact. consider the astronomer who thinks
she knows quite a lot about the universe based on what she has ob
served through her telescope. "1 knOll' that Saturn has rings:' she says.
"I have seen it with my own eyes. And I do not believe in God at all.
Evolution is how liCe came to be. So [do not need God to have knowl
edge." But her knowledge-claim is inconsistent with her professed
worldview. She has implicitly assumed that her eyes are reliable. But
is this assumption rationally warranted? If her eyes are not reliable,
then neither is any truth claim based on such a premise. such as the
belief that "Saturn has rings." So we must ask, "Is the belief that her
eyes are reliable consistellf with her professed belief in evolution'?"
In the Christian worldview, we have a very good reason to be
lieve that our senses are basically reliable in most situations. After all,
our sensory organs were designed by God (Prov. 20: 12). And God is
not the author of confusion (I Cor. 14:33). But if God did not exist,
and our eyes (and other organs) \wre merely the results of billions of
years ofmindless chemistry and chance mutations. would there be any
reason to believe that they are truthful') An evolutionist might argue
that they have survival value. Perhaps so, but that does not equate to
"truth." Chlorophyll has survival value in plants, but it does not truth
fully reveal to the plant any knowledge of the universe. The atheist as
tronomer has no reason to believe on her own worldview that her eyes
are reliable. For all she knows, she might be a plant; her experiences
of seeing Saturn with rings might be nothing more than the byproduct
of photosynthesis.
Knowledge is only possible because God has revealed Himself.
Perhaps a person would object. "But some people reject Christianity.
Yel. unbelievers do have knowledge." This objection is easily an
swered, "Yes - because unbelievers do have revelation Crom God!"
The Bible is very clear that God has revealed Himself to evenone
(Rom. 1: 18-20). Unbelievers, therefore, do know God and are able
to have knowledge heeause of His revelation. But they suppress their
know ledge of God in unrighteousness (Rom. I: 18). As a result, their
thinking is reduced to absurdity (Rom. 1:20-22).
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As one example of such absurdity, consider atheism. Are there gen
uinc atheists that sincerely believe that God docs not exist? According
to Scripture, emphatically no. Rom. I: 18-20 makes that abundantl;
clear. God has made Himselfinescapably known to every person. such
that they literally have "no excuse" (no apologetic) for their denial of
Him (Rom. 1:20). The atheist dnes believe in God. but has deceived
himself into thinking that he does not belie\'e in God (.lames 1:22).
Therefore, we should not argue with atheists as if they rea11y needed
evidence that God exists. They already kno\\ that. Rather. we simply
argue to expose their suppressed knowledge of God. We sho\\ that
they betray their belief in God by the way they behave and by their
other professed beliefs.
The knowledge that God has revealed to all men is not merely lim
ited to the fact that "a god" exists. Rather, vcrsc 21 indicates that thcy
kl1(}\v God. Now. it would make little sense to say, "I know .lim. but I do
not know anything about him." Clearly, in order to kl1()\l' someone \\e
must know at least some things about him. The Bible explicitly claims
that God's revelation to all men includes some knowledge of creation
and of God's divine nature (Rom. 1:20), as we11 as some knowledge
of God's moral standards (Rom. 2: 14-1 5) and his righteous anger at
mankind's refusal to live up to them (Rom. 1: 18). Unbelievers kno\\
on some level that the Christian worldview is true.
I do not mean that the unbeliever necessarily kno\\5 '11] aspects of
the Christian worldview (e.g .. that God created in six days. that .Iesus
walked on water. or that the Israelites wandered in the wilderness for
forty years). But the essential truth of Christian theism is hard\\ ired
into him by God. Such truth includes the fact that man is created in
God's image, responsible to God for his actions, and the unbeliever
stands guilty before His righteous Creator as described in the Bible.
So Rom. 1: 18-22 is not dealing merely with atheists. but ililun
godliness and unrighteousness of men who suppress the truth in un
righteousness. All unbelievers suppress at least some of their God~
given knowledge. They do this because they are uncomfortable \\ ith
the thought of an all-powerful God who is rightly angry at them for
their sin. They would rather live in darkness than have their wicked
ness exposed by God's revelation (John 3: 19). They go to great lengths

to convince themselves and others that they real1y do not believe in the
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biblical Cod. It is cl'llcio/ to our op%getic e/!()rts that Il"e recogni~e
thot o//unhcliel'erl arc se/f"-deceil'ed (James I :22, I John 1:8).

THE

PRESUPPOSITlO~ALMETHOD

A// non-Christian worldviews are always characterized by self
deception. What kind of argument then should we use \vith unbeliev
ers? Answer: one that exposes their self-deception. I do not need to
present heaps ofevidcncc to the unbeliever of God's existence, ofcre
ation, or of God's moral standards; the unbeliever already knows these
things but has deceived himself about them. I simply expose that self
deception. The unbeliever is able to have knowledge only because of
his suppressed knowledge of God. He tacitly relies on Christian prin
ciples while simultaneously denying that he is relying on Christian
principles. His worldview is self-contradictory and ultimately absurd.
It is easy enough to show the unbeliever's intellectual hypocrisy,
thereby refuting his worldview on its own terms. I will show this be
101\. B lit as Christians, we do not do apologetics as some intellec
tual game or to shO\I our alleged rational superiority. Nor do we do it
merely to tear down the non-Christian position - though this is part
of why we do it (2 Cor. 10:5). We do it out of obedience to God (1 Pet.
3: 15) and because we want to see people won to Christ (Acts 18:4,
28:23). We know that God ultimately is the only one who can bring
unbelievers to repentance (2 Tim. 2:25; I Cor. 12:3). But He can use
our apologetic efforts as part of the means by which He accomplishes
His purpose. Apologetics is an aspect of evangelism.
That being the case, I not only refute the unbelievt:r's worldvinl
by showing its absurdity, I also present the Christian worldview and
invite the unbeliever to stand on it and see its rationality. Wt: find that

the non-Christian worldview (whatever version it is) will not make
knowledge possible because only the Christian God can do this (e.g.,
Provo I :7). The non-Christian worldviell is riddled with inconsisten
cy and arbitrariness. It tacitly presupposes the Christian worldview in
some places, while simultaneously denying the Christian worldvicw.
On the other hand, the Christian worldview does make knowledge
possible in a rational, self-consistent way. The unbeliever is left with
a simple choice: be a Christian or be irrational.

1J1

Essential to the presuppositional method is that we never
fact depart from biblical authority. After all, the claim that only
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Christian theism will make knO\vledge possible is a hihliwl claim
(e.g. Provo 1:7, Col. 2:3, 8). We stand on the authority ofGod's Word
at all times as our Lord did in His earthly ministry (e.g. Matt. 4:4, 7,
10). Therefore, we never capitulate to the fallible standards of sinful
man. We never agree to put the Bible (and thus God) to the test (Matt.
4:7) by some alleged greater authority. There is no greater authority
(Heb. 6: 13).
We are more than happy to consider. for the sake of argument,
the non-Christian worldview-to show that it does not stand up to
scrutiny on its own fallacious terms. This is an internal critique, and
it is biblically warranted. We indeed are to cast clown argumcnts alld
every high thing that exalts itselfagainst the knowledge ofGocl (2 Cor.
10:5). [n particular. we show the arbitrariness and inconsistency of the
unbeliever's claims and show how his \\orldview would fail to make
knowledge possible on its own terms. This does not mean that \\ e in
reality accept any of the propositions of the non-Christian \\orldvic\\.
Rather, it means that we examine a hypothetical scenario for the sale
purpose of showing how it fails on its own terms.
This important aspect oCthe presuppositionalmethods is summed
up in Provo 26:4~5. Prav. 26:4 states. "Do not ans\vcr a fool accord
ing to his folly. Lest you also be like him." The term "fool" here is
the term God uses for those people who refuse to use their intellect
properly, in a way consistent with God's revelation. The term is used
in Ps. 14: I. which says. "The fool has said in his heart, 'there is no
God'''' Actually. the words "there is" are not in the original Hebre\v.
Literally, the fool says "No God" indicating his silly. stubborn rebel
lion to God's revelation. Pray. 26:4 indicates that \\ c are not to go
along with the fool's standard. to accept his terms of the debate. or we
would be just as foolish.
Provo 26:5 then states, "Answer a fool according to his fall). Lcst
he be wise in his O\vn eyes." At first glance. this may seem to contra
dict vcrse 4. But clearly the scnse is different. Although we should
never embrace the foolish standard of unbelievers (Prov. 26:4). vvc
should examine their worldview as a hypothetical scenario. in order to
show that it leads to absurdity. This internal critique reveals the fool
ishness of the unbeliever's standards. such that he cannot be "vyise in

his own eyes" (Prov. 26:5).
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These two principles (Don't Answer, Answer) actually work to
gether to form a powerful defense of the Christian faith against all
opposition. Consider an obvious and silly example of this approach
in action. The critic says, '"[ do not believe that words exist. Now I
am more than willing to consider the possibility that I'm wrong. And
I welcome you to make a good counterargument. But you must not
use any words in your argument - because I do not believe in such
things!" Now how should we respond?
For some strange reason, most people feel that they must capitu
late to the standard of their opponent. "Well, if he does not believe
in words, then I guess I cannot use \\ords in my defense."' But that
reasoning is fallacious. Words do exist whether the person admits it or
not. What is worse. he even used words to make his case that words do
not exist. If we were to agree to his standard, we \\ould be "answering
the fool according to his folly" in the sense ofProv. 26:4 and \\e would
"be like him."' We cannot make an argument without words.
But if we follow the method outlined in Provo 26:4-5, we can eas
ily defeat the critic's silly standard. We would not agree to his standard
and might even say so. "1 do not accept your claim that words do not
exist." Then we do an internal critique, showing the absurdity of his
standard on its own tel111S. '"But if words did not exist, you could not
have stated that 'words do not exist.' Your belief is self-refuting and
therefore wrong." The real power of this argument is revealed by the
fact that the critic can have no response to it! If he says nothing, then
the argument stands. But if he says anything at all, he proves that
words do exist---confirming the argument.
In summary, the presuppositional method (A) presents the
Christian worldvie\\ and invites the unbeliever to stand on it and see
how Christianity makes sense of the world and makes knowledge pos
sihle in a self-consistent way. (B) We do an intel11al critique of the
competing non-Christian worldview, show ing that it cannot make
sense of the world or make knowledge possible in a self-consistent
way. (C) We never depart from biblical authority in our approach,
except as a purely hypothetical scenario to show the absurdity of it.
(D) We have confidence that the Christian worldview alone will make
knowledge possible since all knowledge is ultimately in God (Prov.

1:7, Col. ::::3). There is no particular order in which we discuss these
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things. Every conversation will be different and \\ill often involve dis
cussing each of these points multiple times and in multiple ways.
The presuppositional method does not require a great deal or
knowledge or debating skills. It requires only a good understanding or
the Christian worldview and how such a worldview makes knowledge
possible. We then invite the unbeliever to construct and defend a con
trary worldview that will make knowledge possible. confident from
the Scriptures that he will not be able to do so. This means that we do
not need to study in detail every possible non-Christian worldvie\\.
We simply let the critic deflne his own \\orld\ iew. and then wc press
him to be consistent with what he professes and watch his \\ orldvie\\
collapse on its own terms. When we contrast the presuppositional
method with other apologetic approaches. we can sec that criterion 3
is satisfied.

THE PRAGMATIC NECESSITY OF PRESUPPOSITIONAL
APOLOGETICS
Presuppositional apologetics is designed to resolve debates
over competing worldviews. A worldvie\\ is a person's philosophi
cal tl-amework - his or her basic beliefs about thc world. about truth.
about right and wrong. Not all debates are \\orldvic\\ debates. 1ft\\ a
Christians have a disagreement about the price of eggs. they can read
ily settle the issue by going to the store and looking at the price tag.
[n sueh a case. both people have the same worldview. and so the de
bate ean often be settled by observational evidence alone. However.
worldview debates cannot be resolved this \\a). This is not to say that
evidence is irrelevant or useless; but it is ne\er (b) itselr) cleci,lire.
Here is why.
All people have "presuppositions."" Presuppositions arc ver) el
ementary beliefs that are assumed before an) investigation of evi
dence. As one example. a scientist must presuppose that her sensor)
perceptions are accurate hej()re she can make reliable observations of
the universe. Apart from that presupposition the scicntist \\ould have
no reason to believe anything that shc sccs or hears. Presuppositions
therefore guide and control ho\\' people interpret evidence. For this
reason physical evidence by itsel r is never decisive \\hen it comes to
a worldview dispute.
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As a hypothetical example, consider Ken-a Hindu who believes
that the universe is merely an illusion. His friend Susan is a consis
tent Christian who believes the universe is quite real just as the Bible
teaches. If they have a disagreement on the price of eggs, can they
settle the dispute by going to the store and looking at the price tag'?
No, because Ken will argue that the price tag is merely an illusion
too and proves nothing. Both Ken and Susan have the same evidence,
but they disagree on the implications of that evidence because they
have ditTering worldviews. Worldview debates cannot be resolved by
physical evidence alone. This does not mean that evidence is useless
or unimportant in worldvie\\ debates. It is simply not decisive.
As one example, a Christian might argue for a "young" solar sys
tem on the basis of comets. Comets are composed oficy material that
is gradually vaporized by solar heat. We have measured the rate at
which this occurs and find that a typical comet can last no more than
100,000 years. So, if the solar system were billions of years old, then
it should have no comets. But of course we do have comets. This evi
derlCe seems to refute the secular timescale 01'4.5 billion years.
But a secularist's \\orldview will not allow him to draw that con
clusion. His worldview requires billions of years (to allow for evolu
tion). Yet, he observes comets and recognizes that they cannot last
that long. The secularist therefore proposes a "rescuing device"---a
hypothesis to protect his worldview from what appears to be contrary
evidence. 1n this case, the secularist proposes an "Oort cloud" - essen
tially an unobserved "comet generator." The Dart cloud is supposed
to constantly supply the solar system with new comets as old ones are
depleted. There is no observational evidence of an Oort cloud. But
then again, its undetectable nature means that it cannot be disproved
at the moment. The secularist appeals to his worldview as the justifica
tion for his beliefin an Oort cloud.
A clever person will always be able to invent a rescuing device to
protect his worldview from what appears to be contrary evidence. His
justification for doing this will be the truth of his worldview. Thus. it
is thc worldview itself that must be challenged. And it cannot be chal
lenged merely by appealing to external standards because the critic
will deny such standards. Worldview debates can only be resolved

by an internal critique - refuting them according to their own absurd
standards. Evidence (historicaL scientific, etc.) may of course be used
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as part of that internal critique. But evidence cannot be used in a way
that assumes the unbeliever wil1 interpret it properly because he will
not-at least not consistently. The unbeliever will invent a resclling
device to deal with all contrary evidence.
The Bible assures us that al1 worldviews contrary to Christianit)
are defective and would fail to make knowledge possible (e.g.. Provo
I:7: Col. 2:3. 8: Rom. I: 18-22). When \\e share this ract with unbe
lievers. they will usually attempt to argue othenvise. Since we kno\\
they cannot do this rationally, we simply point alit the internal in
consistency and arbitrariness in their reasoning. Such an internal cri
tique is extremely effective because it shows the absurdity of the non
Christian worldview on its own tenns. There is no refutation more
devastating than sell--refutation. [ have been using this approach for
many years, and I have yet to see even one unbeliever be able to gi\e
any cogent response. With other methods. there is ah\ ays a possible
rescuing device. But with presuppositional apologetics. there is noth
ing to which the unbeliever can appeal. Criterion 2 is satisfied.
THE BIBLICAL BASIS FOR PRESUPPOSITIONAL
APOLOGETICS

Scattered throughout the above discussion. \\c have seen some
bibl ical support for the presuppositional method. suggesting support
for criterion 4. In particular we saw the advice ofProv. 26:4-5. that \\ e
should not accept the standards of the critic lest we be as foolish as he
is: rather we take them as a hypothesis to show hmv they self--destruet
so that the critic will not be "wise in his own eyes." Pren. 3:5 states.
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart. And do not Jean on your O\\n
understanding."' Proverbs are often general izations. but the method is
endorsed more forcefully in other Scriptures such as Col. 2:3-8.
Col. 2:3 states. "In [Christ] are hidden all the treasures of \\is
dom and knowledge." We must therefore build our thinking on the
Christian worldview if we arc to have wisdom and knowledge. Paul
explains in verse 4. "[ say this in order that no one may delude you
with persuasive argument." Paul warns us in verse 8 not to be robbed
of these treasures of wisdom and knowledge by embracing worlelly
presuppositions. "See to it that no one takes you captive through phi
losophy and empty deception, according to the tradition of men. ac
cording to the elementary principles of the world. rather than accord
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ing to Christ." The "elementary principles of the world" refer to the
basic building blocks of secular knowledge--in other words, secular
presuppositions. Let us not overlook the last part of the verse, "rather
than according to Christ.'· So Paul warns that we can be robbed ofwis
dom and knowledge "carried oft" and away from the truth by embrac
ing worldly presuppositions in contrast to Christian presuppositions.
Jesus put it this way:
There[ore everyone \\110 hears these \\ords of Mine, and acts
upon thcm, may bc compared to a \\ise man, \\ho built his
house upon the rock. And the rain descended, and the Moods
came, and the \\ inds ble\\, and burst against that house; and
yct it did not 12111, for it had been founded upon the rock. And
c\ cryonc \\ ho hears these \\ ords of Mine, and does not act
upon thcm, \\ill be like a foolish man, \\ho built his house
upon the sand. And the rain descended, and the floods came,
and thc \\"inds blew, and burst against that house; and it fell,
and great was its fall.
\:otice that Christ does not make an exception for apologetics. He
does not say, "Except when you are defending Scripture.... Then by
all means, build your house upon the sand!"
When Satan demanded physical evidence of Christ's deity, it was
not that he really doubted. He just wanted to see if he could get Jesus
to appeal to a non-biblical standard. Jesus n:sponds in Matt. 4:4 that
we arc to live by every Word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.
lIe docs not add an exception for apologetics (e.g .. "Except when you
are defending the Word, then go ahead and use some secular stan
dard.") Wc are not to abandon biblical authority for the purpose of
defending biblical authority. Paul explains that the man of God stands

on the Word of God even

"to

refute those who contradict." We are not

to use secular presuppositions to judge scriptural claims.
God does not have kind things to say about man's worldly pre
suppositions. I Cor. 3: 18-20, "Let no one deceive himself. If anyone
among you seems to be \\ ise in this age, let him bccome a fool that he
mav become wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with
God. For it is written, 'He catches the wise in their own craftiness';
and a~ain, 'The LORD knO\\s the thoughts of the wise, that they are
futile.'" See also I Cor. 1:20,25; 2:5. Eph. 4: 17-18, "This I say there
lore, and affIrm together with the Lord, that you walk no longer just
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as the Gentiles also walk, in the futility of their mind. being darkened
in their understanding. excluded from the Ii fe of God, because of the
ignorance that is in them, because of the hardness of their heart." lfwe
were to give up our biblical standard and embrace worldly standards,
we would indeed be like the "fool" (Prov. 26:4).
Jesus never once departed from bib Iical authority in H is earthly
ministry, except for the sake of hypothesis to shO\v the absurdity of
doing so (e.g., Matt. 12:24-29, 38-42). Jesus was a master presup
positional apologist. always standing on the Word. and doing inter
nal critiques of competing claims showing their absurdity (e.g.. Matt.
22: 15-46). And the response of Christ's critics \vas exactly what pre
suppositionalists find today: "And no one was able to ans\\er Him a
word, nor did anyone dare from that clay on to ask Him another ques
tion" (Matt. 22:46). Presuppositional apologetics is very efj~ctive at
silencing the critic. Likewise, the Apostle Paul never embraced unbib
lical standards. Rather he showed that such standards are wrong and
self-refuting (Acts 17:22-31). Paul wrote. "Where is the wise man')
Where is the scribe'? Where is the debater of this age'? Has not God
made foolish the wisdom of the worldT Does this sound like someone
who embraced worldly standards in his defense of the Llith')
A negative example could also be given. Thomas \\ as not fuJ Iy
presupposition'll in his philosophy. Rather than accepting on the basis
of biblical authority that Christ would rise fi'om the dead. he demand
ed physical evidence on his own terms (John 20:24-25). Interestingly.
Christ did give Thomas such evidence (John 20:27). Is this an en
dorsement of Thomas's actions or simply an action demonstrating the
graciousness of our Lord? Jesus gently rebukes Thomas for his at
titude and implies that Thomas missed out on a blessing because of it
(John 20:29).
It is tempting for us to believe that physical evidence is superior
to God's Word and that people would believe the Gospel if only they
saw a spectacular miracle. But Jesus flatly denies such reasoning in
Luke 16:27-31. In verse 31 He says, "lfthey do not listen to Moses
and the Prophets:' [in other words, the Scriptures] "they \\ill not be
persuaded even if someone rises from the dead" [a most spectacular
miracle]! This was confirmed in Christ's o\Vn resurrection. Thcre \Vcre

some who stood in the presence of the resurrected Lord and sti]] did
not believe in Him. (cf. Matt. 28: 17)
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The conclusi ve nature ofthis approach is indicated in the Scriptures:
Rom. 1:20 indicates that the unbeliever has no excuse for his denial of
God- literally no excuse. If the Christian faith were merely probable,
then the unbeliever would have some excuse, albeit a small one. Many
texts of Scripture indicate the certainTy of Christianity (e.g., Acts 2:36;
Provo 22:21; Acts 12:11; Gen. 15:13; Josh 23:]3). Christianity is not
merely probable: it is certainly true. Much more could be written re
garding the biblical basis for the presuppositional method. See Ahva)'s

Read\' and Presuppositiol1u! Aj)()!ojo;etics Stuted und Defended, both
by Or. Greg Bahnsen.
OBJECTIO."'S TO THE METHOD
Most, perhaps all, objections to the presuppositional method that
have read or heard stem ti'om a misunderstanding of the method.
There are those who claim that presuppositionalists do not believe in
using evidence. As a scientist, I use evidence all the time in my apolo
getic method! Yet my method is always presuppositional.
course
presuppositionalists use scientific and historical evidence. We simply
recognize that such evidence is always interpreted in light of a per
son's worldview. We do not pretend that there is some neutral inter
pretation of evidence that is superior and thus in a position to judge
God's Word. But that does not mean vve cannot use it in the right \vay
(to show inconsistency and arbitrariness in the secular worldview, to
shO\\ ho\\ Christianity accounts for such evidence, to stimulate fur
ther discussion, and so on). So this objection is nothing more than a
straw-man fa Ilacy.

Or

Perhaps some of the confusion comes hom the name. Those un
t~lIl1iliar with apologetic methods might infer from the name that pre
suppositional apologetics deals mainly with presuppositions whereas
evidential apologetics deals mainly with evidence. In reality, both
methods deal with presuppositions and evidence. The difference be
tween these two methods concerns the way in which the arguments
are constructed, and the ultimate standard by which evidence is evalu
ated. Most presuppositionalists (myself included) are not particularly
happy \\ith the name "presuppositional" apologetics for this reason.
But, historically, this is the name of the method, and so I will not dis
pute terminology here.
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There are those who object that the presuppositional approach
is too philosophical or abstract. In reality it is very practical. It is a
method that works against any possible criticism of the Christian
worldview (since all other worldview must first presuppose Christian
principles in order to "get started"). Of course, there are aspects of
the method that are philosophical and abstract. But this is true of al I
apologetic methods. Apologetics is designed to defend the Christian
worldview: and a worldview is necessarily philosophical and abstract.
So this objection fails.
Some have objected that the presuppositional method only works
against atheism. But the method ddends only Christial1 theism. and
it does so against an.!' alternative. It is in Christ that all wisdom and
knowledge are deposited- not some generic conception of "deity'"
Rom. 1: 18-20 indicates that God has revealed himself to everyone
such that they have no excuse for denying Him; it does not say that
all men merely have some generic concept of deit). )\;0. the) know
God-the God. So it is hard to take this objection seriously. Perhaps
this objection stems from the fact that the method has been used
masterfully and famously in debates against atheists. There was the
legendary Bahnsen-Stein debate, and the Bahnsen-Tabash debate.
both on the existence of God. It seems less \\'CIl-kno\\ n that Bahnsen
also used the method masterfully in formal debates against a .Jew. a
Muslim, and Roman Catholics. Presuppositional apologetics works to
refute an}' non-Christian worldview.
There are some who might object that the presuppositional meth
od is too difficult to explain to use it effectively. Most people have not
consciously considered their own presuppositions and \vhether or not
those presuppositions comport with each other in a way that can make
knowledge possible. It seems that we have to lay down more "ground
work" to use this method than wc would by appealing directly to evi
dence. Though I reject the notion that the method is "too difficult" to
be useful, I do agree that it requires the Christian to do more prepara
tory work in educating the unbeliever so that he or she can understand
the argument. But (1) it is not really all that much more. and (2) given
the devastating and conclusive nature of the argument, is it not \\orth
taking a little time to educate the unbeliever'?
Ultimately, we can either (1) educate the unbeliever so that he
can understand a conclusive and truly devastating argument for
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Christianity, or (2) we can capitulate to his ignorance. Rather than us
ing a faulty or inconclusive argument (albeit one that is easy to under
stand) that the Christian position is likely, how much better to educate
the unbeliever so that he can understand that Christianity is inescap
ably true.
Some might say, "How can we stand upon biblical authority and
expect to be persuasive when the critic does not acknowledge biblical
authority?" Provo 26:4-5 answers this. The Bible has authority wheth
er people will admit it or not. And the unbeliever's own worldview
does not and cannot stand up to an internal critique. If the unbel iever
refuses to acknowledge the authority of the Bible, that is his problem.
I am not going to commit the same sin just to make him comfortable,
any more than [ would hold my breath when debating a critic of air.
In battle, the best place to stand when defending a hill is on the hill.
In spiritual warfare the best place to stand when defending the Bible
is on the Bible.
Some Christians might hesitate to be presuppositional because
they are concerned that they will have to give up a favorite argu
ment or item of evidence. But this is not a logical objection, merely
a psychological preference. And it is misplaced. Ironically, the pre
suppositional method "increases" the value and range of evidence. In
the presuppositional method all evidence is "proof' of the Christian
worldview because apart tl'om the Christian world view, evidence
would be meaningless. Our very ability to observe evidence and draw
rational conclusions is based upon our senses and mind being cre
atcd by God to function properly. As to arguments for Christianity, the
broad umbrella of presuppositional apologetics embraces all cogent
or sound arguments as long as they do not abandon the Bible as our
ultimate standard. or course, some Christians do use arguments that
abandon biblical authority. But these are contrary to Christ's teaching
(e.g., Matt. 7:24-17). A Christian need not give up any argument to be
presuppositional, except bad ones. And he should not be using those
in the first place.
Some might object to the conclusiveness of the presuppositional
argument. "If presuppositional apologetics proves Christianity con
clusively, then is there any room for faith')" This objection is based on
a misunderstanding of\\hat faith is. Biblical faith is not "believing in
something that is unproven or unprovable." Nor is it "believing some
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thing without evidence." Rather biblical faith is having confldence in
something not observed by the senses, but for which there is evidence.
This is the way the word 'faith' is used in the Bible. Heb. 11: 1 con
firms this. We have great evidence for the Christian worldview--it is
logically provable! Yet we have not obsened God vvith our senses.
TIlus, our belief in Christianity is faith. It is an objectively provable
faith.
Far be it from removing the need for raith. the presuppositional
method affirms that faith in God is essential for knowledge. Again.
such faith need not be a "saving faith" (.lames 2:14. 19-20). Even
unbelievers have a type of faith in God and rely on biblical presuppo
sitions, albeit inconsistently. But apart from our conviction that Cod
exists and is who the Scriptures say He is, we would lose any rational
justiRcation for things like logic or uniformity in nature. Faith in the
biblical Cod is actually the prerequisite for knowledge. Is it "by faith
we understand" (e.g" Heb. 11:3).
CIRCULAR REASONING

Perhaps the most widely cited objection to presuppositional apol
ogetics is the argument that (1) presuppositional apologetics employs
circu1ar reasoning. (2) circular reasoning is fallacious, and (3) there
fore presuppositional apologetics is fallacious. Regarding the first
premise, we must clarify that presuppositional apologetics does not
arbitrarily assume the Bible as the sole proof of the Bible. My argu
ment is not "the Bible is true because it is true."' Nor is it "the Bible
is true because it claims to be the Word of Cod who cannot lie. And
since Cod cannot lie, this biblical claim must be true." Such argu
ments would be fallacious: they beg the question. Nonetheless. there
is a degree of circularity to the method since we do not depart from
biblical authority for the sake of proving it. Is this fallacious:
First, it may surprise some people to learn that circular reasoning
is actually logically valid. Validity means that the chain of reason
ing from premise to conclusion is correct. And circular arguments do
satisfy this condition since the conclusion is simply a restatement of
the premise. Why then are circular arguments usua lly considered ral
lacious') The answer is that they are arhitrar1'. The conclusion does
not prove anything beyond what is assumed in the premise. But what
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if it were not arbitrary, but logical!) inescapable? In such a case there
would be no reason to call such an argument fallacious.
Consider this example: is it possible to prove that laws of logic
exist? 'r'es, an argument can be constructed that proves laws of logic.
But the argument would have to use laws of logic in order to be con
structed. Only by presupposing the existence of laws of logic can we
construct an argument which prows that there are laws of logic. What
is even more spectacular is that anyone \vanting to argue ogoinst the
existence of laws of logic would nrst have to assume the existence of
laws of logic in order to construct the argument. Lavvs of logic must
exist because the contrary position leads to absurdity. This is a tran
scendentolorgument. It establishes the proof of a foundational claim
by showing the impossibility of the contrary. The argument has a de
gree of circularity and yet is non-arbitrary and logically inescapable.
The notion that circular reasoning is always wrong reveals a bit of
philosophical naivety. In fact, all ultimate standards must be defended
in a somewhat circular way (by a transcendental argument). Here is
why: Consider a truth claim (p). To establish the truth of(p) we argue
that it follows from another truth claim (q). But how do we know that
(q) is true'? It too must be defended by another claim (r). This process
must terminate in an ultimate standard (s). The alternative is that the
chain would go on forever and could never be completed: and an in
complete argument proves nothing.
How then do we justi(v the ultimate standard? We cannot appeal
to a greater standard. for then our ultimate standard would not truly
be ultimate, and we would be left to justify this greater standard. We
cannot appeal to a lesser standard because a claim cannot be more cer
tain than the claim upon which it is based. In other words, we cannot
defend (s) by lesser standard (1') because (r) is only reliable if(s) is. We
cannot merely assume (s) with no justification because then (s) would
not truly be known and all beliefs based on it would be unjustified. We
could not know anything if that were the case.
The only option left

to

us is that

(5)

must somehow prove itself. It

must be the standard for its own truth as well as all other truth claims.
An ultimate standard can be proved only by a transcendental argu
ment. It is demonstrated by showing that the -.:ontrary daim "ould
make knowledge impossible. This of course matches the biblical claim
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that knowledge is impossible apart from the Christian God (Prm. 1:7.
Col. 2:3). The Bible is self-attesting, and self-authenticating.
We note that the Bible itself recognizes that ultimate standards
must be based on themselves. This is explained in the context of prom
ises. People appeal to a greater standard than thcmsehes when making
a promisc. Heb. 6: 16 states. "For men s\\ ear by one greater than them
selves, and with them an oath given as confirmation is an end of every
dispute." What then does God - the standard of standards-appeal
to when making a promise? Heb. 6: 13 states. "For when God made
the promise to Abraham. sinee He could s\\ear by no one greater. He
swore by Himself."' Yes, God, the ultimate standard of knowledge,
appeals to God as His standard. There is no other option. This cannot
be a mistake in reasoning since God makes no mistakes in reasoning.
The presuppositional argument is 1I0f therefore a simple arbitrar)
circle. Rather. it argues from the biblical principle that unless you ar
gue from biblical principles, you cannot argue at all. It is more of a
"spiral" that goes out of its own plane than a simple circle-a spiral
that encompasses all possible knowledge. So when people object that
Christianity has a degree of circularity to it. a simple response \voulcl
be. "Yes. You either reason within the Christian circle. or you cannot
reason at all. So this is a grcat reason to embrace Christianity."
CONSIDER THE ALTER:\ATIVE

To argue for the truth of Christianity by appealing to a non-bib
lical standard is logically fallacious. The Bible claims that it is the
ultimate standard, the foundational worldview that makes knowledge
possible (e.g. Matt. 7:24-27. Provo 1:7). Call this proposition A. The
person who attempts to argue for the truth of the Scriptures by some
non-biblical standard either acknowledges ( I ) that this standard is as
or more authoritative than Scripturc. or (2) that such a standard is less
authoritative than Scripture. If he takes option 2. then he has not re
ally proved anything because his chosen standard is fallible; hence
any conclusions are unreliable. [f he takes option (1). then it follows
that the Bible is not the ultimate standard for knowledge (proposition
"not-A"'). [fhe successfully proves the Bible by such a method. thcn
he proves proposition A since this is part of the Bible. But as a premise
he assumed not-A. His conclusion contradicts his premise. and so his
argument is invalid and self-refuting.
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All non-presuppositional methods argue on the basis of some
non-biblical standard. They tacitly suppose that man's mind is the ul
timate standard and is in a position to judge God's Word. They attempt
to show that God's Word passes certain tests (historical verification,
scientific accuracy, logical coherence) and as such it is (at least very
likely) true, and therefore you should have faith in it. This comradicts
the biblical claim that God (and by extension His re\elation) is the
ultimate standard for knowledge by which all other standards will be
judged. Thc unbeliever likcs to pretend to be the judge of all truth.
He expects us to act as God's defense attorney and present evidence
that he will judge on his non-biblical terms. And if the unbeliever is
convinced by such evidence, then he will place his f~lilh in God. In
response to this the presupposilionalist says. "No. You have it back
wards. YOLl must hegin \\ith faith in God's Word. Only then can you
start to understand or prove anything else." (Heb. I 1:3)
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Richard G. Howe, Ph.D.
1 \vl (iRAIl.II 1. I(JR this opportunity to engage Dr. Jason Lisle on these
important matters. j appreciate his undying commitment to the author
ity of the Bible. No one should doubt Lisle's desire to help others see
the authority of the Bible and to understand the truth of the Gospel
message. In addition, it is encouraging to see Lisle's commitment to
utilizing the tools of sound reason in serving the Lord. recognizing as
he does that sound reasoning comes from the Lord. Last, in light of
the following criticisms of Lisle's apologetic method, nothing J say
should be taken as a criticism of his conclusions regarding the age
of the earth in as much as I would consider myself a Young Earth
Creationist.
PROBLEMS WITH WORLDVIEW DISCUSSIO"JS

Similar to certain other apologists with whom I am familiar,
Lisle discusses apologetics in terms of "worldviews.") He says, "An
I. Sec. for e:-C a III pie. ".orlllan L. Geisle,. and Willialll D. Watkins. n;,,)d,
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apologetic method that merely argues that the Christian worldvicw is
/ikelr to be true will not be as powerful as one that demonstrates thc
Christian worldview conclusively.... Kno\\ledge is only possible in
the Christian worldview." (emphasis in original) [n Lisle's vie\\, the

truth of the Christian \\orldview is demonstrated by shO\ving that all
non-Christian worldviews are absurd (meaning that they can be refut
ed on their own terms) and that they tacitly presupposc the Christian
worldview. I have come to believe that there is a lurking problem with
some worldview talk.
While a discussion of worldviews can sometimes be producti\ e
when doing apologetics, one must be careful v\ith hO\\ he understands
the relationship of thinking and worldvie\\s. Some formulations I
have heard of this relationship gets dangerously close to relativism.
What I have in mind here is how some \\orldvie\\ discussions sound
like Wittgenstein's "forms of life" in the vein of some of his disciples
such as Norman Malcolm ..' To be fair to Lisle. I rcalize that this is not
what he is advocating. It is evident in his discussion of\\orldvie\\s in
Ultimate Proolthat he is trying to avoid the relativism I am discussing
here. It is precise ly because I am confident that neither he nor certain
others in this discussion are advocating a Wittgensteinian fideism that
Trlllh (Eugene: Harvest I louse. ] (9 7 ): .lame, \\

Sire: The

(lIinTIl' \eXI D(}(}r

,.J RUli,

If()rldn'('] \ CUlul(},I',. 4th ed. (D,)\\l1ers GrO\e: IVP"cademic. InterVarsity Pres>. 2()().t):

James E. Ta) lor. III/mdlleill,!!. AjJo!(},I',e/ic,I, CII!lini/ill,!!. Chrilliull CI II II 111 illll <:11 I (Cirand
Rapids: Baker Academic. Baker Puhlishing Crou!'. 2()061. While Lisle does not delinc
a worldviell in his anicle here. he docs define it in his Tire ('liilllule I'm()! (}(CI'l'uli(}lI:
Re,\IJ!l'i/l,l', II", Origilll Dehulc (Green Forest. AR: :-"laster fIooks. 200')1. 25. as "a net\\ork
of our most basic beliefs about reality in light of \\hich all observations are interpreted."
lIe continues with the common simile o('the glasses affecting ··the Ilay Ill' viell thing,."
2. See his "The Ciroundlessness of Belief." in Re({\oll olld Refigio/l. ed. Stu,lrt C
Brown (London: Ro)al Institute of Philosophy. 1977). reprinted in Louis I) I'ojman.
Phi!olo!'ln oj Religioll, ,III Al7lho!o<~'1'. 4th ed. (Belmont: \\'adsll orth. :::()()~ I: 39] -399,
Wittgenstein sa) s. ";\/1 testing. all confirmation and disconfirmation of a h) pothc'sis wh<,
place already \Iithin a sy stem. And this system is not a morc or less arbitrar\ and doubtful
point of dcparture for all our argumcnts: no. it belongs to the essence of \\hat \\c call
an argument. The system is not so mLlcll the point of departure. as the element in Ilhich
arguments hm e their life," [Lud\\ig Wittgenslein. Oil ('<:rloilll.\'. trans. Denis ('aul and
G. E. VI. Anscoll1be ('JC\\ York: Harper Torehbooks. Harper and ROIl. 19(9). ~11)5. p.
16e.1 For Malcolm (in apply ing Wittgensteinl various "systems" arc "forms of lilC" or
"language ~ames" none of \\hich needs or could have an) ,justification 0\ cr against the
other. "Religion is a fnrl1l of life: it is a language L'mbedded in action-II hat \\'ittgen,tein
calls a 'Ianguage game'. Science is another. "leither stands in need of just iii cation. the one
more than the other" (398).
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I raise my concerns about how they sometimes frame these issues. In
other words. it only because I know that they are not advocating any
sort of epistemological relativism that I am concerned about how the
discussion proceeds.
One problem with this is that it capitulates to an unwarranted ra
tional istic foundational ism in the tradition of Descartes. While I might
have some sympathies with foundational ism generally considered (but
certainly not with its Cartesian fonn). our knowledge of reality is not
deducible FOI71 that foundation, but rather is reducible to that founda
tion.' To illustrate this, consider an example from the physical world
(sensible reality) and our knowledge of it. If the law ofnon-contradic
tion did not obtain with reality, then any given being could be its own
opposite. Any given thing we might know about sensible reality would
be indistinguishable from its contradiction. There would be no distinc
tion between a tree and a non-tree and there would be no distinction
between knowing a tree and not knowing a tree. However, it is not
possible to begin with the law of non~contradictionand deduce truths
about sensible reality ti'om it. To put a more Christian spin on it. we
can demonstrate that if the physical world exists, then God exists. This
is the cosmological argument. But, the fact that God exists does not
necessarily entail that the physical world exists. 4 The physical world
is a sutllcient condition for the existence of God and the existence of
God is a necessary condition for the existence of the physical world.'
3. Anoth~r ~xample 01' a Young Earth Creationist and this Cartesian \Iay of framing
things is Jonathan D. SarCali. "All philosophical s) stems rei) on logical deductions
from starting assumptions-axioms-\\hich. b) definition. cannot be proven tl'om prior
assumption. For our axioms. it is rational to accept the propositions revealed by the
int~dlible Cod in the 66 books of thc Bible." l"l.oving God \\ ith All Your \!lind: Logic
and Creation." at Creation. com. http::·creation.eoln:loving-god-\\ith-all-)our-mind
logic-and-creation. accessed September 5. 2013. Sarfati is \\Tong. It is not the case that all
philooophical ,) stems take this Cartesian approach .

.+. This. again. \\CIS to some degree the method of Descartes. See his .\lcdiluliol/l
Fil"l !'hi!o\()!)/l\' in John Cottingham. Robert Stoothoft: and Dugald \1urdoch. trans.
The Phi/o'\0l'hicu/ Ili'ilillgl of DClL'W'lc1 (Cambridge: Cambridge l:ni\\:rsit) Press. 198'+).
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2:3-62.
5. Th~ point h~re is not causal. I am not sa) ing that the ph) sica I \\orld causes there to
be a God. To say that the ph) sical world is a sutlicient condition for the existence of (jod
i:-, to ::-;a) that if there is a ph) siC'll \\"orld. then ncccssaril) there

ha~

to be God. I"his form

or

,;aying it is the same as saying that being a pregnant human being is a sufticient condition
tl)r being a female human being. Ccrtain!) the pregnanc) does not cause the human being
to be female. Rather. it is saying that if a human being is pregnant. then necessarily it
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But the physical world is not a necessary condition for the existence
of God and the existence of God is not a sufficient condition for the
existence of the physical world. Thus, this method of Cartcsian foun
dationalism seems inadequatc in itsclf to deliver an) real knowledge
about the creation."
It is my contention that, despite his best efforts. Lisle does not
escape the self-referential problems that \\orldview discussions can
fall into. While contending (using the glasses simile) that thc Bible
"is a bit like corrective lenses" and arguing that it is the "evidence"
that different worJdview interpret difTerently, comments such as "\\ e
all interpret the facts in light of our worldview" ean lead toward these
self-referential problems, Even though in context. when referring to
is fcmale. If you were reading about someone named "Bobby" you might not yet Kno"
whether Robhy \\a, a man 0[' a \\oman If as you read further. you sec that Bobby IS
pregnmll. then you kno\\ that. necessarily. Bobby i, a \\ oman.
6. I should like to direct the ['eader to the very interesting and helpful ani~k by [Jon
Collett. "Van Til and Transcendental Argument" in K, Scott Oliphinr and l.ane C, Tipton.
cds. R""c!alioil aild Rcasoil: ,\'CI\' rC,lslIr' iil Rc/orliled .·ll'o!ogelin (Phillipsburg: P 8: R.
2(07): 258-278. I IH1\C cast the issue in tcrms of necessary and sufllcie11l condition, that
track cxactly thc truth-functional argument forms of ,\Iodus rollens and \Iodus Ponem,
respecti\ely. Collet argues that the 1'11'111 of the tra[bccnclental argument i, not Illereh
truth functional but semantic. Ilis article i, helprul in as much a, it sho\\s e\aetly \\ herc
the problems lie with the Presupposition'll is! position, Such problems include II) There
i;, a confusion of the ontology (metaphy sics I and the epistcmology or a gil en position
as evidenced hy his statement: "In this way [or stating the issue] argument is milde to
depend upon (jod, !'ather than \ ice \ersa. sin~e argument is possible if and only if Cod\
e\istcllCC is true fi-om thc outset or al'guillent itself' (:6 J ) and this statement "It enables
us to articulate more precisely Van Til's position that 'no human being can uttel· a ,;inglc
syllahle. ,rhelhcr /11 /legalio/1 or affimWlio/1. unless it \\ere lor uod's C:\lstencc·" [:::c,'l.
emphasis in original\. These are nothing ifnot metaphysical claims, and, thus, arc irrele\'ant
to this apologctic debate since this metaphysical point docs not distinguish Classical
/\pologetics li'olll Presupposition'll Apologetics, Roth side, \\Dulcl agree \\ itil \'an Til that
thc existencc ol'God is neeessar:, for there to be an) human bcing;, 2t all, and thus Cocl's
existcnce IS necessary lor any human being t,) utter anything. In>tead. Collct must maKc
the epistemological point in order to be Illal-.ing an argument [,)[' Presuppositionali'll1 at all.
(21 Setting thc Presuppositionalist posit ion in contrast to "both' dedueti\ c' and' inductiH'
methods ofal'gunJent" (260) is, in my estimation. a false dilemma since the Classical method
of !\ristotle and /\quinas is neither "ckducti\ e" (Dcscancs ) nor "inducti\ e" (Locke. and
eCliain contemporary apologists!. (,ranted the 1erm, 'induction' or 'inducti\c' arc lIsed in
the Classical position, hut such Classical induction is quite different from its more modern
instantiations (precisely because of the confusion or \lodern Empiricism and Classical
Empiricism). While I might agree 1\ ith some onhe criticisms tile ['resuppositionalist \\ould
Ic't'I against these "deducti\c" and "indllcti\e"methocls, I deity that the only allern"li\ e is
the so-called transcendental argument of Presuppositionalisl11.

CL\SSIC\L RISI'O'-Sl

"fact." Lisle evidently means facts about the physical world, to say
that our "interpretation" of even physical facts is always relevant to
(or in light ot) our worldvievv makes it impossible for Lisle to know
the reality of any worldview other than his own. This is so because the
only way that Lisle can know the worldview of anyone else is through
his own apprehension of the physical world. He will either have to
hear or read what that other worldview is. Since this knowledge of
that other worldview comes to Lisle by means of a physical "tact"
or "evidence," then by his own model whatever he thinks he knovvs
about that worldview is itself"interpreted" by his own worldview. The
critic can then sa) that it is not the critic's own worldview that is at
fault but. rather, Lisle's interpretation olthat worldview that is at fault.
Since every "nlct'" is interpreted, there is no way for Lisle to be able
to say that his understanding of any given worldview (except perhaps
his own) is true. What is missing from Lisle's formulation is any direct
access to reality. Because orthe way he has set up the epistemological
task, he has. in principle, made it impossible for him to describe physi
cal reality truly. He can only describe physical reality according to his
0\1I7 H'orfdvieH'. Of course, Lisle does not think this poses any problem
since he admits as much. He says, "If the Bible is indeed taken to be
the supreme and unquestionable standard by which all truth claims are
judged, then this necessarily includes the truth claim that 'the Bible
is true.' Hence. the truthfulness of the Scriptures must be judged by
the Scriptures! It seems strangely circular to allow the Bible to be the
ultimate standard by which irs o\\'n efaillls are evaluated" (emphasis in
original) (65). The problem, however, is not merely one of circularity
(as bad as that is). The problem is how Lisle can claim that any given
"j~lct" which involves knowledge from the physical realm is frue. Let
us take them one at a time.

Circularity
It is not uncommon, perhaps, vvhen defending, for example, the
logical law of non-contradiction, for the charge to be made that the
defense is circular. Since one has to use the law of non-contradiction
(so the criticism goes) in orderto defend the law of non-contradiction,
then such a defense commits the fallacy of begging the question. This
criticism Lisle fully embraces. He observes, ""Nonetheless, there is a
degree of circularity

(0

the method since we do not depart from bibli
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cal authority for the sake of proving it" (80). He then asks himself
"Is this fallacious'?" after which he proceeds to supposedly answer thc
question. The problcm with his answer is that he shows ho\\ a circular
argument that is formal is still a valid argument. In doing so. he is
illicitly mixing several categories. He is illicitly drifting from issues
relating to informal arguments to issues relating to formal arguments.
He is illicitly shifting his examination from the fallacy of begging
the question within informal logic. to the issue of validity within for
mal logic. By (correctly) claiming that any formal argumcnt where the
conclusion is also one of the premises is valid. he mistakenly assumes
that he has deflected the criticism of circularity in his apologetic meth
od.' This he has not done. Validity by itself does not deli\er much. It
is quite easy to construct a ridiculous argument with a plainly false
conclusion which. neveliheless. is valid.'
Still. Lisle tries to rescue certain types of circularity from being
fallacious by showing that in some cases the circularity is not arhitrary
(since. in his estimation. it is arbitrariness that makes certain circular
arguments to be considered fallacious). This rescue is attempted by
an appeal to the notion or being "logical1y inescapahle." As he sees
it. even if an argument is circular, if the circularity is not arbitrary but
7. The rcason that such circularity does not render a fo 1'111 a] ar~ument im :llid (and. in
fact. actually renders it valid precisely bccausc of the cil'cularity) is because of the de/in it ion
of validity in formal logic. Stated affirmatively. \alidity (\\hich pertains only to formal
arguments) mcans that it is impossible for all the premises to be true and the conclusion
to be false. (Irving \1. Copi. J!1lmdllclio!110 Logic. 8th eej. ['\lew York: Macmillan. 1990].
46: Robert Saum. Logic [\le\\ York: Holt. Rinehart and \\inston. ] (F5l IC)-20.1 Stated
negati\ely. a formal argument is validiust in case it is not imalid. (\\ith ccrtain types of
formal proofs. it is easier to prme that an argument is not in\ alid than it is to directl: pr,,\ C
that it is valid.) It is invalid only \\hcn all the premises could he true and the conclusion
still be tillse. If the fClrIl1al argument docs not fultill this criterion ofil1\alidity. then it is by
definition \·alid. But it \\ould bc impossible for an: formal argument \\here the c'lIlc[usion
is also one of the premises to hawaii true premiSes and a false conclusi"n. This is so
because iI' the conclusion was false. then the premise \\ hich is the same as the conclusion
would also ha\e to be l'alsc. (Sioce they arc the same proposition. they necessaril: h3\ e the
same truth--value.) This means you could not ha\'e all truc premises \Iith a fa[s~ conclusion.
Thus. such an argument could not possibly fultill the rcquirements for bein~ in\ ;llid. Thus.
necessarily. it is \alid.
8. An cxample \Iould he ( \ ) unimpeded light tra\ els at sixty mph and (21 the sun is
sixt o miles a\\<1o from the earth. Therefore. it \\ill take unimpeded light from the sun one
hourto rcaeh eal1h. '\loticc that ilthe premises \\ere true. the conclusion \\ould h3\e to be
true. The reason the ar~ument can be \ alid e\ en though the conclusion is L11se is because
at least one (and. in this case both) ufthe premises is false.
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is logically inescapable, then it is not fallacious. For the most part. [
agree with what he goes on to say about logic although [ disagree that
"all ultimatc standards must be defended in a somewhat circular way."
Aristotle admits that using the law of non-contradiction to prove the
law of non-contradiction might not satisfy the critic who cannot get
past what seems circular to him. Thus. Aristotle appeals to the distinc
tion between a proper dcmonstration and a negative demonstration.
or what J. L. Ackrill translates as "refutation."" As I will discuss later.
what gets Lisle in trouble in how he handles things like the laws of
logic is his framing the epistemological task in terms of an "ultimate
standard."
With this, trying to defend the laws of logic is the one place where
a transcendental argument actually occurs, To show the critic of logic
that he has to use logic in ordcr to level his criticism (or rejection)
of logic is to show that logic is transcendentally necessary. In all my
readings of and hearing lectures and debates by Van Til. Bahnsen. and
other Presuppositionalists. and in all the discussions [ have had with
PresuppositionaJists. I have never once encountered an argument for
Christianity that is truly transcendental in the way that the above ar
gument for logic is transcendental. l'l To be sure, Presuppositionalists
(and others) have shown that logic is transcendentally necessary. They
might cven have shown that logic C0l11p0l1S with the Bible. But this
is very far from showing that the Bible is transcendentally neces
sary. The Presuppositionalists themselvcs insist that such a case for
Christianity cannot be made piecemea1. 11 Somewhere. there is a dis
9. Sec ,\risWIle. .l/e/u/)/n·.,;CI. lV. -I. 1006,'12, trims . .I. L. Aekrill. A .VCt,- Ai'istotl,'
RCI/,/,'!"

IPri nectoll: Pri nCCIOll L J1 i\ er,it) I'ress. 19S 7 ), 267.

I U, I he high I) lOuted debate that Grcg Bahnsen had \\ ith G,)rdon Stein is IllJ
cxception. I cOllllllend to the reader the criliqu,; of the BahnsenSlein d,;bate b) SlOan Choi.
"The Transcendental Argulllent:' in "orman L. Cleislcr and Chad V. vkister. eds" RCUI"IJII,I
jiil' Fuitlil/ukillg /Ile CUI,' lu!" lIu.! Clii'll/iull Fuilill \\'heaton: Cross\\a). 20(7): 231-247,
111l1ugh Choi is sympathetic to Prcsuppositionalism. he ne\erthcless ackno\\ ledges, "I
think it can bc seen that Bahnsen', strateg) ... is insut1icient to establish the truth [that. if
Christian tlJeism is lalse, then Ihere is no ralional justilicalion for the la\\" or logier (238
239). further on Choi conclude" "The lesson is that a I'JrI11ulalion ofrA(~ ITranscendental
Argulllent for Cod I thai purports to establish the rational inescapabilit) ofOm·.'liulI theism
(like Bahnesn's and fiuller's) seems too ambitious and doomcd w l;lil" 124 7 1.

II, S~~ Corn~lills Van Til, A Chri.l/iull Theon O(Kil(JIi!L'dge (n,c" Presbyt~rian and
Rell)]"]lled Publishing Compan\. 1975),20: (jreg L. Bahnsen (\\ith Joel \kDurmon as
edilOr I. I're,III/)/)WililJllul.l/)lJlugelin: S/ulee! ulld !Jej,'lIded (I'o\\er Springs. (jA: American
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connection. The Presuppositionalists promise to show that only by
presupposing Christianity can there be an intelligibility at all and that
any intelligibility that is found with the non-Christian is only in spite
of his non--Christian "worldview." But what we get is a demonstration
of the transcendental necessity oflogic. together with the observation
of how logical the Bible is.
What is more. in critiquing. for example. whether the atheist as
tronomer knows whether Saturn has rings simply because she has seen
them through her telescope. Lisle says. "So we must ask. 'Is the be
lief that her eyes are reliable consistent with her professed belief in
evolution?'" to which he responds. "In the Christian worJdview. we
have a very good reason to believe that our senses arc basically reli
able in most situations" (67). But the promise ofPresuppositionalism
was not "a very good reason" but was. instead. something that \\as
transcendentally necessary. To offer "a very good reason" is the lan
guage of Classical Apologetics. That this "very good reason" is not
the Presuppositionalist"s transcendental argument is evident by \\hat
Lisle goes on to say. He seeks to show how the Bible teaches that our
sensory organs were designed by God. ho'" God is not the author of
confusion. and how the randomness of the evolutionary process could
not yield any assurance that our senses are delivering truth. The prob
lem with this response is that it is most assuredly not a transcendental
argument, which is to say, it is not Presuppositionalism. Very often
the writings and discussions by Presuppositional ists are defenses 0 I'
Presuppositionalisl11 not defenses of Christianity. When they do actu
ally defend the Christian faith. they end up giving the arguments or
Classical Apologetics. as in this case.

Metaphysical Facts
Moving beyond this discussion orthe problems with Lisle's meth
od regarding how worldviews determine one's interpretation ofphysi
cal "facts:' a few things need to be said regarding other kinds of facts.
Given that Lisle is a scientist and his interests lie along the issues of
the age of the earth and the integrity of God's Word, especially regard
ing the Creation account vis-a-vis evolution. it is quite understand-

Vision Press. 2008).4: and Greg L. Bahnsen. V('" Til',

(Phillipsburg: P & R Publi,hing. 199R1.:2

,~I'0logl'lic: Rl'u,lillg" ulld .,1 lIu/n I.,
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able that his emphasis regarding worldviews is on how we "interpret'·
the data of sensory experience. As a Classical (or Scholastic) Realist l2
[ would submit that our sensory experiences of reality also deliver to
us metaphysical truths. !.1 Time. space. and purpose will not allow for
a treatment of this subject.!~ Let it suffice to say that just as it cannot
be the case that all of our knowledge about physical reality is "inter
preted" by our antecedent worldview. so it is also with metaphysical
truths. We have already seen how logic is trans-worldview in as much
as it is transcendentally necessary. This is no less a metaphysical as
it is a physical truth given that logic applies not only to the physical
realm but also to the metaphysical realm as \\ell.

Ultimate Standards
It is noteworth) that Lisle frames his apologetic concerns in terms
of a position needing to be justified by an "ultimate standard." This
also is characteristic of a Cartesian foundationalism. 1 counted over
sixty uses of phrases to the effect that, in laying out what Lisle calls
a worldview. one must have some "standard" by which he judges
(or knO\\s) the truth of that worldview. For Lisle. the ultimate stan
dard must be the Bible. He says "Presuppositional apologetics is the
method of defending the Christian faith that relies on the Bible as the
supreme authority in all matters .... 1 will show below that it is logi
cally inescapable that indeed the Bible must be the ultimate standard
even when evaluating its own claims .... For the presuppositionalisr,

12. Taking a cue frolll Ldllard Fe,er. the lerlll 'Scholastic Realislll' scts oiT lh~
"ealislll of "-quina, ti'oll1 tll~ ll10lkrate realism of Aristotle. For Aristotle.
uni\ersals (as uni\ersals) exist onl) in (hulllan) intellects and are instantiated ill paniculars
as their Il)rllls. For Aquinas. not onl) are ulli\ersals found in human intellects and
instanti~lled in particular, Zh their forms. but the) also eternal I) preexist in the mind of
God ,h their Creator. Sec Ed\\ard Feser. "Tclcc>log)'\ Shopper's Guide," Phi!u\OjJlii"
eli!'il!/ 12. no. 1(2010): 142-159. Sc" also John P"tcrson, Jlllmell/cliulIlO Sc!w!mlic
Reu!islII (I\C\\ York: Pelcr Lang, 1(99). Onc should note that there is a di fferenee bem een
Cla"ical Apologetic, and uses of the term 'classical' regarding philosophy (e.g" Classical
Rcalism). To be c1assic'al in one's philosoph) is to embrace lIo some degree or another)
the categ.ories of mdaph ysics !(Iund in tile Circck philosoph"rs such as Plato or Aristotle.
llloderat~

13. SlIcllmetaph)sical truths \\Olild include logic. ulli\crsals. torml11atter. essencc,
L'xi:-'!Cllcc. -:;ub...;t'-ll1cc/accidc-nL causalil:>. and 1110re.

]4. ]'or a help!'ul treatment of the epistemolog) of Scholastic Realism. see Frederick
D. \\·ilhcll11sCll. IJull \" KI7lIIIIt'llge uf Rcu!il)" All JII!mducliulI !u Tlwlllil!ic L"pi.l!elllO!ugr
(lcngle\\ood (Iitls: Pn:ntice--Ha!l. 1(56).
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the Bihle is the ultimate STandard j()f' all things. nell its (mn de/ense.'"
(emphasis in original) (65). But such a rationalist foundationalism is
not the way we know reality. When I see a tree. I do not check my
perception of the tree against some standard and then cone lude that I
am seeing a tree. I just see the tree. Our knowledge of reality begins
with our sensory experiences.
To be sure, our sensory faculties are what the: are because
of the way God had created us. What is more. there certainly are
views of reality that cannot account for how it is that we ean trust
our senses. But showing the inadequac: of these vie\\s of reality is
not Presuppositionalism. Consider this illustration. If [ liv.:d 2.000
years ago and heard the preaching of Jesus first hand. I might belie\ e
that Jesus is telling the truth. I might even characterize my belief in
Presuppositionalist categories. But notice. thc conTenT of Jesus' mes
sage is not the reason why I believe that I am hearing the preach
ing of Jesus. I believe that I am hearing the preaching of Jesus be
cause I am hearing (empirically) the preaching of Jesus. So, as a
Presuppositionalist I might think that I knO\\ that Jesus is the "ul
timate standard" (to use a Presuppositionalist category) of the truth
and might even give Presuppositionalist arguments for it. What is not
happening is that my knowing that it is Jesus that I am hearing preach
is because of any Presuppositional ist criteria.
The upshot of all of this to me is this. I would argue (as worldly as
it might first appear) that it is not the biblical worldview to which the
Christian apologist must appeal to make his case for the truth of the
Christian faith. Rather. it is reality. (A true proposition is a proposi
tion that corresponds to reality.) Reality serves as the context against
which the notion of truth derives its meaning and the on1) repository
from which we can get what we need to understand even the Bible
itself (as I hope my argument in my original article demonstrated rc
garding how we are able to discover when the Bible is speaking flgu
ratively or literally abollt God [e.g., God's walking in the cool of the
garden and other bodily description ofGodJ). To be sure. God and the
Bible are elements of reality. God is real. The Bible is real. But they
are not the only things that are real. All of God's creation is real. Even
if one wanted to maintain. as I certainly \\ould. that there are critical
differenccs between God and His creation. thc fact remains that there
is nothing Illore fi.1I1damental than reality.
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This is not to deny that sometimes one's "worldview" can ad
versely affect his ability to know reality accurately. Nor is it to deny
that the fallen state of the lost with their rebellion against the Creator
drives them to rejcct \\hat they otherwise know to be the case. But
what it docs say is that it is ultimately illicit to frame the apologetic
task as needing some "ultimate standard" to demonstrate the truth.

Presuppositionalism and the Question of the Age of the

E~lrth

Perhaps the reader will understand why I have focused so much
on the issue of apologetic methodology. I hope that he is not disap
pointed that a more direct evaluation of the debate on the age of the
earth is missing. But let him not forget \vhat occasioned all these dis
cussions in thc first place. There can be little doubt that the apologetic
methodology of Presuppositionalism has become dominant in Young
Earth Creationism apologetics. As a Young Earth Creationist who is
a Classical apologist I regret this development. I am convinced that
not only does Presuppositional fail to service a good apologetic for
Young Earth Creationism, but it fails to service a good apologetic for
Christianity as such. \1y concerns in this regard are what prompted me
to spend as much timc in apologetic methodology as I have. As for the
question of the age of thc earth, my only contention with Lisle would
be that while I agree that the earth is young, I deny that Young Earth
Creationism is entailed by Presuppositional. In other words, I sec noth
ing inconsistent (neither in practice nor in principle) with someone be
ing a Presuppositionalist and also being an Old Earth Creationist.
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COVENA'-;TAL RESPOr\SE

K. Scutt Oliphint, Ph.D.

I :YIlSI CO'.ILSS .\1 the beginning of this assigned "rebuttal" that I am
going to have great diftlculty "rebutting." [n reading Dr. Jason Lisle's
original article, I found myself, in the main. responding with a hearty,
'"Amen!" Thus, since I am supposed to offer a '"rebuttal," I am con
strained to pick a nit or two, rather than to respond to anything sub
stantial in his initial essay.
First, [ am in full agreement that it is the position of Cornelius Van
Til, among "presuppositionalists," that is most consistent in its apolo
getic methodology. The reason for this is that Van Til was thoroughly
Reformed in his thcology and thus sought diligently to apply that the
ology to the discipline of Christian apologetics. This is one rationale,
among others, that I prefer to label Van Til's method as '"Covenantal"
rather than as "presuppositional.'·\ The change of label is not meant to
be merely terminological, but neither is it meant to be substantial. That
is. the new moniker provides the opportunity to change some cmpha-

I I am not arguing that e\ eryone ll1ust change the label, but that the
labcl '"Covenantal" prO\ ides more clarity than confusion, unlike the label
'"presuppositionalism." The latter, hO\\e\er, has historic precedent, though it
\\ as a tCll11 gi \\;~n to Van Ti I and not one that he himscl r created.
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ses as well. but it is not designed in any way to change the substance
of what Van Til himself set forth.
Because what Van Til was argumg had its roots in historic.
Reformed. theology. it would be natural to delineate his apologetic ap
proach simply as "'Reformed." However. there is a breadth and depth
to the adjective "'Reformed" that may make it too broad as a modifier
for apologetics. I am proposing, in light or the above. that the word
.covenant,' properly understood. is a better. more accurate. more spe
cillc, term to use for a biblical, Reformed apologetic.

In attempting to explain a Reformed approach to apologetics - a
covenantal apologetic - as well as to justify the change in terminol
ogy, we need a clear understanding of what is meant by the word "'eo\
enant." for that, wc begin with the Westminster COI1(c'lsiol1 ojFaith.
Chapter 7. 1: "Of God's Covenant with Man":
The dist,lIlce het\\l'en God and the creature is go great. that
although reasonable creatures do O\\e obedience unto Him
as their Creator, yet they could nl'\ er hal e any fruition or
Him as thcir blessedness and re\\ard, but by some \OIUnlary
condescension on God's part. \\I11ch He has been pleased 10
express by \\ay of covenant.
We need to highlight the most important ideas in this section. First
of all. we arc reminded that. in the beginning. and quite apart Cram
the entrance of sin. the distance between God and the creature is "so
great." But just what is this distance? Is it an actual spatial distance
between God and man (male and female),) That doesn't seem possible.
given that God is everywhere: there is no place where his presence
is absent. So. the 'distance' referred to here must be metaphorical. It
should not be interpreted to refer primarily to a spatial qualification.
Rather it might be best to think of it as a distance that is based
on the character of God Himself in relation to the character of man.
The "distance." in other words. might be analogous to the distance
between a man and a snail. There arc similarities between a man and
a snail - both are capable of physical motion. both depend on the
necessities of life in order to live. But it is not possible for a snail to
transcend its own character in a way that would allow it to COl1\'erse.
communicate and relate to man on a human level. We could call this
an ontological difference: a difference according to the being of the

snail relative to the being of man, Or, perhaps better, there is a neces
sary and vast distinction between the two kinds of beings.
This is the case as \\ell with respect to God and man, according to
this section of the Confession, There is a vast, Cjzwlitoti\'e distinction
between God's own character and ours, between God's own being,
and the being orman, God is one "who is infinite in being and perfec
tion, a most pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts, or passions;
immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible ... " (Westminster
Confession, 1.1 ), He is not restricted or confined by space; He is not
subject to the passing of moments; He is not composed of anything
outside of His own infinite character; He does not change; He cannot
be fully understood or comprehended.
Wc, howcvcr, are none of those things. We have no analogies of
what those attributes, listed above, are, and we are unable completely
to comprehend them. We are finite, bodily, mutable, constrained by
time and space. This disparity is impossible adequately to state, but it
is a difference, a vast difference, and a difference that includes a kind
of "distance" between us and God,
There is a great chasm fiwd between God and his creatures, and
the result of such a chasm is that we, all of humanity, could never
have any fruition of God, unless He saw fit, voluntarily (graciously),
to condescend to us by \\ay of covenant. ~ That condescension includes
God's revealing HimselC in and through His creation, including His
Word, to man. We begin. therefore, \vith respect to who we are and to
what we can know, with a fundamental distinction between God as
(alone) the "'I Am," and man as the creature.
Contrary to some opinions, God is, in fact, Totally Other. But
there is nothing intrinsic to this truth that would preclude God from
revealing Himself to His creatures. Since God is Totally Other from
creation, our understanding of Him, our communication and commu
nion with Him. can only take place by His initiative. That initiative
is His condescension, including His revelation. Such revelation, as

2. For a fuller and morc technical discussion of God's cO\cnantal

condescension, in light of his "distance" to us, see K. Scott Oliphint, God
With Us.' Di\'ine Condescension und the Allrihutes oj'God (Cross\\ ay Rooks,

2(12).
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the exclusive means of knowledge of, and communion with, God, as
sumes rather than negates God's utter 'otherness.'
So, God freely decides to create. He did not have to create, but
He determined that He would. The high point of that creation was the
creation of man (Adam and Eve). These were the only aspects of all of
God's creation that were called "image of God," and that were meant
to show off, as much as possible on a created level, God's character.
In creating man, God voluntarily determined, at the same time,
to establish a relationship with him. That relationship is properly des
ignated a covenant; it is established unilaterally by God and it places
obligations on man with respect to that relationship. It comes to man
by virtue of God's revelation, both in the world, defined here as every
created thing, and in His spoken word.
This has sweeping implications for apologetics. Given that all men
are in covenant relationship to God, they are bound by that relation
ship to "owe obedience unto Him as their Creator." That obligation
of obedience comes by virtue of our being created - we were created
as covenant beings. We are people who, by nature, have an obligation
to worship and serve the Creator. That much has been true since the
beginning.
But, as we have said, something went terribly wrong. Man fell
from his original state and consequently lost the ability and the will to
worship and serve the Creator. The covenant relationship that, prior to
the Fall, existed in harmony with the Creator's will, was, after the Fall,
a relationship of animosity and rebellion on our side, and was one of
wrath on the side of the Creator.
But there was still a relationship. It is not the case that man ceased
to be a covenant creature after the Fall. He was still responsible to God
to obey and worship Him. He turned this responsibility, however, into
occasions for rebellion. Instead of walking with God in the cool of
the day, man began to try to hide from God, to fight with God, to run
from Him, to use the abilities and gifts he had been given to attempt to
thwart the plan of God and to construe for himself a possible world in
which he was not dependent on God at all.

So God provided a way in which the obedience owed Him, and
the worship due His name, could be accomplished. He sent His own
Son, who alone obeyed the letter of the law, and who also went to the

COVENANTAL RESPONSE

cross to take the penalty deserved by us in order that those who would
come to Him in faith would be declared to be not guilty before the
tribunal of the covenant Judge. And those who thus put their faith in
Him, as a part of their obedience to Him, may be called on, and thus
required, to answer the challenges and questions that come from those
who will not bow the knee to Christ.
Enter apologetics. To whom is the faith "once for all delivered to
the saints" to be defended? Given the above, it is to be defended, at
least, to those who are covenant-breakers, i.e., those whose relation
ship to God is defined by rebellion and denial. That rebellion and de
nial is in Adam. That is, it is a characteristic that entails the covenant
(or federal) headship of Adam (see, for example, Rom. 5:12-21). In
Adam, we suppress the truth in unrighteousness. Only the truth of God
as it is found in His Word can shatter that suppression and bring out
the truth that is latent in our very souls. So, the first nit-picky point,
in agreement with Lisle, is that the moniker is ambiguous; I propose
a change.
The second nit to pick is Lisle's summary of our (mutually agreed)
apologetic method. That method, he says, "can be summed up in two
words: biblical authority." (65) Again, since I am forced to pick nits
here, this could, perhaps, be stated more clearly. There are many who
affirm biblical authority, including all of the contributors to this dis
cussion, who do not also affirm a Covenantal approach to apologetics.
Why is that?
One reason is that the God who is affirmed by many is a god who
remains dependent on man and his choices in order to act. It is not,
therefore, the a se Triune God of Scripture from whom, through whom
and to whom are all things, who is thought to be the true God. Rather,
it is a god who depends, in order to act, on the foreseen acts of individ
uals. It is a god who, thus, is dependent on the same chance incident
that inspired our (assumed) autonomous decisions in the first place. It
is not the God who works all things by the counsel of His own will.
Once the sovereignty of God is thus muted, so also will the au
thority of Scripture be, in subtle but important ways, compromised.
Included in the affirmation of biblical authority (that Lisle and I en
dorse) is the concomitant truth, brought out with explicit clarity during
the time of the Reformation, of Scripture's self-attestation. This is a
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truth, unfortunately absent and all but lost in the broader evangelical
context, that requires Scripture's principlc status. A brief explanation
is in order.
God's revelation is covenantal because (I) it initiates a relation
ship between God and humanity and (2) it entails obligations. This
means that we cannot begin our discussion with the assumption that
the intellectuaL moral or conversational ground on which we and the
unbeliever are standing is the same. The very reason there is a debate
between us is because our respective ollthorities are in conn ict. Just as
an unbeliever will stand on his own chosen ground in order to debate
and discuss, so also will we.
This is an important point. in that its most consistent expression is
found in Reformed theology. Thus, it is intrinsic to a Covenantal apol
ogetic. The affirmation of the Christian's authority is put concisely and
most helpfully in the Westminster Conj{;ssion o(Faith 1.4 (and, \'cr
batim, in the Savo)' Declaration and the London Bapti.lt Con/cssion):
The authority of the Holy Scripture, for \vhieh it ought to bc
believed, and obeyed, depends not upon the testimony pf any
man. or Church: but \\ho1Iy upon God (\vho is truth itself) the
author thereof: and therefore it is to be reeei\cd. because it is
the Word of God.
As Lisle argues, this is one of those truths that forms the lounda
tion of our apologetic approach. Note that the Confession is tocus
ing here on Scripture's olfthori(l. That authority is not something that
comes to the Word of God from the outside: it is not something given
to, or imposed on Scripture by another. external, authority: not by
"any man or church." Rather. Scripture's authority is tied inextricab1)
to its Author. God Himself. As Christians. therelore, \\e accept the
authority of Scripture. and we believe and receive it. "because it is the
word of God.'" The only other option available to anyone. at any time.
is to accept Scripture's authority because some "man or church," or
some other "authority" determined Scripture to be authoritalive. The

3. Sce K. Scpt( OliphinL "Because it is the Word or God." in Di,1 God
Real(r Say:)' A/fIrll7ing the 7l'zrt/ijitlness and Tl'1Ist\l'orthiness of SCl'I/mll'c. cd.
David 13 Gamer. (Phillipsburg. NJ: Presbyterian and RefoJ1l1ed Publishing
Company. 2(12).
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the midst of their opposition to Romanism, savv this

clearly.~

So, while there can be arguments given for Scripture's author
ity (section five in chapter onc of the Confession gives a partial list
of those), those arguments seek to explain or embellish, and no! !o
('stuh/ish. the authority itself. This has deep implications for apologet
ics. Scripture as principilll71 must be conjoined with the Triune God
as principilllll in order for this approach to be properly assessed and
applied.
The only other nit left to pick is Lisle's definition or understanding
of the notion of "presupposition." (This is another reason why it might
be best to drop the term as a typical moniker). Lisle says this: "All
people have 'presuppositions.' Presuppositions are very elementary
beliefs that are assumed before any investigation of evidence:' (72) J
think Lisle is partly correct in seeing presuppositions as "elementary
beliefs that are assumed before any investigation ... :. But more needs
to be said if we are going to do justice to Van Til's biblical emphases
on the matter. We can better explain this by way of a quote from Van
Til:
110\\ then \\e ask is the Christian to challenge this non

Christian approach to the interpretation of human experience'?
lIe can do so only if hi: sho\\ 5 that man must presuppose God
as thc fl11al reference point in predication. Othem ise, he \vould
destroy experience itself. Hc can do so only if he sh(l\\s the
non-Christian that cven in his virtual negation of God, he is
still really presupposing Cod. I Ie can do so only if he shO\\s
the non-Christian that he cannot deny God unless he first

4. [-'or 311 example of the "problem" of circularity, note hO\\ John OWC11
argucs against the yicious circularity or "the Papists," in, for cxample, John
0\\ en, TJI(' H()rks utJohn Oll"en, cel. W. II. Gould, Ages Digital Library CD
cd., 16 \ ols. (Edinburgh: Thc Banner of Truth Trust, 1977), 8: 526: '"And,
indeed, thc) do plainly run into a circle, in their prO\ ing the Scripture by the
authority orthe church, and the authority orthe church again by the Scripture:
I(x v\ ith them the authority orthe church is thc motile or argument, whercby
they prO\'C the di\·ine authority of the Scripture. and that again is thc 1lI0ti\ e
or argument, by \\hich they prmc thc authority of the church," See O\\(:n's
arguments for a fuller discussion of a Reron11cd doctrine of Scripture and
circularity.
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affirm him, and that his own approach throughout its history
has been shown to be destrueti\ e of human e:-\perience itself.'
It might be useful to see the various ways that ""presuppose" (and

its relatives) are used in this short paragraph.
First. Van Til notes that there is an ohligation to presuppose God:
Van Ti I says that the apologist "shows that man lIlust presuppose God
as the final reference point in predication." Here he is thinking of what
all people IIlllst do. under God. All of us are ohliged to acknowledge
God as the Creator and Sustainer of all that is. The assumption behind
this "must," of course, is that some do IlOt presuppose God in that \\a).
So, as an obligation. and contra Lisle, presupposing God in this case is
not a belief that one holds. but it should be.
Van Til then argues that the apologist must sho\v "the non
Christian that even in his virtual negation of God. he is still really
presupposing God." Here we see again that a presupposition is some
thing that one. in facL does not believe at all, and yet is nevertheless
the foundation for what one avers. In this case. Van Til is referring to
lhe objective situation and, again. not to (/ heliet: One's negation of
God depends on the fact that God exists. has created and sustains all
that is, inc/uding the predication oj'his supposed non existence. This
is the point of Van Til's illustration of the little girl that he saw. sitting
on her father's lap, slapping him in the face." The slap itsclfcould have
its proper reference and meaning if and only if the father \\as holding
up the little girl all the while. The little girl was "opposing" her father:
in doing so. she was "presupposing" her father's support. even if she
was unable or unwilling to affirm and articulate his support. Without
that support, the slap was only a slap in the void. It had no referent.
no meaning, no content. This is the objective situation as it stands for
all people, at all times, everywhere, and into eternity. So, here arc l\\O
crucial and central notions of "presupposition" that do not invohe a
belief that one has or holds.

:". Cornelius Van Til. A Christioll Theorl' ojK/7(mleclgc l1\ulley. N . .I.:
Presbyterian and Ref'Onlled Publishing Company. 1977).
6. See Van Ti I's responses to Dooye\Yeerd and Montgomery in L. R.
Geehan, Jel'llsalem and Athens: Crtliul! Discussio/7s on Ihe Philosophy (lnd
Apologetics o{ Cornelius Will Til (Nutley. NT: Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Co., ]977).

Van Til then says that the apologist challenges the non-Christian
when "he shows the non-Christian that he cannot deny God unless
he first affirm him ...."' Here his meaning is similar to the objective
meaning abO\e, except in this case there is a more explicit push to
show the non-Christian the necessity of affirming God and his exis
tence. In this case, as with the first one mentioned above, there is an
obligatory element that is crucial in the apologetic discussion.
In all of these uses of the notion of "presupposition,"' there is no
relationship to the non--Christian's personal belief. There are occa
sions when Van Til uses the term in precisely that way. The point is not
that presuppositions ({re nor beliefs. The point is deeper than that, and
it is necessary to understand if one is going to understand this method.
Unless we recognize the different nuances in the notion ofpresupposi
tion we will miss some central and important elements to this meth
odology, and, perhaps, breed even more confusion about the matter.
This should do it for a nit-picky "'rebuttal," but one more com
ment, not in rebuttal. but as an elaboration, is in order here. Lisle says,
"Some might say, "How can we stand upon biblical authority and ex
pect to be persuasive when the critic does not acknowledge biblical
authority')"' ( 12) This is an excellent question, and one which, to my
mind, gets at one of the crucia1. though much-neglected, aspects of
our approach.
We can think of persuasion as the "'art of connection." It is the op
posite of what one man has called the "'Burp effect." Using the "Burp
etTect.'· we simply, without knowledge of or concern for the person
to \vhom we speak, "burp" the truth onto someone. The result, like
a burp, is that we feel better and they're offended. Whether we have
"connected" or not is simply not a point of concern. In persuasion,
however, we are conccrned. as the Lord allows, to provide and artiCll
late a "connection" between us and those to whom we speak. But what
could that connection be?
There are many ways to discuss an answer to this question, which
time and spaee \\ ill not allow here, but we can begin with this. Since
it is true, as Lisle rightly says, that all people kl1O\l' the trlle Cod, we

7. For an extcnded discussion on persuasion, sec K. Scott Oliphint,

Cun:ilW7IU! Apo!ugelics: Princip!es ond Proclice in De/ense
(Wheaton, I L: CroSS\\ ay Books, 2(13).
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can be assured that any person to v"hom we speak vvill be one \\ho
knows, but suppresses, the truth that God continually gives "through
the things that are made" (see Rom. 1: 18-21). It is not the case, thel1.
that we come to people who, at bottom, are a tahliia rosu \\ith re
spect to Goel, or are unaware. or completely ignorant, of the God of
whom we speak. This was one of the reasons that the apostle Paul. on
Mars Hill. began his defense of Christianity with the characteristics of
the true God (see Acts 17:22ff.). Paul knew that the philosophers anc!
Athenians in the audience were not ignorant of God. The very idols
that characterized the city of Athens were not monuments of honest
seekers. they were masks erected so that they could suppress the truth
of God by appearing to be "religious" theists (Acts 17:22).
When Paul begins his address with a proclamation of God's sov
ereign and independent character, he is involved in pcr.llIuc!ing the
Athenians. That is. hc is "connecting" the truth of God's character
with the truth that God Himself had revealed. and was rcwaling. to
cach and every person in the audiencc. The "connection:' then. that
we want to establish and develop in our apologetic discussions is the
"truth connection."
This means, as well. that whenever we move. in our apologetics.
from God's character to the truth as it is found in Christ - e.g .. to the
need for an atonemenl, for repentance. for submission to Christ and
His Word. etc. - as Paul did at Athens (see Acts 17:30-31 l. we are
connecting and c0177plcting the truth that is given to all pcople in natu
ral revelation. This, again. is too rich an idea fully to develop here. but
we must affirm that God's truth is one, that the truth that He gives in
natural revelation is meant to go together with the truth that He givcs
in His Word, and that these two modes of revelation are only distinct
modes of revelation and never meant to be separate.
So. for example, because all people know God's righteous rcquire
ments, including the fact that the transgression of His lavv is \\orthy
of death (sce Rom. 1:32), we all knovv that we are sinners who have
violated God's character. The corollary to this "bad news" is the good
news of the gospel. When we communicate to those who know (even
though they suppress) that they arc sinners, and we tell them that God
(whom they know, but suppress) has provided thc vva) out of their
slavery to sin by way of His own sacrifice. that truth "connects" with

lm L".\" L\L
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what they already know: it (;onnects with what God is always and ev
erywhere "declaring" to them(see Ps. 19: 1-2).
We also know, as the Wesrminsrer Cunfession (1.5) affirms, that
ollr jilll per.llwlioll and assuranCe of the infallible truth and divine
authority thereof, is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit bearing
witness by and with the Word in our hearts." That is, we know that it
is beyond our ability jit/I,\' to persuade anyone. That work is the sov
ereign work of God the Holy Spirit. But we also know that the Spirit
Himselfuses the truth of God to bring people to Himself.
H

So, our contribution in pcrsuasion is "connecting" the truth of God
as it is given in His Word, with the truth as it is given in His world, so
that. in God's design, the Spirit of God will use that truth for His own
sovereign purposes. And we know that such truth will never return to
God II ithout accomplishing what He sovereignly intends for it to ac
complish (see Isa. 55:10-11). It may be a stench of death to them, but
it may also be an aroma of life (see 2 Cor. 2:15-16). In any case, it is
sovereignly used of God.
This has been anything but a true rebuttal, but I trust that the nits
and nuances II ill provide for further clarification and discussion con
cerning these important matters.
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PRESL·PPOSITIO.'\AL REPLY

Jason Lisle, Ph.D.
I L".I0Ylll RI\lll\(j DR. Scott Olpihint's response to my opening ar
ticle. As I said in my first response, I believe that his approach to
apologetics is very biblical. Since Oliphint did not address the issue of
the age of the earth in his response, I cannot find much with which to
disagree. I will simply suggest, as I did in my response to Oliphint's
first article, that the apologetic method that both he and I use only
makes sense in light of the literal history of Genesis and that history
includes a six-day crt'<.ltion. anI) if we take the words of Genesis as
written can we make sense of the apologetic method that we both en
dorse. And if we take the words of Genesis as written, then God rcally
did create heaven and earth and everything within them in six days.
So there is a strong link between what on the surface may seem like
two unrelated issues.
[n my closing article, I will deal primarily with Dr. Richard
I-lowe's response. Howe states, "When referring to ·t~lCt', Lisle evi
dently means facts about the physical world, to say that our . interpre
tation' of even physical facts is always relevant to ... our worIdview
makes it impossibk for Lisle to know the reality of any worldview
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other than his own."1 (89). But this just is not so. God has given human
beings the ability to consider for the sake of hypothesis the compet
ing worldview of the critic and to show how it fails to comport with
knowledge. Our thinking is correct to the extent that it lines up with
the biblical worldview. Therefore, the more biblical our \\orldview,
thc more we will be able to correctly understand and critiquc thc
worldview of the critic. An optometrist can correctly examine another
person's glasses and expose their defects on Iy because he is wearing
his own glasses and therefore sees things as they are.
Howe states, "What is missing from Lisle's formulation is an) di
rect access to reality" (89). But this is philosophically na']\e. Only God
has direct knowledge of reality. All of our kno\vledge is ultimately
derivative. It is processed through the senses and mind that God has
created for us. All of our knowledge of reality COmes directly or indi
rectly fi'om God's revelation to us (Ps. 36:9). Indeed, all (not some) of
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge arc deposited in Christ (Col.
2:3). We cannot begin to know anything apart from God (Prov. 1:7).
The weakness of Howe's position is evident in his statement, "As
a Classical (or Scholastic) Realist I would submit that our sensor)
experiences of reality also deliver to us metaphysical truths." Can
we know things by sensory experience) Certainly ~ but not apart
from the Christian worldview. Howe has tacitly presupposed (among
other things) that our senses cOlTespond to reality. Now how docs he
know that he's not in the "Matrix" and that his sensory experiences
have nothing whatsoever to do with the real world? Sensory experi
ence is only reliable if our senses correspond to reality: and only the
Christian \\orldview can rationally justify this.: It is only the Christian
I. It is not mcrety .. t~1ctS about thc physical \\orld" that requirc a Christian \\orlch ic\\.
hut 1117.1' fllcl 11'1111/10('1'('1'. The unbeliever C<lI1not ewn knc)\\ that 2-2=..\ apart frclll1
Christian prcsuppositions. Ilo\\c claims that "logic is trans-\\orld\ ic\\ in as much as
It is transcendentally necessary." 1\0' Logic is not I\orld\ jell-ncutral. II IS a ('I7I'1,llill/l
;m:slljJjJosiliol1. La\l's of logic are uni\ersal. invariant. ahstract. exception-less entities
that describe the relationShips between concepts, Only the Chriqian Ilorld\ic\l caniustit~
the e"i,tencc and these propenics of 13\\S of logic. One might argue that laws of logic
are a transccndental neccssity, but this docs not .iustit~ our belief that the) are uni\ crsal.
unchanging. and abstract: nor do.:s it .iustify \I h) truth l11ust ail\a) s corr.:spond to th':I11,
Lalls of logic arc dclinitel y not ..trans-\\orld\ic\l" as Illmc claims. \\ hcn non-Christians
usc laws or logic. they are stealing I'rol11 the CI7I'1.\III//7 1wr/d\ 1('\1'. . -1// knoll ledge is ill
Christ (Col. 2:3). and this includes knm\ledge of the principles of logic,
:::. Ho\\e critici7es my wording of this when I sa) that in the Christian \\orld\ ie\\ \\e

PRLSLPPllsn Ill\'\L RI-PLY

worldview that allows us to rationally justify the conclusion "there is a
tree" from the premise '" see a tree." Knowledge tl'om sensory experi
ence is \Vorldviev,-dependent.
Following this line. Howe claims, "When I see a tree, I do not
check my perception of the tree against some standard and then con
clude that I am seeing a tree. [just see the tree. Our knowledge of
reality begins \\ith our sensor) experiences" (94). But again. this
shows that Howc has not adequately reflected on the preconditions
necessary for him to know that what he sees has any correspondence
whatsoeverto reality. How does he know that the label "tree" correctly
matches the image in his mind? How does he know that his senses
correspond to reality, such that what he sees in t~lct exists physically?
These questions are easy to answer in the Christian worldview. But no
other worldview can answer them cogently. Now. Howe may not CO/1
sciollsly consider all the things necessary for him to justify his belief
that his perception ora tree actually corresponds to reality or how each
of them is based on the Christian worldview. But they are based on the
Christian world view nonetheless.
Howe criticizes my claim that the Bible should be our ultimate
standard in all things.' He states. "But such a rationalist foundational-

ha\ C '-(1 \ ~r) good rcas,)!1" to bcli~\ c that our SCJlS~~ ar~ basicall) reliahle. lie -;a) s. '"To
llirer .a I er~ good re,hon' is the language or Classical Apologctics" (921. lie then 12°':"0 on
10 ,a~ that this is n01 ,1 tran:i<:':l1lkl11al argument. This sholls that he has not und.:rstood
Ill\ point at all. So I shall claril) here. When 1 sa) tllat II e ilm e a good re,hon 10 beli.:ve
'C'lllethin". I am referring to rational jll:itilication-IHlt probabilistic induction a" 110llc
seeills to think. I <:,111 kllOIl that Ill) senses real[~ are basicall~ reliable in til<: Christian
II orlch iCII. I 'lrgue that unk" the Christian II orldl iell i, presupposed. th.:n II e hm e
absolut.:ly no rea,on IIhat"o':ler to beli.:\<: that ouJ' sens.:s are basicall~ reliable. Ilo\\"e
say:., "Ther, c<:nainl) are \ i<:115 oj"rcalit) that cannot account foJ' hOIl it is that II'C can trust
our s<:ns':5." 13ut this is no\ m) argumcnt. \1) argul1le'm t:i that there are II(J I iells of real it)
aside' I"rolll Christianit~ that can ac.:ount for the reliabi Iit~ or our sens.:s along II ith th.: other
things nec.:ssal·~ I'llI' kllOlI ledge. The Christian lIorld\i':ll "Iune prm id<:s th.: justitieation
Ic)r th.: preconditions ofinlclligibility. This is certainl~ not a classi<:al apologeti<:s argument
as 1100\e has claimed. It is a lranscendental one. And since the claim that knO\\ledge
d.:p<:nds on God is biblical. this argument neler departs from biblical authorit). This is the
heart ul"the presuppusitional approa.:h.

3. Strang.:I). \-I(me disagrees \Iith me that an ultimate standard mu,t be delCnded in a
C;Olllc\\'klt (."jrcLlbr \\ a)..

But

\dlrlt is

the alternati\

L':

4n

ultimate ..:.;tandard

call1lt)t

depend

011

a Iess<:r standal'd since the les:..:r standard is onl) justitied il'the ultimate standard is. And
an ultimate standard cannot be justitied b~ a greater standard: otheJ'1I is.: it I\ould not J'eall)
be uitilllate. And if the ultimate standard is unjustitied. th.:n it is not really knol\n--in
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ism is not the way we know reality"4 (94). Contral') to Howe's claim.
we do indeed know reality only to the extent that we rely (either ex
plicitly or implicitly) on biblical presuppositions. We can have beliefs
that happen to be true; but they remain unjustified (and are therefore
not "knO\vledge") unless we rely upon the biblical principles neces
sary to justify them. It is the fear of the Lord-not sensory experi
ence--that is the beginning of knO\\ ledge (Prov. I :7). And there is
no truth to be found outside of the Christian \\ orldvicw, Cor Christ i.1
the truth (John 14:6).
The following quote from Howe is disheartening: "I \\ ould argue
(as worldly as ilmight firsl appear) that il is not the biblical \\orld\ ie\\
to which the Christian apologist must appeal to make his case for the
truth of the Christian faith. Rather, it is reality" (94). First. the biblical
worldview is reality. Reality is exactly what the Bible says it is. and
nothing is real that is contrary to what the Bible afTJrms. Moreover.
the Christian and non-Christian disagree on \\hal reality is. That is
precisely what they are debating: does reality correspond to the Bible
or some other worldview? Additiona 11y. how docs Howe kno\\ what
reality is? It will not do to appeal to sensory experience unless we
already knew that our senses are reliable. And I contend that only the
Christian worldview can ultimately justi fy that beliel'.

which case an~ claims based on it \\ouJd also be UnKnO\1 n. It is logicall~ incscap'lblc that
an ultimatc standard must prO\'icle its o\lnjustification. The Bible cloes this. And it alonc
does this ill a \\a) that makes kl1()\\ ledge possible. Therel'ore. ) ou can either reason \1 ithin
the Christian circle. or you cannot reason at all.
4. Curiously. HO\\e seems critical ofm~ emphasis on the importallee ol'ullderstanding
and defendinll our ultimate epistemological standard. and in particular m) claim that the
Bible should be that standard. He criticizcs this as I'oulldationalism and then goes 011 to ,a)
that in fact "our KnO\lledlle pt'realit) begin, \\itb our sensor) experiences." tssel1tiall).
he wants Knowledge 110t to be based on an ultimate standard. but on our senses. But \\ ould
not this make "our senses" the ultimate standard') It is imppssible to get aroul1d hal il1g
an ultimate epistemological stal1dard. It \\ ill either be Goers \\ord or somethin!,: else.
Howe believes it is sensory experience. Hc)\\' contrary to Scripture' The Bible sa: s that
Kno\\ledge bcgins \\ith the l.ord (Prov, 1:7).1101 sensor) experience.

PIUSlI'POSITIO,\-\L REPLY

This shows that Howe's ultimate authority is not in fact the Bible.'
Instead, his ultimate standard is his view of reality.6 I say "his Fic\\! of
real ity" and not "real ity" because Howe does not directly experience
reality; he experiences sensory data which he interprets to be in accord
with reality. Like all of us, Howe is able to know a bit about reality
only because God has graciously revealed it to him, through senso
ry experience. the Scriptures. and so on. And the bit that he thinks
he knows is subject to human error. Why would HO\ve think that his
limited and fallible knowledge of the world is in a position to judge
the inerrant Word of Almighty God? The only reason we can have
any degree of confidence in our sensory experiences and our rational
thoughts is because the biblical worldview is true. Howe's view is
epistemologically backwards.
And it is unbiblical. The Word of God is to be our ultimate stan
dard, not our sensory experiences. For we walk by faith, not by sight
(2 Cor. 5:7). Jesus instructed us to live by every word that proceeds
from the mouth or God (l'vJ att. 4:4). Indeed even the most spectacular
evidence that we can experience with our senses will not persuade
someone who has rejected God's Word, as Jesus taught in the account
of Lazarus and the rich man. "If they do not listen to Moses and the
Prophets. neither \\ ill they be persuaded if someone rises from the
dead" (Luke 16:31).

5. !Io\\e docs not agree \\ ith m) position 011 the nature of circular reasoning and
claims th,1t I h,1\ e mixed categories-formal and informal logic. But he ncver real!)
L'xpl'lins \\ h) he thinks this. and I am al a loss to understand ho\\ he could ha\ e drawn
that conclusion from m) articles. \:1) argument for God is transcendental and deductivel)
conclusi\ e. J am not making an inductive probabilistic argument. Christian theism is the
onl) \\ orld\'iew \hatmake, kno\\ ledgc possible. And know ledge i, possible. An) argument
,lgainst Christian theism must presuppose Christian thei,m in order to be rational!)
ju,;tilied. A similar argumcn\ can be madc for Im\s l1Clogic (thou<!h it \\il! notjustiCy their
propertic, apart l!"t)l]l Christianit)). Curiousl), Ilo\\e seems to accept the transcendental
argumcnt tor la\\s of logic. \\hile simultaneously rejecting that same argument for God
1\ hich.i usti lies both the existence and properties of 1<1\\ soC logic and all other prceonditions
Llf inlclli<!ibilit). He claims. "To be sure, I'resuppositionalisls (and others) have shO\\Il that
logic is transccndental)) nece"ar)." 1\0. Rather. the presuppositionlis\ has shlmn that the
Bible is the \ranscendentalnccessity needed to justil> th,; existence and properties of 1,1\\5
or logic (and uniformit) and moralit) I.
6. A\ one poinL Ho\\e ,rates. "The t~lct remains that there is nothing more fundamental
than realit)" (94). \\'l1at about God') God is more tlmdamental than the reality (the universe)
that lie creakd. Jesus indicates the superiorit) or His Word to tile ph) sical universe in
\'1at1. :::4:35. "Heaven and earth \\ ill pass a\\ay. but \:ly \\ords shallnOl pass ,ma)."
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Jesus practiced what He preached, ahvays relying upon the Word
as His ultimate authority, not on sensory experience: "It is written .
... Have you not read ... T (e.g. Matt. 4:4. 7,10,12:3,5,19:4,21:13,
26:24,3 I; Mark 7:6, 14:2 I). Let us follow Christ's example and build
our way of thinking upon the rock of His Word, not the shifting sands
of man's changing view of reality (Matt. 7:24-29).
The apostle Thomas agreed with Howe's apologetic. He judged
the Bible to be worthy of belief only when it corresponded to his vie\v
of reality. Unless he saw the resurrected Jesus with his o\vn eyes, his
own senses, he would not accept what Jesus Himself had said about
the resurrection (Matt. 17:22~23). And Jesus ver) graciousl) rebuked
Thomas for this approach: "Jesus said to him, 'Because you have seen
Me. have you believed') Blessed are they who did not see, and yet
believed. ,.. (John 20:29). Thomas missed out on a blessing because he
trusted his senses above Christ's Word.
In some ways, this discussion was on two different issues: the
biblical constraints on the age of the Earth and on apologetic mcth
odology. On the surface, these may seem like t\\O widely different
topics, but T suggest that they are related issues. What relates them'1
Biblical authority. Do we allow the Scriptures to be the ultimate and
authoritative interpreter of the Scriptures'1 Or do we allo\\ some e:\ter
nal principle or philosophy to be the standard by which the Scriptures
are judged and interpreted? If the Bible truly is the ultimate episte
mological standard for all truth claims. then we all should be six-da;
creationists and presuppositionalists.
I am honored for the opportunity to discuss these issues with
Oliphint and Howe. 1 pray that God blesses them both. And I hope
that my comments have been helpful.
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RIIUJ, V1ID 11110\ UliY, "\S worked out by Calvin and his recent expo
nents such as Hodge, Warfield, Kuyper, and Bavinck, holds that man's
mind is derivative, As such it is naturally in contact with God's revela
tion. It is surrounded by nothing but revelation, It is itself inherently
revelational. It cannot naturally be conscious of itself without being
conscious of its creatureliness, For man self-consciousness presup
poses God-consciousness. Calvin speaks of this as man's inescapable
sense of deity.'

Christian apologetics is the application of biblical truth to unbe
lief. It is complicated by the fact that there are so many theological
permutations of biblical truth and almost no end to the variations and
contours of unbelief. So, ddense of the Christian faith can become
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complex. This article lays out the primary biblical and theological prin
ciples that must be a part of any Covenantal dcfense of Christianity.
There is no "one way"' or even "five \\ays"' properly to address ob
jections against Christianity. But. in every case. \vhat must be under
stood are the fundamental biblical and theological tenets or principles
that guide, direct, and apply to whatever attacks. objections and qucs
tions that may come to the Christian. With those principles in place. a
proper, Covenantal, defense of Christianity can be pursued.
The biblical and theological principles. which \\ ill be laid out be
low, belong historically to the theology that gained its greatest clarity
during the time of the Reformation. The entire discussion \\ ill assume
that Reformed theology is the best and most consistent exprcssion of
the Christian faith.' First. however. to ensure that \\e are all on the
same page, some basic truths about Christianity and apologetics need
to be mentioned.

REQUIRED TO RESPOND
Consider first our place in God's cosmic battle. A non-Christian
friend of mine recently retumed from a trip overseas. When I asked
him how his trip was. he declared to me. "Thcre is no God."' That \\as
the first thing he wanted me to know. For him, the suffering that he
saw was so overwhelming that it was a certain indication that God
could not exist. My response to him \vas very simple, and it stopped
the conversation (at least for a whi1c). I asked him, "What makes you
think that God is responsible for such things')" That question was in
itself a kind of defense; I knew that he knc\\ that he was a sinner. and
that such sin brought certain death (Rom. I :32). The question was cal
culated to make my friend think of sin's po\\er of destruction.

First Peter is written to a group of suffering Christians. These are
Christians who have been "grieved by various trials"' (1:6). they are
in exile (I: 17) and thus living in places that are foreign to them: they
arc encouraged not to be surprised when fiery trials come upon them
(4: 12) -

note: not ilfiery trials come, but \("hen they do. The Christian

perspective on suffering is in diametrical opposition to my fi·iend·s.
That opposition is not theoretical. Jt applies to the way \\e think. the

3. For 3 summary ofRcformcd thcology. scc. for c:\3mplc. thc Tfc"/llIimTa CUIlIc"'iol/
o{FaiTh.
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way we act, and the way we view the world. In the midst of their suf
fering. Peter gives this command:
... sanctity Christ as Lord in your hcarts, akays being ready
to makc a defense lD e\ eryone \\ho asks you to gi\ e an m,:coul1l
for the hope that is in you, yet \\ith gcntleness and rc\ercnce
(I Pet. 3:15 NASB).
In the previous verse, Peter refers to Isa.8: I 2C which includes a
command to regard Yahweh as holy. Peter attributes the prerogatives
of Yahweh to Jesus Christ here. The Ne\\ Testament application oflsa.
8: I2f. is that Christians, in the midst of their sutTering, are to set apart,
remcm bel' and recognize, in their hearts, that Jesus Christ is Lord (cf.
Acts 2:35).
Peter then goes on to tell them (and us) that the way to sanctify
Christ as Lord - the command to set Christ apart as Lord - is met
as we ready ourselves for a defense of that which we believe. Peter is
telling us here that when objections and attacks come our way, we are
required to respond to them.
Perhaps the most significant point of Peter's command is the rea
son that he gives for it: 'Tor Christ also died for sins, once for all ..."
(3: 18). The ironic twist. one that points us to the transposition of the
gospel, is not that when we see sutfering we should conclude that
there is no God. Rather, when we see sutfering, we should remember
that God himselt: in the person of his Son, did exactly that, so that
suffering and sin would one day cease. SutTering is clear evidence that
Christ is l.ore!; it is not a testimony against that truth. The suffering
that is the cross of Christ- the very thing that, on the face of it, might
lead us to believe that there is no God - is, as a matter of fact, the
deepest expression of his sovereign character as Lord.
It is the clear and steadfast conviction that Christ, and Christ alone,
is Lord that has to motivate our Christian defense. Clearly, in com
manding us to set Christ apart as Lord, Peter's point is not whether
one has received Christ as Savior, or as Savior and Lord. Peter's point
is that. i r one is to be adequately prepared to give an answer for one's
Christian faith, the Lordship of Christ must be a solid and unwavering
commitment of one's heart.
But \\ hy? The answer is as simple as it is profound: Because that
is what he is! The specific command that Peter gives can be stated
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more generally. We are to think about. and live in. the world according
to what it really is. and not according to how it might at times ujJjJeur
to us. As Peter writes to these persecuted and scattered Christians. he
recognizes that it must surely be one of their paramount temptations
to begin to interpret their circumstances in such a vvay that \\ auld not
acknowledge that Christ is Lord. It Illay begin. in the midst of their
persecution and suffering. to look like sOllleone else is in charge. After
all, if Christ were Lord, how could these things be happening?
As a matter of fact, the Lordship of Christ explains why "these
things are happening," The Lordship of Christ is the conclusion to. the
t:nd rt:sult of. his own suffering and humiliation. It is hecause he \\as
obedient. even to death on a cross. that he has been given the name
that is above every name. It is hecause he suffered that every knee will
bow and tongue confess that he is Lord. The road to his exaltation was
paved with blood, sweat and tears. If we are to be exalted with him on
that last day, ours will be so paved as well.
With all of the attendant mysteries surrounding the suffering of
Job, two words from God himself - "My servant" (.lob 1:8.2:3) 
initiate our understanding of what Job \\as called to endure. As Job
was called to be a suffering servant. Christ \\as the quintessential
Suffering Servant (Is. 53). Those who know their Redeemer lives (.lob
19:25), who are called to be united to him. will be suffering servants
with him as well.
The Lordship of Christ is basic to our defense of Christianity.
Christ now reigns. He is Lord. All authority in heaven and on earth has
been given to him. That authority is the prerequisite to the command
to make disciples. Without that authority. baptism and disciple-mak
ing in and for the church are meaningless. All things have been placed
under his feet and Christ has been given as hcad over all things to the
church (Eph. 1:22). The process of history is the process of making
Christ's enemies a footstool for his feet. That footstool is being built
because he is Lord. Just like Jesus' earthly father. his heavenly Father
is a carpenter. He is building a footstool tlJr his Son (cf. Acts 2:35;
Heb. 1:13. 10:13).
Since Christ is Lord. his truth (though suppressed) is truth in every
place. and for every person. The fact that someone has not set Christ
apart as Lord in his heart in no way undermines the central point that
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he is Lord over all. At least two implications of this truth are important
to remember.
The first implication is that truth is not relative. Most Christians
agree with that point. even if they do not quite understand it. [ re
member years ago reading Alan Bloom's bestseller, The Closing ofthe
A/llericun .v/ind B loom began that book by noting what was patently
obvious then (and what is even more pronounced today). He said that
there was one cardinal affirmation that every college student believed
- "Truth is relative." He went on to say that it was such a part of the
fabric of our culture and our way of thinking that it was thought to
need no argument; to demand an argument would be to misunderstand
the status of that truth. The bedrock conviction that truth is relative,
Bloom asserted, was as ingrained in the American psyche as baseball
and apple pie; it was the air that we breathed.
The sinful power of selt~deception cannot be underestimated in
this regard. The power of sin in us makes us adept at denying what we
know for sure. I r anything is patently obvious, it is that truth cannot be
relative. The notion itself betrays a decided lack of self-awareness and
a stubborn blindness to the '"big picture." At the micro and the macro
levels, \\e live and move and have our being in the God who alone is
truth. Anyone who wants to argue that truth is relative betrays, by that
argument, that it cannot be. Anyone who wants to hold that truth is
relative, but pretends apath) about the matter, and thus eschews argu
ment, is like David Hume-l who plays backgammon even though he
knows that such an act annihilates his o\vn philosophy. So the relativ
istic world\iew' that we think is real turns out to be a sleight of hand:
it is a magician's illusion.
The point for the Christian, however, and the point to stand on in
a Covenantal apologetic, is the truth of Christ's Lordship over all. Part
of what this means is that the authority of Scripture. which is the ver
bal expression of Christ's Lordship, is authoritative even over those
who reject it.
The Bible is authoritative, not because we accept it as such, but
because it is the Word of the risen Lord. Its truth is the truth for every
person in every place. Why, then. would we be reluctant to communi
-+. David HUll1e (1711-·17'6) \\as the 1l10st famous and radical of Ihc Empiricist
s~hool

of philosoph~. Sec more on
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cate that truth in our apologetics? Perhaps wc havc not reckoned \\ith
the actual Lordship of Christ. Perhaps we have not really set him apart
as Lord in our hearts.
The second implication, which we have already broached, is that
we must base our defense of Christianity on reality, and reality is what
God says it is. What we dare not do in a Covenantal apologetic is let
the enemy choose the weapon. Any encmy worth his salt \\ill choose
a weapon that fires in only one direction. But \\e are called to use the
weapons that the Lord himselfhas given us. The weapons of our \\'11'
fare arc divine weapons, and they have their focus in the sword of the
Spirit (Eph. 6: 17).
Why choose these weapons? Because they are God \ weapons,
given to us by God so that we can "destroy arguments and every lofty
opinion raised against the knowledge of God, and take every thought
captive to obey Christ" (2 Cor. 10:5). In other \\ ords, they are the real
and truc weapons that God has givcn to us to flght the good fight.
There is more to be said on thcse points. but the basic principle is
this: a Covenantal apologetic must proceed on the basis of reality and
not on the basis of illusion. We view our apologetic, and we proceed
in it, as in the rest of life, through the 20/20 lenses of Holy Scripture.
WHAT IS

COVENA~TALAPOLOGETlCS?

As we saw in I Pet. 3: 15, apologetics is a biblical and theological
notion. Apologetics is a term much like other biblical words such as
justification, sanctification, etc. The difference \\ith apologetics, ho\\
ever, is that it necessarily deals with a relationship between Christian
faith and unbelief that is not the focal point of most other biblical no
tions. Many. ifnot most, of our Christian doctrines relate specifically
to what we as Christians belie\·e. Not so with the notion of apologet
ICS.

So, for example, if one wanted to be an expert on the biblical
teaching of justification, one would concentratc on those tcxts that
deal specifIcally with that teaching. The doctrine of justification is a
doctrine for the church; it is Scripturc's teaching on how we can be
declared not guilty before God. So, it relates directly to the Christian
and his relationship with God.
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In order to think carefully about apologetics, we begin with
Scripture as well. But we pursue Scripture in such a \vay that we have
at the forefront of our minds the way in which biblical doctrines - es
pecially the doctrine of God, of Christ, of sin and of salvation - relate
to what Scripture says about unbelief In other words, the concern of
apologetics is biblically to answer challenges that come to Christianity
from unbelief.
What we hope to show throughout this joumal is that apologetics
must (I) be Christia/1 and that it (2) must have a theological founda
tion. If these two things are integral to Christian apologetics, then it
might be best to give it a proper label.
Though the approach we will advocate in this book is (a version
of) what some have called "presuppositionalism," the label 'presup
positional ism ' as an approach to apologetics needs, once and for alL
to be laid to rest. It has served its purpose well, but it is no longer de
scriptively useful, and it now offers more confusion than clarity when
the subject of apologetics arises.
There are various reasons for this confusion. For one, there are a
variety of ways to understand the notion of "presupposition," as well
as a variety of 'presuppositionalists' whose approaches significantly
differ. Francis Schaeffer, Gordon Clark, and E, 1. CarnelL just to men
tion three, were all concerned with presuppositions in their apologetic
argumentation. Their respective approaches, however, differ in ways
that relate to their use and understanding of biblical truth.
Moreover, there is also the post-Kuhnian' predicament in which
we find ourselves such that paradigms and presuppositions have come
to be equated, and have come into their own, in a way that is de
structive of Christianity in generaL and of Christian apologetics in
particular. Presuppositionalism has been, thereby, dispossessed of any
clear meaning and has often died the death of a thousand qualifica
tions. It is time. therefore, to change the terminology, at kast lor those
who consider the approach of Cornelius Van Til to be consistent with
Reformed theology and its creeds.

5. Thomas Kuhn's. The .~/I·lIdlil'e u/ .~ei'·l/liI;e Re\,()/Ii/iol/s (Cl1iC3g0: L'niver,ity
of Chica>lo Pr"ss.1962) m,ld" th" notions of paradigms and presuppositions much mol'"
c()ml11()l1-plac~ than they weI'" before.
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Because what Van Til was arguing had its roots in historic,
Reformed theology, it vvould be natural to delineate his apologctic ap
proach simply as "Reformed." However, thcre is a brcadth and depth
to thc adjective "Reformed" that may make it too ambiguous as a
modifier for apologetics. I propose, in light of the above, that the word
.covenant', properly understood, is a bctter, more accurate, morc spe
cific, term to use for a biblical. Reformed apologetic.
In attempting to explain a Reformed approach to apologetics, a
covenantal apologetic, as well as to justify the change in terminology,
we need a clear understanding of what is meant by the word "CO\
cnant." For that, we begin with the WesTminsTer Confession or FaiTh,
Chapter 7.1: "OfGod's Covenant with Man":
The distance bet\\een God and the creature is go great. that
although reasonable creatures do om: obedience unto Him
as their Creator, yet they could never han: any t1Tlition of
Him as their blessedness and re\vard, but by some \ oluntary
condescension on God's parI, \\ hich Hc has becn pleased to
express by \\ay of eO\Tll<\1lt.
First of alL we are reminded that, in the beginning, and (JlIiTe ajJarT

FOI71 the entrance oj'sin, the distance between God and thc creature is
"so great." Given that God is everywhere, there is no place where his
presence is absent. So, the 'distancc' referred to here IllUSt be meta
phorical. It should not be interpreted to refer primarily to a spatial
qual ification.
Rather it might be best to think of it as a distance that is bascd
on the character of God himself in relation to the character of man.
The "distance," in other words. might bc analogous to the distance
between man and a snail. There are similarities between a man and
a snail - both are capable of physical motion, both depend on thc
necessities of life in order to live. But it is not possible for a snail to
transcend its own character in a way that would allow it to comersc.
communicatc and relate to man on a human level. We could call this
an ontological ditTerencc; a difference according to the heing of the
snail relative to the heing of man. Or, perhaps better. there is a neces
sary and vast distinctioll between the two kinds of beings.
This is the case as \\e11 with respect to God and man. according to

this section of the Confession. There is a vast, qualitative distinction
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between God's own character and ours, between God's own being,
and the being of man. God is one "who is infinite in being and perfec
tion. a most pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts. or passions;
immutable, immense. eternal, incomprehensible ..... (Westminster
Confession, 2.\). He is not restricted or confined by space; he is not
subject to the passing of moments; he is not composed of anything
outside of his own infinite character; he does not change; he cannot be
fully understood.
We, however, have no analogies of what those attributes, listed
above, are, and we are unable completely to comprehend them. We are
finite. bodily. mutable, constrained by time and space.
There is a great chasm fixed between God and his creatures, and
the result of such a chasm is that all of humanity could never have (If?)'
fruition of God unless he voluntarily (graciously), condescended to
LIS by way of covenant." That condescension includes God's revealing
himself. in and through his creation, including his Word, to man. We
begin, therefore, with respect to who we are and to what wc can kno1\',
with a fundamental distinction betw'een the Creator and the creature.
Contrary to some opinions, God is, in fact Totally Other. But
there is nothing intrinsic to this truth that would preclude God from
revealing himself to his creatures. Since God is Totally Other tj'om
creation, our understanding of him, our communication and commu
nion with him, can only take place by his initiative. That initiative is
his condescension, including his revelation. Such revelation assume.1
rather than negates God's utter' otherness.'
God did not have to create, but he determined that he would. The
high point of that creation was the creation of man (Adam and Eve).
These were the only aspects of all of God's creation that were called
"image of God"' and that were meant to show off God's character.
In creating man, God voluntarily determined to establish a rela
tionship with him, a coven(/nt, It is established unilaterally by God,
and it places obligations on man with respect to that relationship. It

6,

["Of a f"uller and mOfC technical discussion of Ciod's (,;()\ C11a11\al

condescension. in light of his "distance" to us. see K. Seott Oliphint, Gud With
L's: Di1'in..: COl1d<':'\c":/IsiO/l (/1/(1117..: Allribules of' God (Wheaton: Crossway
Books. 20 \2).
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comes to man by viliue of God's revelation, both in the world, defIned
here as every created thing, and in his spoken Word.
This has sweeping implications for apologetics. Given that all
mcn were created as covenant beings. they are bound by that relation
ship to "owe obedience unto him as their Creator.'· We are people who.
by nature, have an obligation to worship and serve the Creator.
But. Adam. as representative of all people. fell tj'om his original
state and consequently lost the ability and the \\ill to vvorship and
serve the Creator. After the FaIL the covenant relationship \\as one of
animosity and rebellion on our side and one of wrath on the side of
the Creator.

rhere was srill (/ rc/orionship. It is not the case that man ceased
to be a covenant creature after the Fall. He \\as sti 11 responsible to God
to obey and worship him. He turned this responsibility. however. into
occasions for rebellion. Instead of walking with God in the cool of the
day. man began to try to hide from God. to fight with God. to use the
abilities and gifts he had been given to attempt to thwaJi the plan of
God and to construe for himself a possible world in which he \vas not
dependent on God at all.
Bill

So God provided a way in which the obedience owed him and the
worship due his name could be accomplished. He sent his own Son,
who alone obeyed the letter of the law, and who also \vent to the cross
to take the penalty deserved by us in order that those who \v ould come
to him in faith would be declared to be not guilty before the tribunal
of the covenant Judge. And those who thus put their faith in him. as
a part of their obedience to him. may be called on, and thus required.
to answer the challenges and questions that come from those who will
not bow the knee to Christ.
Enter apologetics. To whom is the faith "once for all delivered to
the saints" to be defended? Given the above. it is to be defended. at
least. to those who are cO\·enont-breokers. The apostle Paul gives us
something of the psychology of these covenant-breakers in Romans.
chapters one and two.
First. Paul begins by asserting that the attributes of God h,ne
been both clearly seen and understood since the creation of the \\orld

(I: 18-23). Paul is saying that because man Is created in Goers im
age. he il7escopohfl' knows God. It is not simply that he knows rhar
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a god exists. But, says Paul all men know God. the true God. We can
say unequivocally, therefore, evelY human heing Oil the fixe oj'the
earth since creation and into etemit.. has an ineradicable knowledge
of God-a knowledge that is given through everything that \\'os made.
So. in knowing a particular thing, man knows God who reveals him
self in and through that thing (including man himself). This was in pan
Cal vin's point in beginning the Institutes as he said,
Nearly all the wisdom we possess, that is to say. true and
sound wisdom, consists of two parts: the knowledge of
God and of ourselves."
To the extent that we know ourselves truly, to that extent we know
God truly; the two are inextricably moored. This is part of what it
means to be image of God. To seek self-knowledge without know
ing God would be like trying to kl1l)\\ our image in a mirror \vhen we
were not standing in front of it. There would be no image because the
"original" would not be there. So it is also that in the act of knowing,
to the extent that \\ e know something truly, we know it as created
(i.e., as having its origin and its sustaining existence in God.) To claim
to knO\\ something \\ hile thinking it to be independent of God (or
to deny that there is a God), is to fail to know it for what it really is.
Whatever it is, it is created and sustained by God at every moment.
But Paul introduces a problem in this passage. It is not the case that
man willingly submits himself to the knowledge of God that comes in
and through creation. On the contrary, God's wrath is revealed from
heaven precisely because man, in knowing God, suppresses the truth
of that knowledge in unrighteollsness, worshipping and serving the
creature. rather than the Creator ( I : i8, 23, 2S).

It is not the case, then, as Thomas Aquinas supposed, that knovvl
edge of the existence of God is not self-evident to us,~ but rather it is
an integral aspect of our covenant relationship with God and can no
more be eradicated from our souls than can our souls themselves be

7. John Calvin, institutes of the Chrislion Religion, \01. 20 of Lih}"wy of
Chri.ltio!1 C!o.lsics. cd. John 1. !vlc'\eilL trans. Ford Le\\ is Battles (London:

SCM Press, 1960\. 1.1.

8. Cr.. Summa Tht:olugica. Q. 2, Art. I.
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annihilated. The problem is not with thc eFidencc, but v\ ith the 'recep
tacle' (i.e., thc sinful person) to which the clear evidence constantly
(hy God and through creation) comes and is grasped.

It is this covenant dynamic of 'always knowing while suppress
ing' that a Refonned, covenant apologetic seeks to incorporate. It may
be helpful here to elucidate the application of this 'knowing while sup
pressing' principle by attempting to make some distinctions.
Man (malc and female) did not ceasc to be man after the fall.
There were certain aspects that were in continuity \\ ith the pre-fall
situation. It should be obvious hom our reading of Scripture that while
every aspect of man was affected by sin, so that \\'e are all totu!!j'
depraved, we still remain peop!e made in his image. Whatever was es
sential to being a person prior to the fall was retained after the entrance
of sin. And sinee one essential aspect of man was his being created in
the image of God, that image. at least to some extent. remained after
the fall. We are still. by vil1ue of our very constitution, covenant crea
tures, even after the fall.
In terms of our octions, however. there was rudica! change.
Whereas Adam and Eve gladly served God in the garden, once sin
entered the world, '"all the thoughts and intentions of the heal1 were
onh' cl'iI continually"' (Gen. 6:5). It is no longer the case that man is
able not to sin, as it was before the fall. Rather. his entire direction is
changed. This depravity, this sinfulness. which extends itself to the
entire person, is rebellion in the face of the knowledge of God. It is
covenant sinfulness - before the face. and in the context of. the clear.
distinct and personal knowledge of God.
We will always be image of God, even in our eternal existence,
whether in hell or in the new heaven and new earth. None other of
God's animate creation will live eternally as covenant creatures. Only
man was given that gift.
But, since the fall, given the above, we became. in the truest sensc
of thc word. irrational. Sinfully and deceptively we create a world of
our own making. where we convince ourselves that we are all gods,
What we now seek to do, and how we seek to live and think. are set
in polar opposition to the world as it actually is. Our actions are in op
position to what they were originally intended to cia.
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If this is really the way things are since the fall, then the apologetic
task is always, or at least should always be, set within and controlled
by that covenant relationship that is a universal condition of every per
son. \1an's denial of God is not something that is done in ignorance.

It is evidence of the suppression of the knowledge of God within us.
Our refusal to acknowledge God is not, as has been supposed, an ug
lIo\tic rd'usal - that is, it is not a refusal based on ignorance - but it
is culpable rehellion. So, as Paul clearly states, we are without excuse.
Since this is irrational and militates against the way the world ac
tually is, it is incumbent on the apologist to ask the unbeliever to jus
tify his own position. Suppose the unbeliever is convinced of his own
autonomy. We could ask how, for example, it can be that he thinks
himself worthy of complete trust so that he is the origin of truth itself.
Even as we begin to ask some probing questions, though, the
apologist cannot simply accept the unbeliever's self-diagnosis, as if
in his sin he is able and willing accurately to assess his own condition.
Imbedded in the sinful heart is the paradox of self-deception-the
steadfast commitment to . knowing but suppressing', a comm itment
to deny the \\orId as it is, even with regard to one's own fundamental
identity, in order to attempt to assert our supposed autonomy.

It \vill not do then for the apologist simply to start on the yellow
brick road with his unbelieving friend and assume that it will lead to
Kansas. Once one begins on a make-believe road, it can only lead to
more or the same; one cannot leave the land of Oz by taking a road
that is, in irs entire(\', lI'ithin Oz. The only way back to the real world
of Kansas is to get o1Tthe road altogether and change the mind-set that
trusted in the yeIlO\\-brick road in the first place.
This is \\hat a covenantal apologetic seeks to do. It seeks to take
the truth of Scripture as the proper diagnosis of the unbelieving condi
tion ulld challenge the unbeliever to make sense of the world he has
made. Scripture tells us that a world built on the foundation ofunbelief
does not exist: it is a figment of an unbelieving imagination, and thus
is basically ilTational.

[I' we want to uSe a philosophical tenn for this approach, a cov
enantal apologetic is trunsccndcnwl. A transcendental approach looks
for the (so-called) pre-conditiol/.I for knowledge and life. It does not
simply assume that knowledge is the same for believer and unbeliever
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alike. Instead, this approach asks questions about the basic founda
tions of an unbelieving position. In asking those questions. it also rec
ognizes that what Scripture says is true. It recognizes. for example.
that the only reason that there can he an unbelieving position is be
cause God is who he says he is, people are \\hat God says they are.
and everyone, even unbelievers, "Iive, move and have their being" in
the Triune God (Acts 17:28).
So, the unbelieving position has hoth its own presumed founda
tions, and it needs and requires Christian foundations in order even
to try to oppose them. There are two worlds colliding in every unbe
lieving position, therefore. There is the world which the unbeliever
is attempting to build, a world which is illusory. And there is the reul
world. the world where the Triune God reigns. controlling whatsoever
comes to pass - even the unbelieving position itself. This approach,
then, tries to make obvious both the presuppositions of the unbeliev
ing position itself, and also the covenantal presuppositions that are at
work, in order to challenge the unbelieving position at its root. In that
sense, it is a radico/ (from radix - root) approach. It attempts as much
as possible to get to the root of the position/problem.

THE TEN TENETS
Having looked some basic Christian truths. and the biblical man
date for a covenantal approach to apologetics. what I would like to do
in this section is to set out Ten Theological Tenets for a Covenantal,
Christian apologetic that are necessary to that approach. The list itsclf
is not exhaustive, and. like much in theology. there could be useful
debates on the relative priority of each of them. But what should be
non-controversial are the Tenets themselves. each of which is a sub
stantial part of a Covenantal approach to apologetics.
The Ten Tenets certainly deserve more time than I am giving them
here. My concern, again. is primarily \\ith these Tenets as founda
tional to this approach.

I.

The faith that we are defending lllUSt begin with. and
necessarily include, the Triune God - Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.

A gt:ncric theism is no pan of the Christian faith. Any defense that

does not have the Triune God as foundational is a defense of a false
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theism. And theism of this sort is not a step toward Christianity, but
is an idolatrous reaction to (suppression ot) the truth. It masks, rather
than moves toward, true knowledge of the Triune God.
In saying that we ""must begin with" the Triune God, we are not
saying that a Covenantal apologetic must always hegin its apologetic
disc/lssion with the Triune God. Rather. we are saying that we must
never assume that we are defending anything but what God himself, as
Father. Son and Holy Spirit has revealed and has accomplished in crc
ation and redemption. To ""begin with" and "necessarily include" the
Triune God means that we stand squarely on Christian truth, including
a Christian understanding of God, when we engage in our defense.
2.

God's covenantal revelation is authoritative by virtue of
what it is, and any Covenantal, Christian apologetic wi II
necessarily stand on. and utilize, that authority in order to
defend Christianity.

As we have seen, God's revelation is covenantal because (1) it
initiates a relationship between God and humanity and (2) it entails
obligations. This means that we cannot begin our discussion \\ ith the
assumption that the intellectual, moral, or conversational ground on
which vve and the unbeliever are standing is the same. The very rea

son there is a debate between us is because our respective authori
ties are in can Aiet. This is an important point, in that its 1110st consis
tent expression is found in Reformed theology. The point itself is put
concisely and most helpfully in the Westminster Conjession ofFairlz
1.4 (and, ·verbatim. in the Savoy Dec/a/'(/tion and the London Baptist
Conje.lsion ):
The authority of the Huly Scripture. for \\hich it ought to be
believed, and obeyed, depends not upon the testimony of any
man, or Church; but \\holly upon God (\\ ho is truth itsel t) the
author thereo!': and therefore it is to be received. because it is
the Word of God.
This is one of those truths that form the foundation of our apolo
getic approach. However. it is another one of those truths that we do
not, necessarily or in every case, present as an integral part of our
actual discussion or argument.
Note that the Confession is focusing here on Scripture's ollthori(I'.
That authority is not something that comes to it from the outside; it is
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not something given to, or imposed on Scripture by another, externaL
authority, not by "'any man or church."' Rather, Scripture's authority
is tied inextricably to its Author, God himself. It is incumbent on us
as God's creatures, therefore, to accept the authority of Scripture and
believe and receive it "because it is the word of God."')
So, while there can be arguments given for Scripture's authority
(section five in the Confession gives a partial list of those), those argu
ments seek to e.\J)lain and not to esrablish the authority itself.

3.

It is the truth of God's revelation. together \\ith the work of
the Holy Spirit, that brings about a covenantal change from
one who is in Adam to one who is in Christ.

The import of this Tenet is that it encourages, even requires, us to
communicate the truth of God since it is just that truth that thc Holy
Spirit uses to change hearts. Remember that we are attempting to de
fend the Christian faith, not a generic theism. So, as in evangelism.
there needs to be a communication of that faith if there is going to be
any hope of a change of mind and hearl.
4.

Man (male and female) as image of God is in covenant \\ith
the Triune God, for eternity.

The importance of this can hardly be overstated. What it means is
that all people, just because they are image of God, are responsible to
God for everything that they are, do, and think. This responsibilit) is
presumed in the final judgment. God will judge oilmen on that day.
Those who have rejected him will be eternally punished for that rejec
tion, and those who have trusted him will be eternally rewarded. This
judgment assumes that the entirety of humanity is responsible to the
same God; they are ohligared to obey him, because he is their Creator
and Sustaincr. God, then, has a sovereign right over all of humanity.
5.

All people know the true God and that knowledge entails
covenantal obligations.

This Tenet is concise, but is crucial to grasp. It does not mean that
all people can know God. Nor does it mean that all people I\no\\ that
something, somewhere is bigger than they are. Scripture is clear that

9. See K. Scott Oliphil1l. "Bccause ]t ]s thc \\ord of (jod." in Old (JlJd Rcullr
SU1':" Affirmillg the Tl'lIthflllllClI Ulld TrllSllllJrrilille.ll of ScnjJI!II·e. ed. Dm id B (lamcr.

(Phillipsburg. NJ: Presbyterian and Reforilled Publishing COlllpany. 2012\.
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all people knOll' God (Rom. 1: l8f.). A!! peop!e know the true God be
cause God makes himself known. The knowledge that we all have is
sufficient so that if we refuse properly to respond to it, we will stand
without excuse before God on the day of judgment.
This kno\\ledge is not knowledge that we, through sOme process
of inference, may acquire for ourselves. The point that Paul wants to
make in Rom. I: 19 is that all of us have this knowledge hecollse God
gil'es if to liS. In other words, the revelation of God and his character
that is given in all of creation is also given to each and every person
by virtue 0 I' God's own revelatory activity.
6.

Those who are and remain in Adam suppress the truth that
they know.

God gives sufficient knowledge of himself to all of his human
creatures. That knowledge is true knowledge; it is not a vague or im
precise "'feeling" or a sporadic "'experience" of something greater. It is
true kmm1edge of God. But, because of the effects of sin in our hearts,
we seek, if we are in Adam, to hold that knowledge down. In our
sins, we will not acknowledge it. Instead, we deceive ourselves into
thinking that there is no God, or that we cannot know him. or that we
can get by on our own, or a million other falsehoods that serve only
to mask the clear truth that God continually gives to us through the
things that he has made (Rom. 1:20).
7.

There is an absolute, covenantal antithesis between Christian
theism and any other, opposing, position. Thus, Christianity is
true, and anything opposing it is t~llse.

When we claim to be Christians, we are doing more than just list
ing a biographical detail. We are claiming that the truth set forth in
God's revelation describes the way things reo!!y ond frll~l' are in the
world.
Therefore, any vIew or position that opposes what God has said
is by definition false, and does not "fit"' with the way the real world
is. This means that the views of any who remain in unbelief are, in
reality, illusions. They do not and cannot make sense of the world as
it really is.
on]) so. but, \\e should notice, there are, at hottom. only two
options available to us. We either bow the knee to Christ and affirm the
truth o1'what God says, or we oppose him and thus attempt to "'create"
NOl
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a world of our own making. So, no mattcr \\hat kind of opposition
there is to Christianity, we know before we even kno\\ its details that
it cannot make sense of the real world.
This is a great comfort and should help us to be morc confident 01'
our defense. We need not fear or be threatened by any view that \\c en
counter. Even before we know the detai Is of that vie\\, \\ c knO\v from
the outset that it cannot stand of its own weight. Any vi ew that oppos
es Christianity cannot be consistently thought or consistently lived.
8.

Suppression of the truth, like the depravity of sin, is total but
not absolute. Thus, every unbelieving position will necessaril)
have within it ideas, concepts, notions, etc. that it has takcn
and wrenched from its true, Christian contcxt.

In properly understanding the biblical doctrine of sin as total de
pravity, we affirm that all of man is affected by sin (total depravity).
but we also affirm that man is not as bad as he could be (absolute
depravi ty).
In the same way, when man suppresses the truth in unrighteous
ness, that suppression is total. BlIt il is /lot absolllie. He cannot com
pletely eradicate or submerge the knowledge orGod that is ah\ays his
and always being given by God.
Thus, there will be aspects of the truth of the knowledge of God
that surface in those who are in Adam. So, for example, even though
an unbeliever will recognize that two plus two equals four. and thus
will know that truth, the very fact that he \\ ould hold that truth to be
independent of God's creating and sustaining activity mcans that he
does not know that truth as il rca/h' is. Those \\110 die in Adam will
be held responsible for every fact (even t\\O plus two equals four) that
they took from God's world, even as they refused to ackno\\ledge
them to be God's facts in the first place. So, just as man, \\110 remains
in Adam, can continue to think, work. etc .. that thinking and working
will only serve. in the end, to further condemn him. III
9.

The true, covenantal, knowledge of God in man, together \\ith
God's universal mercy, allows for persuasion in apologetics.

10. See 1<. Scott Oliphint. "The

lrrationalil~
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Some might want to argue that, if 7 above is correct, then there is
no usc discussing or arguing about the truth of Christianity since man
is either in one "world" or the other. If there is such a divide. it might
be asked, how can \\e even "reach" those who live in a \\orld of their
own making?]1
The answer is twofold. First, because people, always and every
where, know the true God, whenever we speak God's truth to them it
"gets through" and "connects" to that knowledge that God is continu
ally giving to them. Second, because God's universal mercy restrains
their sin in various ways. the depravity that might otherwise hinder
our conversation is also restrained.
lfwe think of persuasion as an opportunity to take what the other
person himself might hold or believe, and to reframe that belief in a
way that is consistent \\ith Christianity, then we can begin to think
about the best approach to someone who wants to reject Christianity
altogether. We can point to Paul's use of the Greek poets in his ad
dress at the Aereopagus (Acts l6:l7tf). Paul co-opted those quota
tions and gave them Christian content, thereby drawing his audience
in (by quoting/using that which was familiar to them, and which was
an aspect of their own worldview) while also pointing them to the
truth of Christianity.
10. Every Llct and experience is what it is by virtue of the

covenantal all-controlling plan and purpose of God.
This means that, in every case, those who are outside of Christ,
who remain in Adam, are, nevertheless. thoroughly embedded in the
world that he created and controls. The facts of the world display
God's glory (Ps. 19: I f.; Rom. 1:20). To take those facts for selfish use
is to twist them and pervert them.
So in orckr to understand one fact properly, that fact needs to be
seen in the context of God's plan and purposes. The explanation of the
fact itself is not sufficient unless and until the context and purpose of
that fact is known and acknowledged. So, for example. it is not enough
simply to say that lions instinctively seek their prey because they are
such good hunters, but the real story includes the fact that "the young
II. See J..:.. Scolt Oliphint. ,," Primal and Simplc Kno\1 ledge." in .~ lheo/rlgieu/
Gllide I() Cu/\'in'l 1111/illilel: FSIUII und .. 1n<l/1'Iil. ed. Da\ id Hall and Peter A. Lillback.
(IJhilipsburg. "'-.I: Presbyterian and Reformcd Publishing Company. 200c I.
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1ions roar for their prey, seeking their food from God" (Ps. 104:21). It
is God who provides for the animals. not instinct.

VEC AND COVENANTAL APOLOGETICS
It will be obvious by this point that the notion of a young earth
has not factored into our apologetic discussion. neither has it been in
cluded in the Ten Tenets, which are necessarily a part of our approach,
There is good reason for this.
Put simply, since a Covenantal apologetic is built and dependent
upon the theology of the Reformation. there is no need to include such
a view since the theology that came out of the Reformation. based as
it was on Scripture and those in the history of the church that \\ere
faithful to Scripture, did not include the age of the earth as a necessary
implication of their theology.
As Robert Letham points out with respect to the days of creation
(which is often a necessary con'olate of Y EC),
None of the great Reformed confessions make any C,1mment
on the matter. The French CO/llessio/l (1 :'\:'\9) concentrates
on creation as a \\ork of the trinity (Chapter 7). The Sc'OIS'
Conlession (1560) stresses the SO\ ereign action of G,1d in
creating all things for his own glory (Articles 1-2). The Belgic
Conlession ( 1:'\(1) states that the Father created l!'y l1ihi/o all
creatures '"as it seemed good to him. gi\ing to every creature
its being, shape. rOml, and se\cral offices to sene its Creator."
The Heide/be/x Catechism (1563) focuscs on the l!'y l1ihi/o
nature of God's ereati\ e act and does not remotely come ncar
mentioning the process of creation (0.26). The Secol1d Heh'l!tic
COl1le,lsion (1566) attempts a trinitarian doctrine or creation.
opposes the :vJanieheian idea that c\ il \vas co-created but
neither docs it approach our topic (Article 7), Thc Thirtl'\'il1l!
Articles of the Church of England (1563. 1571) do not deal
with creation at all! This universal absence of any reference
connected e\en rel110tely to Ihe issue of the days oC creation
estnblishes that it \\ as not a confessional issue in the slightest
in the Reformed churches, It ,\as nol a malleI' or definition
since it was not a matter of eontro\'ersy or c\en a point for
discussion. despite the \arying \ ie\\ s in cwgetical history,
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Consistently. the cont\:ssions present thcological accOlmls of
creation \\ithout reference to the exegesis of Genesis I.le
If we believe, as I do. that this absence was due to the nature of
the text of Scripture. and not to any oversight or undue inattention on
the part of the theologians of the Refom1ation, then we have to reckon
with the question of \vhy the days of creation. and the related ques
tions surrounding the age of the earth. have taken on such prominence
in the (relatively) recent past.
One response to the question is that Christians have determined.
exegetically, theologically and hiblically. that such a view is implied
in what Scripture teaches. This is as it should be. Such decisions are
part and parcel of our continual study of Scripture. Some may con
clude that Scripture teaches that the days of creation were equal in
time to what we consider a day.
Anothcr ob\ ious response to that question is ··science.'· Because
science has put forth a view of evolution that has taken on virtually
universal hegemonic influence. attention has been paid to the teaching
of Genesis I and related passages in a way that is virtually unprec
edented in church history.
But then we have to ask if such intense attention is given to these
texts ll'ith u "ieH' tommf the scientific evolutionary hegemony. [n oth
er words. could it be the case that these texts of Scripture. which for
1900 years were seen to be inextricably linked to the doctrine ot Cod.
are now being read against the background, not primarily of who Cod
is and what he ""began" to do in and through creation, but primarily of
\\ hat science has said. and have themselves been given a weight and a
meaning that they were never meant to bear.
To put it more within our apologetic context. could it be the case
that a fundamental fear of the current scientific hegemony has moti
vated some to come to Genesis I, and related texts. and to reud into
those texts concepts and ideas that are not really there')
So. an apologetic that has its foundation in Reformed theology
need not be overly concerned with the myths that science is able to
perpetuate. even when those myths gain cultural ascendancy and rise

12. Rob~rt L~thall1. "'In the Spac~ of Six Da) s': the Da) s of Cr,ation Iroll1 Origen To
the \Vestll1in.,tcr Assell1bl)."· II ('\III/i/il/L'I' The()l()gical J()/l1'I7,,161 (1999 I. 16<)- ] 70.
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to the level of scientific dogma. Scripture's power and authority are
perfectly capable of addressing sueh issues in a \vay that both exalts
its truth. even while it cha1Jenges the unbelief resident in such errors.
If one concludes for YEC, well and good. If one concludes that YEC
is the only responsible position to hold, then, gi\ en the history of thc
discussion, it may be that science has played too key a role in one's
reading of ""God's days" in the beginning.

Christiun Apufugetics Juumuf, 11:2 (Fall 2(13)
c 2013 SOllthern F\ angelical Seminary

CLASSICAL RESPONSE

Richard G. Howe, Ph.D.

I ;\ 'vI IIMPY TO be able to response to Dr. Scott Oliphinfs important
contribution. I should first like to comment on some strengths of his
work and then level some criticisms.
STRENGTHS

First, as with most Presuppositionalists with whom] am familiar,
I appreciate Oliphinfs commitment to the authority of the Scriptures.
In a day where, even among those \\ ho would name themselves
EvangelicaL there is increasing erosion of such commitment, it is
encouraging to see formidable thinkers and writers such as Oliphint
take a strong and deliberate stand on God's Word. Second, I appre
ciate that Oliphint is interested in having his apologetic methodol
ogy be consistent with his theology. [t is hoped that all of us who do
apologetics would be so conscientious in making sure our methods
of defending the faith agree with our own theological commitments.
Third, Oliphint is to be commended for the clarity of his thinking and
writing. The subject of apologetic method, especially as it is found
in the debate bet\\een the Classical and Presllppositional apologists.

is difficult enough without its difficulty being exacerbated by obtuse
conversation. Fourth, I appreciate the depth and breadth ofOliphint's
137
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knowledge in the related matters reJlected not only in his contribu
tion here, but also in his very important contributions in his books.
Last, everyone appreciates Oliphint's willingness to dedicate his time
and efforts to this project. This conference will be all the richer
his contributions in helping clarify and defend the Presuppositionalist
position or, as he would have it, the Covenantal Apologetics position.

ror

CRlTICISMS
At the risk of being somewhat redundant \\ith my original article,
I should like to visit some issues that I have with Oliphint's position.
My treatment of these issues comes in no particular order. First. as is
evidenced by the opening quotation from Van Til, sometimes there
is a confusion of metaphysical considerations with epistemological
considerations. While is it certainly true that "man's mind is deriva
tive," this is to make a metaphysical point. No doubt. since Goel is
the Creator and Sustainer of the world, the existence of everything
other than God is derivative. But to infer from this anything about
our know/edge ofGoel's revelation is to illicitly switch the focus from
a relatively uncontroversial (between Classical and Prcsuppositional
apologists) metaphysical point to a much more controversial episte
mological point. Talk about God's revelation is talk about kl1oH1edge.
not being. This is confirmed by such language as "conscious ofitselC'
"conscious of its creaturcliness," and "self-conscious'" All of these
are epistemological phrases, not metaphysical ones. Whether and how
it is the case that one is self--conscious. or c\en God-conscious. is
what is in dispute between us. But the dispute is hampered to the de
gree that the Presuppositionalist does not properly parse out the meta
physical aspects and the epistemological aspects orthe debate. I real
ize that 01iphint takes the epistemological position that he does pre
cisely because of how he regards the metaphysical aspects. However.
too often the way in which these issues are dealt with jllicitly makes
conclusions about the epistemology of what is going on based on ob
servations of the metaphysics of what is going on. To say that God is
the Creator does not tell us everything that is relevant in making an
assessment of how the creature kl701rs that God is the Creator.
Second, Oliphint begins by defining apologetics as "the applica
tion of biblical truth to unbel iet" ( II S). I wonder why such truths ha\'c
to be "biblical." Tt would seem that framing these truths "biblical" is
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misleading. Granted, no truth can contradict what God has said. But
the notion or truth is broader than just being biblical. Truth is corre
spondence to reality. I But to say that some truth is "biblical" is to say
that it corresponds to the Bible. But many truths of reality fall beyond
the Special Revelation of the Bible. Thus, the task of the apologist is
to defend the truth of the Christian faith by an appeal to reality, not
merely by an appeal to the sub-set of truths of reality contained in the
Bible. Granted, Oliphint does say that "we must base our defense of
Christianity on reality." But it seems that, for him, what is reality is
conveyed to us by the Bible. This seems to be the only way to take his
comment right afterwards that "reality is what God says it is." Now,
irby 'what God says' Oliphint means what God has said both through
General and Special Revelation, I would be more comfortable with
this. But 10 do so would begin to convert his apologetic method from
Presuppositionalism to Classical. This is why I take his expression
I. Ari,totk defines truth thus: "Thi, i, ckar. in the first place. it\ve define what the truc
and the t~llse are, To sa) of \\ hat is thai it is not. or of \\hat is not that it is. is fa lse, \lh i Ie to say
01\1 hat i, that it h. and 01\1 hat i, not that it is not, is true: so then he \\ho says ofam thin>! that it
is, or that it is not. II ill Sa) either Ilhat is true or Ilhat is I'<tlse." (JleruphnfC\ 4.7.1'0] 11)26-29.
tralb. \\'. D. Rlbs in Richard McKeon. cd. The Be/,i, I/(J/·!c.\ oj A 1'I\lol!e I ,",ell York: Random
Iiouse. 19411. Thi, I iCII has comc to be knolln as the correspondence theory of truth.
Other philosophers holdin~ a cOl'respondenee theor) of truth l\oulJ be Plato (SO!'h!.I/.
2..0d: 2(,-,b): Augustine (So!i!Oll/liu I. 28): Thomas Aquinas (Tl'llih. Question]. Article
I): Rcm' Descartes (.\/eJllulio/l1 O/l 1"11'.11 Phl!o\oph.l Third J/edllullo/l: ()hj"lilui/.\ u/ld
Replies. Firrh S','I 01 Ohjeuiul/\ (sec John Cottin~ham, Roben StoothotT. Du~ald \1urdoeh,
trans. Th,' Phi!wu/,hieui IJ'rili/lg,\ or Dnufl'l,'\ (Cambrid~e: Cambrid~e Lnilersit) Press,
1984), 2:2b. 196)): David Hume U Treatise ur 1//111((/11 ,\'allrre. II. 3, ~X. III. I. ~] (see
l. '\. S<:lb> 8igg<:, :> nd . .ed. [Oxford: Clar.enclon Pre,,].
'X): John lode iAn
1'."\0\' CUl1cel'lfil1g HI/IIIUI1 L'l1dcI'.I{alldilfg II. XXXII. ~2-~5): Immanuel Kant (Criril!IfC
or P/lrL' ReU\on. I. Second Part. ]·irst Oil.. Bk. II. Chap. II. ~3, 3 (sec, ]\orman Kemp
Smith', ll·'llIS. 11\ell York: St. Martin's Pl'ess, ]965: 220j): Bertrand Russell ("On the
"ature of Truth," Pmceuill1g1 uf the ,~rllluteli(l1l SuclL't\' (] 906-190" I. 28--19 as cited in
Thc Elfnc!o!'L'diu oj I'hiiol()pltL Paul [dllards, ed.. (l\ell York: Macmillan Publishing.
Co. and The Irr:c l}ress, 19(7), S.I. "Correspondence Theor> of Truth," 2,,2): and the
carl) Ludll ig \\i1!~enS1Cin (!rUdUII/I Logim--Plti/o,\()phiclf.l 2.02] ]-20212. 2.21. 3.0] ).
Those philosophers \\ho hold the correspl)ndencc theory of truth differ .b to exact I)
II hcre the "curr"spondence" obt'lins. Position, include thm it obtains betlleen the
pl'llpositiou and external reality (naYI e realism), betlleen the pmposition and the imernal
realit> of the form of tilc thing in the intellect (moderate reaIisn1). or betlleen the idca
of rea]it) in the mind and the: thing in real it> outside the mind (representationalism).

,.,.fI...

Other tht:'pric", ol'trllth illl::ludc cohere-nce lhcor)_ pragll1~1tic theory_ and pC'rfonnativ12 t11eol).

Clearly, debates about the nature of the truth of certain proposition Ilill lar> according to
h011 one detlnes 'truth'. For the most part. m> cxamination of the issue of the truth-value
or future eOl1lin~encies IIi II presuppose a corrcspomlcnce theor).
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'reality is what God says it is' to mean what God says through Special
Revelation, viz., the Bible. Thus, what he seemingly gives with one
hand, he takes away with the other. If\\hat God says is \\hat we nO\\
know as the Bible, then clearly reality consists of more than what God
says it is. Nowhere in the Bible does it say what the speed light is. To
be sure, the speed of light is what it is because that is the way God cre
ated it and sustains it in existence. What is more, our knowledge of the
speed of light is acquired only because God has given us the faculties
to know His creation. But sound reasoning based upon the knowledge
of reality by means of those Caculties becomes the building blocks for
a Classical Apologetics methodology. In saying this, I am not denying
that there is a critical moral dimension involved in terms of\\hich hu
man beings are not always neutral with respect to our knowledge \\e
gain through our faculties. But the remedy to that failing in us is not
the purpose of and is beyond the capacity of any apologetic method
ology. That requires a supernatural intervention into the human heart
that only the Holy Spirit can work.
Third, in unpacking the apologetic task, Oliphint confines the
objcctive to "the fundamental biblical and theological tenets or prin
ciples that guide, direct, and apply to whatever attacks, objections and
questions that may come to the Christian" (116). Again, I wonder why
he confines thcm to '"biblical and theological." I am not trying to split
hairs here. What are missing are those philosophical truths that also
must be understood as bearing upon the case for Christianity. Indeed,
to conclude which kinds of truths are relevant and which kinds arc not
is itselfa philosophicaljudgmcnt. What is more, many of the theologi
cal truths that are critical presuppose philosophical truths that inform
thcm. For example, we can know from reality that God must be im
material and that God does not have a body. We kno\v this despitc
the Ltct that thc Bible speaks repeatedly of God in bodily terms. But
we can only judge that thcse descriptions are metaphorical because
of what reality tells us (the critical assessment of which is philoso
phy). In commenting upon a quote from the Westminster Confes,lion

ofFaith regarding the distance between God and man, Oliphint rightly
observes, "But just what is this distance? Is it an actual spatial distance
between God and man (male and female)? That doesn"t seem possible.
given that God is everywhere; there is no place \\ here his presence
is absent So, the "distance' referred to here must be metaphorical. It
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should 110t be interpreted to refer primarily to a spatial qualification"
(98, 122). My challenge to him is how he can know this? He cannot
argue biblically that this must be metaphorical for it is the Bible itself
that is being interpreted. I would maintain that it is only by the ap
plication of sound philosophy that one can know how to adjudicate
metaphor from literal in the Bible regarding these metaphysical issues
related to the nature of God.' Thus, \\hen he says (again, quoting the

Westminster Confession of Faith) that God is one "who is infinite in
being and perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts,
or passions: immutable, immense, eternaL incomprehensible," such an
understanding 01' the naLUn: 01' God cannot be consistently sustained
by mere exegesis. The Bible itself can only be understood to teach
this nature of God by understanding certain truths about reality that
are themselves beyond the specifics of the biblical revelation. This is
the only way to stave off the heresies of the likes of Finis Dake, et a!.
Fourth, with Oliphint"s truthful claim that "the Bible is authorita
tive, not because we accept it as such, but because it is the Word of
the risen Lord. It has a claim on all people. Its truth is the truth for
every person in every place" (48, 119). He adds somewhat provoca
tively. "Why, then. would \\e be reluctant to communicate that truth
in our apologetics'? Perhaps because \\e have not reckoned \\ith the
actual Lordship of Christ. Perhaps we haven't really set him apart as
Lord in our hearts." I assume that he is thinking here of Classical
Apologetics. It must be that the Classical apologists have not "really
set him apart as Lord in our hearts." I cannot blame him for such
a characterization. He is, after all. being entirely consistent with his
Covenant Apologetics. But what I think Oliphint is looking past is
that the issue is not ll'hether God's Word is authoritative, but how you
demonstrate that this is the case. He seems to mistakenly think that the

foct that God's Word is authoritati ve is ipso foClo a demonstration of

2. I \\Olild rell1ind the reader of 111) exall1ple in 111) original article regarding Isa.
"For )OU shall go out Ilithjo). And be led out Ilith peace: The mountains and the
hill, ,hall brcah. IlJl'lh into singing bdlJre )ou. And all the treeS ofthc Jleld shall clap their
hands." \\'c knOll this is Illetaphor because lIe knOll li'om reality that trees do not ha\c
Ilands and n1cJulllains cannot sing. We knol\ this b) a simple apprehension of the nature
of tree and mountains using: the sensOl') tilculties with \Ihich God has created Lb. /'or
metaphysical truths (such as the nature of God) the principle is the same. We also kno\1
hom rcalit) that God cannot hale bodily parts. But the \Iay lIe knOll this. while beginning
1\ ith the ,ensOJ'i faculties. also brings to hear sound philosophical reasoning.
~5:12.
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this fact. Presuppositionalism is committcd to the notion that a dcmon
stration (in the Classical Apologetics sense of the term) is, by its \ery
nature, a denial of that very authority of God's Word, Two illustrations
can show why this is ill-conceived. Supposc someone came up to him
and exclaimed "I am the absolute authority and sovereign. You must
bow down to me immediately!'" What if Oliphint were to inquire as
to how he is to know that this one is the absolute authority he claims
to be? The sharp rebuke might be something to the etIect. "The \ery
fact that you are asking tor a demonstration of the truth of \\hat I say
already shows vou are in rebe11ion aQainst m\ absolute authority I If
there was such a demonstration, it would prme that. after alL 1 \\as
not the absolute authority that I am! The only way you can knO\\ that
I a111 the absolute authority is because. unless my absolute authority is
presupposed, you would not be able to have any intelligibility at all.
not even the intelligibility to make your case against me." or course,
Oliphint would quickly find out that any additional requests tor a dem
onstration of the truth of his additional claims would be met with the
same sharp rebuke. It should be clear that, e\'en if it \\ere true that
this one was the absolute authority. the f~lC( that he \\as the absolute
authority does not carry with it the proof by which anyonc could knO\\
that this was the case.
01

01

...........
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My second (and perhaps not nearly as far-fetchcd) example is
this, Suppose a man was injured in such a way that \\hile recuperating
in the hospitaL his eyes and ears werc greatly compromised (perhaps
by overmuch bandaging of his head). Suppose further that a \\ oman
came into his hospital room requesting a kiss. Hc would understand
ably ask her a reason why he should kiss her. Suppose, then. that she
claimed to be his wife. Knowing that hc should never kiss a woman
that was not his wife, it would seem entirely appropriate for him to ask
for evidence that she was indeed his wife. After all. it is entirely pos
sible that some unscrupulous woman is trying to harm him.
But what if, after a11 the bandages arc remoyed and hc could see
and hear (and know) that the woman was indeed his wife, he still asks
her why he should kiss her') In the former scenario. his request for a
demonstration is entirely appropriate. It is not an insult to her to ask
for proof that she is his wife. Because he is compromised. he does
not know for sure. His problem is epistemological. But in the latter
scenario, having come to realize that she is his wife, his demand for a

reason why he should kiss her amounts to asking for a reason why a
husband should kiss his wife. This is a moral problem. Knowing that
she is his wife is sufficient reason for him to know that he ought to kiss
her because of the nature of what it is to be his wife.
These i1Justrations track the apologetic vs. the evangelistic tasks.
The unbeliever might be in a position where he needs a demonstration
that the one making the demand on his life is indeed the true Creator
God. This is especially the case since his faculties are compromised
and then~ is in the \\ orld many false gods that are seeking to do him
harm. In this, he in not asking why, as a creature, he must submit to
his Creator. Instead, he is asking whether this one is the Creator. But
if having come to understand that this is the Creator, he then demand
some "proof' or "reason" why he should bow down to Him, this is a
1110ral problem that can only be remedied by a supernatural act orthe
Holy Spirit. It is beyond the reach of any apologetic method.
Last, I should like to make a fe\\ comments about some of
Oliphint"s Ten Tenets. His first tenet says that the faith we are de
fending must begin \vith the triune God. He quickly points out, how
ever, that this does not mean that the apologetic discussion must so
begin. Rather. it is that "we must never assume that we are defending
anything but what God himself, as Father, Son and Holy Spirit, has
revealed." But what Christian apologetic method fails to do this? It
seems to be somewhat misleading. One the one hand Oliphim is criti
cal of what he characterizes as a "generic theism" (128, 130). I can
only assume he is thinking here of the theism that is established by the
classical arguments such as the cosmological argument. Granted. in its
initial demonstration. the God that is concluded is not evidently Triune
(but neither is He evidently nor Triune). That is only because the truth

of the Trinity is truth that is not disclosed in "the things that are made"
(Rom. I :20), which is to say, not disclosed by General Revelation but,
rather, is disclosed by Special Revelation. After the entire apologetic
task has run its course. this Special Revelation is itself demonstrated
to be true. But I sense from some Presuppositionalists that they want
to have it both ways. On the one hand, they criticize the Classical
arguments because these arguments, in isolation from the rest of the
arguments for Christianity, do not demonstrate that God is a Trinity.
But if] pointed out that in neither his debate with Gordon Stein nor his
debate with George Smith did Greg Bahnsen argue for the Trinity, we
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are quickly informed that the Trinity is not somcthing that the apolo
getic discussion must begin with. What, then. does it mean to say that
"the faith that we are defending must begin with. and necessarily in
clude, the Triune God'"? What Christian apologetics method fails to do
this? Certainly the Classical model does not.
In his second tenet, Oliphint gets closer to the heart of the debate.
It would seem that the Presuppositionalist regards arguing from. for
example, empirical observations as somehow an assault upon the au
thority of the Holy Scriptures. He coml11ents. "This means that we
cannot begin our discussion with the assumption that the intellectual,
moral or conversational ground on which \\e and the unbelicvcr are
standing is the same:' Whatever else this may mean. it must mean (in
order for Presuppositionalism to be a different apologctic method than
Classical) that we cannot begin with the type of empirical observa
tions that are common to all human beings as human beings. If this
is what he is saying, then. without a doubt. \ve certainly do have t\\ 0
different statiing places. But I would assert that the starting place that
the Classical method has. is a starting place that is impossible to avoid
as a starting place. That statiing place is reality. Our knowledge of
that reality begins with our empirical observations that are possible
because of the faculties of knowing that God as created us with. These
faculties. while finite. cannot be consistently denied as means of ini
tially knowing the real.'
All ofOliphint's tenets arise out of his Reformed theology. While
this not the place to enter into any discussion about the relative merits
of Reformed thought, it is evident to me that his apologetic methodol
ogy is not necessarily entailed by Reformcd theology. I realize that Van
Ti I characterized the apologetic thinking of some of his Rcformed prc
decessors as "less consistent Calvinism: q It remains that you find both
3. To borrow a point I made in my response to Lisle. if I li\cd 2.(00) cars ago and
heard the preaching of Jesus first hand. I might belic\e that Jesus is telling the truth. I
might even characterize my belicfinl'rcsuppositionalist categories. 11ut notice. the COillCill
of.Jcsus·message is not the reason \\h) [ believe that I am hearing the preaching ofJcsus.
I believe that I am hearing the preaching of Jesus because I am hearing (empirieall) ) the
preaching or Jesus. So. as a I)rcsuppositionalist I might think that 1 kno\\ that Jesus is the
"ultimate standard" (to use a Presuppositionalist category) ol'the truth and might e\en give
Prc~lIppositionali~t argLllllcllb

for it. \Vhat is not happening is that Ill) kll()\\ in2- that it

i~

Jesus that 1 alll hearing preach is because 01- an) Presuppositionalis\ criteria.
4. Cornelius Van Til. The Defell.le of the F"ilh (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and
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Classical Apologists and Refonned epistemologists within the context
01' Rel'ormed theology. However, given that r am not Refol111ed, it per
haps is not my place to referee these aspects of the debate. They can
decide among themselves who is failing to be faithful to the Reformed
tradition. I will leave these debates to those Classical Apologists with
in the Reformed camp such as John Gerstner, R. C. Sproul, and Art
Lindsley' or to those Reformed Epistemology advocates within the
Reformed camp in the vem of Alvin Plantinga's work on warranted
Christian belief."

APOLOGETIC METHOD A~D THE AGE OF THE EARTH
In light of our discussions, what might be said about apologetic
method and the age of the earth? Oliphint says that "the notion of a
young earth has not f~lctored into our apologetic discussion ... for
good reason" ( 134). His good reason is that the age of the earth is not
an issue of the founding fathers of the Reformed tradition. Since, as
far as Oliphint is concerned. the Covenant Apologetic position arises
precisely because of Refol111ed theology, there is no reason that sueh
an apologetic method should concem itself with a theological tenet
c
not found among the founders of Reformed thinking. It is a matter
of historical ntct that none of these toundational Reformed thinkers
regarded a young earth (or six Iiteral days of creation) as necessar
ily arising from Reformed theology. Oliphint regards this historical

Rell1tllled Publi,lling. 1LJ55).
th~ r~i.ldcr
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and. thus. might hale been more consistent
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Illight ha>vc
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tnisunderstood

ith Cal\ in ism. see Paul Kjoss Helseth.
"Righi Reus()11 ulld ,I,,· f';'illcel()11 .\lilld: _"II L'IIUrillOdux Prop()su! (Phillipsburg: P &
R Publishing. 201 () I. For a discussion of hO\I cel1ain Reformed thinkers might have
misunderstood Aquinas see An in Vos. A'jllillil.l. Cuh'ill, & COlllell1pOr",)' I'rol",lulll
Thollghl: .·1 Crilicl"" oj I'mrel[UIlI Vi"\\'.1 o(lhe Thollghl o! Tholl1us Ai/llillil.l (Washington:
Christian L"ni\ ersit) Press. 19851.
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5. <;ee thcir C!ulsicu! .·lpo!()g('lin: A Rafionu! Dell!l1Ie oj'lhe Chrisliun Fuilh und
(Grand Rapids. MI: Academie Hook>. 1(84),

CriricIII(' of f'rc\lIjJjwsilionu! Apo!ogi'lil!s

6, See Plantinga's /J'I!TiI!7Ic:d Chrisliun Bdie/ (Oxford: Oxford Lni\crsit) Press.
2000). For 8 Classical philosoph> critique of (carl») Plantinga see Leonard A. Kenned>.
cd. TlWIlli.I/ic PUI)ers jV(Houston: Center for Thomistic Studies. 1988).
7 By calling these

thcologi~ln<.;, the

founder,;;, of Reforl112d thco!og)._ I do not 111ean to

illlpl) that such a theolog) is not grounding in the Scriptures (since an) Reformed thinker
Ilouid affirm that the Prophets and Apostles (and .ksu, Christ Himself) are the "founders"
of RetlJrllled theolog> l. [ am only making an historical point.
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reality as due to "'the nature of the text of Scripture. and not to any
oversight or undue inattention on the part of the theologians of the
Reformation. '"
[ will not here try to settle any kind of debate as to whether they
and Oliphint are right in thinking that the text of Scripture docs not
necessitate Young Earth Creationism. But he is eetiainly right when
he says that it is an exegetical debate.~ But it seems to me that the spe
cific point of contention between the three 01' us on this matter is this:
Lisle asserts that the Bible (or the Christian \\orld\ie\\') is an "ultimate
standard" of all knowledge. In other places one might see it phrased as
the Bible (or Christianity, or the Christian \\orldvie\\ ) is the necessary
precondition of intelligibility." [n Lisle's \ iew, taking the Bible as the
"'ultimate standard" means that one must accept (what Lisle character
izes as) the "clear meaning of the words" of the Bible. 11I It also means
that it prescribes the "'necessary conditions of intelligibility." These
two points, in Lisle's view, entail that the earth is young. While I agree
with Lisle that the earth is young, it is with the second of these t\VO
points that I disagree with Lisle's position. In other words. in siding
with Lisle's position on the age or the earth against (\\'hat r perceive
to be) Oliphint's, I believe that a sound interpretation of the relevant
passages of the Bible supports a young earth position. In siding \\ ith
Oliphinfs position regarding apologetic method and the age of the
earth. I believe that the Presuppositional method as such does not en
tail Young Earth Creationism. In insisting that it does. Lisle must try to
explain two things. First. how is it that some Presuppositionalists are
not Young Earth Creationists (e.g.. 01iphint)'? Second. hO\\ is it that
some Classical Apologists are Young Earth Creationists (e.g.. me)'?
The latter question is perhaps not hard for Lisle to account for since, in
his view, even the non-Christian can have some truth. (So, perhaps it
is not too much of a concession to say that even a Classical Apologist
~. I \\ould add this Cjualification. In saying that it is an exegetical debate. 1also mean
to includc certain principlcs of hermeneutics that gi\ e rise to these exegetical .i udgments.
Where Ihe t\\O (or three) ofw, might disagree is "hcthcr and "hal philosophical tenct:; arc
part of these hermeneLitical principles.

9. See Lisle\ The U'illw!L' Pmof of C,-emioll. RClO!,'illg !he O,-i,IZIl11 Deh,,!e (Green
Foresl. AR: Maqcr Books. :20(9). 3~-4:2. 4-';-64: and Tim Chalfe\ and .Jason I.isle. O!d
FOrlh Crca!;()nj,~'J11 on

Tr;a!: The

l"~·l"d;<.:r

h III (Green Forest. .\R: lv'laster 8ooks. ':OOR l.

107-127.
10. ChatTey and Lisle. Old-Earlh Crealion/IIJI. 110-111.
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can have some truth as welL) The former, ho\\ever, seems to present
the more formidable challenge.
CONCLUSIO~

Perhaps any more responses on my part will just be a repeat of
what I have already said in my original article. To be sure, some ofthe
di fference between us can only be appreciated with a much more in
dcpth analysis of the issues. The material abounds for such an analysis
and is being added to regularly. It is my hope that the reader who is
interested in this issue of apologetic method will avail himself to this
materiaL This is no substitute for reading the proponents of each of
the positions. In my opinion, there is no more important voice for the
Covenant Apologetics position than K. Scott Oliphint. I believe there
is every reason to think that such a debate can be had with the utmost
Christian respect for one another. I trust that such respect has been
evident in our exchanges here.
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PRESUPPOSITIO\lAL RESPONSE

Jason Lisle, Ph.D.
I

VI.RY \ll'ClI I ,JUYID

Dr. Scott Oliphint's paper on "A Covenantal

Apologetic." It seems that his approach to apologetics is very biblical.
[t is the "presupposiliona\" method along the tradition of Greg Bahnsen
and Cornelius Van Til. There is much to commend in Oliphint's analy
sis or apologetic methodology. Until the last section, the paper is very
consistent and biblical. But in the closing section. Oliphint switches
henl1eneutics and argues that we need not take as written the ti mescale
given in Genesis.
In my view, Oliphint's remarks in the final section are the only
place in the paper where he departs from biblical authority. So I wi11
focus my critique on that final section. I I will begin with a gener
al discussion or the age of the earth, and then move on to examine
Oliphint's specific points on the matter.

IS "YOUi\G EARTH" THE ISSUE'?
I appreciate Oliphint's defense of the presuppositional method. Of
course. Oliphint does not like the name "presuppositional." Neither

do I, and for basically the same reasons, Along the same lines. I really
I. rhi,; is 110t to detract Ihll11 the 111'111) good pllilltS made ill
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do not'like the tenn "young earth creationist" (YEC) because it too
entails misconceptions. First, the tenn draws undue attention to the
timescale, as if this were the most important aspect of Genesis. In fact,
it is not. The timescale is important, certainly - particularly by its im
plications on major Christian doctrines as I discuss below. But so are
many other things in Genesis, and in the rest of the Scriptures for that
matter. Second, the Earth is old-really old. It is probably a bit over
six thousand years old. It is only because we have been so inundated
with the evolutionary philosophy of billions of years that we have
come to think of six thousand years as "young."
Therefore, I prefer the tenn "biblical creationist" because this
best encapsulates my position. Namely, I believe what the Bible teach
es about creation. This includes the fact that God created. It includes
the fact that fruit trees were created before fish. It includes the fact that
Adam and Eve were the first people. It includes the fact that Adam re
belled against God, and we now live in a cursed world as a result. And
it includes the fact that the earth is "young" in the sense of thousands
of years. All ofthese facts are biblical. All of these facts are important.
But the timescale is probably the most attacked aspect of Genesis
today. It is the timescale that secularists use to argue that the Bible can
not possibly be true. And therefore, if we are to be Christians indeed,
we should not draw back or surrender this portion of God's Word. Five
hundred years from now, perhaps everyone will recognize and accept
the biblical timescale of thousands of years, and there will be some
other aspect of Genesis that people are inclined to compromise in or
der to accommodate the latest secular philosophy. Perhaps the issue
then will be that the "trees" mentioned in Genesis 1 were not literal
"trees" like we have today, but were actually something else-as one
facetious example. 2 My point is that we must defend the clear teaching
of the Word of God at every point where the critics want to argue. We
are to cast down any argument that exalts itself against the knowledge
of God (2 Cor. 10:5).

2. I can just envision the arguments: "But we don't know that 'God's trees' are the
same as our 'trees.' They could be something else entirely. Besides, the Hebrew word can
also mean "gallows" (Esther 2:23). So it does not have to be literal "trees."

PRESUPPOSITlONAL RESPONSE

IS THE TEXT CLEAR?

Does the Bible clearly teach a "young" earth? Genesis is written in
straightforward historical narrative form. It is not poetic literature, nor
is it a parable that would require a non-literal hermeneutic. And Gen.
1-2:3 indicates that God created everything in six days, each of which
is comprised of one evening and one morning. Adam was made on the
sixth day (Gen. 1:26-31). The Bible provides sufficient information,
such as the timespan between individuals in various genealogies (e.g.
Genesis 5), for us to know that the time between the creation ofAdam
and the incarnation of Christ is around 4000 years. This would make
the earth (and the rest ofthe universe too) about 6000 years old. This is
at odds with the secular view of origins. Evolution requires hundreds
of millions of years to allegedly tum single-celled prokaryotes into
people. Even many people who reject evolution seem to embrace the
philosophy of deep time-"billions of years."
When we hear a claim that is contrary to our understanding of
Scripture, there is nothing wrong with double checking our interpre
tation of a text. After all, there are sections of the Bible that do not
mean what we as twenty-first century Americans might assume at first
glance. Problems with translation and cultural differences may cause
us to miss a figure of speech or wrongly understand some aspect of a
passage. Could Genesis be such a passage? Can the Bible really ac
commodate billions of years?
Since not even secularists believe that human beings were around
billions of years ago, the creation week is the only place people will
try to argue for deep time. 3 But the text of Scripture says directly that
God made heaven and earth and all that is in them in six days (Exod.
20: 11). To accommodate deep time, some people have suggested that
these days are not literal days at all, but vast periods of time. After all,
doesn't the Bible say that with the Lord, a day is like a thousand years
(2 Pet. 3:8)?4 And can't the Hebrew word for "day" mean "a long pe
riod of time?"
3. Deep time must be inserted before Adam exists, if the secular timescale is to be
upheld.
4. First of all, 2 Pet. 3:8 is not addressing the days of creation at all, and so it is out of
context to apply it that way. It is a simile expounding on the fact that God is beyond time as
an explanation for His patience. It is not suggesting linguistic relativism; as if words mean
something different to God than they do to man. Second, the verse states that with the Lord
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But such a view cannot be defended hermencutically. The HeblT\\
word for "day" is ··yom."· It occurs over 2000 timcs in the 01 d Testament
in singular and plural form. By far. the main meaning of this \\ord is
"day" - as in a rotation of the Earth on its axis. or the illuminated por
tion thereof. as in ·'daytime." It is basically the same as our modern
English word "day."' The word "day" can be used in a non-literal \vay
to indicate a longer period of time. but only in certain contexts such
as when part of a prepositional phrase: "The day of the Lord."" This
usage is actual1y quite rare and is found almost exclusively in poetic
or prophetic literature.
Without any qualifiers. "day" is the normal meaning of "; am."'
But a number of qualifiers reinforce that indeed an ordinary. literal
day is definitely what the word means in a given context. For example.
when "yom" appears with a number as in an ordered list (""the hrst
day. the second day. the third day .....) it always has the meaning of
an ordinary day and is always translated as such. When associated
with "evening" or "morning:' the word always means an ordinary day
since evening and morning mark the boundaries of a day. Frankly. an
evening and a morning together must constitute an ordinary day. And
when "day" is contrasted with "night" we would naturally understand
that the normaL literal meaning is intended.
Interestingly. the Lord uses all of these contextual indicators in
the Genesis account. Anyone of them would be sufficient to constrain
the meaning of each of the days of creation to one literal day. Yet God
uses all of them! In Gen. 1:5 God defines the word ""day" in terms of
daylight-which eliminates any possibly ambiguity. He contrasts the
day with the night. indicating an ordinary clay. He puts a number \\ith
day: "first" or literally "one."' God indicates that there \\as evening
and morning. which together constitute one literal day. And both eve
ning and morning are used in association \vith that first day--indeed

a day is like a thousand years !I/7{/ i/ (!lolilondn:on II like i/ di/1·. People com enicntly !c,1\ e
out this last part because it \\ould make the crcation \\cck much shorter ifcl[1/llied the samc
way the) mistakenly apply the first pan. No. the only way the two part' ot'thc \TrSe make
sense logether j, to recognize that God is beyond time. Therefore. when Cod uses temporal
language it is al\\"ays to be understood on hUll1an terms. (iod is eternal and unchanging. and
He knows hO\\ to tell timc. So this verse is not gi\ ing us permission [0 ehangc the I\orcl
"day" to "a thousand years" e\ery Ilhere we sec it in the Scripturcs.
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they comprise the fIrst day. And so if we are going to be exegetical. the
days of creation must truly be days.

It is also interesting that the plural form of the word "days" C)'o
lI1ill1") never indicates anything but literal days in historic narrative.
And it is this word that is used in Exod. 20: II to indicate that God
created everything "in six days." In fact, the context of Exod. 20: I I
makes this even clearer. This is part of the Ten Commandments. The
Fourth Commandment is given in verses 8-10. Here the Lord explains
that we are to work for six days and rest one day. Verse II is the ex
planation for our work week: we are to work six days and rest one
hccullse this is whot God did in creotion. The same word for "days"
is Llsed in the same context for both the creation week and our work
week.' So if God really created over billions of years, then we would
have quite a long time to work before the weekend! Clearly the cre
ation days are truly days.
Nor can we put gaps of time in bet\\een these days; the text will
not allow it. When Exod. 20: II states, "For in six days .. :' this has the
meaning of "in the span of six days." Even Genesis uses the definite
article for the sixth day indicating that it is indeed the sixth day. So
there just is not any contextual \vay to get around the fact that these
are days, just as God says. The text could not possibly be any clearer.
The motivation for the day-age vinv is clearly to allO\v for a
reading of Scripture that lines up with the generally accepted secular
timescale. But even this will not \\ork because the order of events is
di fferent. The secular view has fish coming about long before fruit
trees. stars billions of years belore the earth. and reptiles millions of
years before birds. Genesis I records the opposite tor all of these. It
is simply futile to attempt to reinterpret Genesis to match the (ever
changing) secular opinions on origins. Perhaps we should let God be
true though evcry man a liar (Rom. 3:4).

::;. To dell) that the -"ZllllC \\urd ill the ~all1c:' LUlltext ha~ the sallle 1l1eanillg i~ to engage

in linguistic r~lati\ iSI11. Thi, \\ould l11ake cOl11tllunication il11possibl~. Communication
requires th~ s~nd~r and r~cipi~nt of the inll1l'l11c1tion to understand the \\ ords in th~ ,am~
\\:1) .
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IS "YOUNG EARTH"

A~ IlVIPORTA~T DOCTRI;\JE'?

Knowing that the biblical timescale is just one issue of many. per
haps some will be tempted to think, ""Therefore, it is not important.
We should focus on other issues." But in fact, the age of the Earth is
important for (at least) two reasons.
The first issue at stake is one of biblical LI/Ithorit1'. If the Bible
clearly teaches something, may we reinterpret the text in order to ac
commodate modern opinions on the matter'? If so. then Christianity
collapses because many foundational truths of Christianity are at odds
with modern opinion (resurrection of the dead for example). On the
other hand, if we may not reinterpret the text in light oCmodern opin
ion. then God really did create in six days. It just vvil1 not do to claim
that the tcxt is ambiguous on this issue. We have already seen that
it is not. That God created in six days is not some speculative infer
ence based on some difficult prophetic passage. It is directly stated in
Scripture (Exod. 20: II) as part of the literal historical section. It is part
of the Ten Commandments. That God created "in six dan" is llFitten
hy God \ own/Inger on stone (Exod. 31: 18).
Six days of creation is a corollary of the inerrancy and perspicuity
of Scripture. Ifsomething as clear as "in six days" appearing in literal
historical narrative does not really mean "in six days:' then the Bible
is not perspicuous and any hope of understanding any portion of the
Bible is 10s1. h If it does mean six days, but is false. thcn the Bible is
fallible, and it really cannot be the Word of an infallible God. Thus.
we must defend six days of creation as a facet of defending biblical
inerrancy and perspicuity.
The second issue concerns the motivation for \yanting to insert
billions of years, namely the secular belief that fossils were depos
ited gradually over mil1ions of years. If fossils arc really millions of
years old, then we have a theological problem. Fossils are the remains
of dead creatures.- But the Bible indicates that the world \\as "very
good" before the curse (Gen.s 1:31). Furthermore, the Scriptures teach
6. Ifone of the most clear. direct staterncnts in Scripturc is actuall) unclear. then is it
reasonablc to think \\c \\ill farc bettcr \\ ith the more difficult passagcs"
7. for this ilrgument. I ilm considcring on I) I\lssils of animals that thc Bihle \\oulc1
classify as "living creatures." Wc find fossils of such creatures thal secular scientist, claim
arc hundreds of million, of years old.
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that death came about as a result of Adam's
Rom. 5:12, 8:20-22).

S1l1

(1 Cor. 15:21-22;

This is not a trivial matter. Iffossils are millions of years old, then
death came into the world long before Adam sinned. In that case death
cannot possibly be the penalty for Adam's sin. And if death is not the
penalty for sin, then why did Jesus die on the cross?X The CospellJ1es
.loge is lost ij'the sec iliaI' rimcscole is trlle.
And it is not just that. Does not the Bible teach that the original
world was "very good" before sin (Gen. 1:31)? Yet we fmd fossils
with evidence of disease (arthritis. cancer, etc.) that are supposedly
millions of years old and therefore allegedly existed long before Adam
sinned. We find evidence of animals eating other animals. but does
not the Bible say that originally all the animals were vegetarian (Gen.
I :30)? We find thorns in Devonian strata that secularists believe to
be over 350 million years old. But does not the Bible say that thorns
and thistles were a result of the curse on Adam (Gen. 3: l8)? How can
something be a result of the curse ifit came millions of years earlier?
\1any are surprised to learn that Christian geologists who reject
the six days of creation also reject the global flood described in Gen.
6-8." As with the timescale issue. this rejection is driven by external
considerations, not textual ones. A global flood can readily account
for the bulk of fossil-bearing sediment on Earth. But if the fossils are
really millions of years old. then there can be no global Aood because
such a catastrophe would destroy any previous fossil record. Yes. pro
fessing Christians have come up with some clever ways of interpret
ing Genesis 6-8 to indicate merely a local flood. And no. such notions
cannot be hermeneutically defended. Christian theology rapidly un
ravels when we allO\v secular philosophies to drive our interpretation
of the text.

S. It IlillnOl sumce to argu~ that ani) ,piritual d~ath or ani) human d~ath ~ntered as
a rcsull or Adam's sin. Th~ ph) siC'll death of Christ sho\\ s that lhe penalt) for sin entails
ph)sical dealh. The Gibk indicat~s that the 1\ arid lIas "\er) good" before sin. And so it
Ilouid not make sense to have death and suffering. e\en of animals. Fossils indicating
disease and bloodsheclllllhl 11m e formed aller sin. Ihe entire creation groans lucia) because
ur Adam's sin (Rom. R:20-221. (iud ill"tiluted animal death at the time of the curse: He
killed an animal or animals to Pl"lll ide skins of clothing. !orAdam and [Ie (Gen. 3:21).
and

9. The Gible predicted that indeed critics in th~ "last da)s" Ilouid den) a globaillood
the doctrine ofunifonnilarianism (2 Pet. 3:3-6).

~Illbrace
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YEC AND COVENENTALAPOLOGEITCS
Oliphint states, '"It will be obvious by this point that the notion
of a young earth has not factored into our apologetic discussion, nei
ther has it been included in the Ten Tenets .. ,'. (134). It would have
been more accurate for him to say that the notion of a young earth
has not been explicitly mentioned in his apologetic discussion. But
in fact. biblical creation in general and a young earth specifically arc
tacitly assumed throughout 01 iphint's (cxcellent) discussion of apolo
getics. In fact, his apologetic discussion \\ould collapse if the history
of Genesis (including its timescale) were not literally true.
In Oliphint's discussion with his unbelieving t'riend he states, "I
knew that he knew that he was a sinner. and that such sin brought
certain death (Rom. 1:32)" (116) Quite right. Death is the penalty for
sin. But if fossils are millions of years old. if they really are animals
that experienced death long bet'ore Adam cxisted. thcn death is /1ot the
penalty for sin. Oliphint is tacitly relying Oil "young earth" theology. I
am glad he is. I just wish it were not so tacit.

Later, Oliphint states. "Paul begins. first of all (1: I8-23), by as
serting that the attributes of God have been both clearly seen and
understood since the creation of the world" ( 124) So how long have
people been able to clearly see the attributes of God? Since the cre
ation of the world. Indeed, people were present on the very first week
of time itself But if Adam and Eve were created 13.8 billion years ilt~
tel' God started the universe (as old-earth creationists claim). then the
attributes of God have only been secn and understood in the very last
tiny fraction of history. Again. 01iphillt's statcment is spot Oil. Gut it
would be completely wrong ifcreation happened billions of years ago.
More important than landing on a specific age for the Earth is
the hermeneutical approach that leads to it. Genesis is literal history.
And because it is literal. its days arc literal. Oliphint may think that
his apologetic is unrelated to the issue of whether or not we take thc
words of Gcnesis literally. But in fact, it is crucial to his entire theol
ogy. He says that ""the notion ofa young earth has not factored into our
apologetic discussion. neither has it been included in thc Ten Tencts .
. . ." But in f:1CL his discussion depends heavily on a literal. historical
Genesis, which there Core includes the notion oC a "young" earth. B)
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my count, seven of his ten tenets of apologetics depend directly upon
a literal, historical Genesis. 1I1

IS

"YOU~G

EARTH"

~OT

IMPORTANT HISTORICALLY?

1f I understand him correctly, Oliphint is suggesting that the tim
escale of creation is not clearly specified in the Scriptures. He believes
that the absence of discussion on the issue in the confessions is "due
to thc nature of the text of Scripture." This seems to be his entire ar
gument on the matter: since Christians historically did not write "six
literal days" into the confessions, and did not devote much writing to
the matter of the length of the days. the text must be unclear.
But this argument makes no sense. [s it not far more reasonable
to dnm the opposite conclusion'? It is because the text is so clear that
very fcw people felt the need to comment on the matter. The text states
"in six days," everyone knew what it meant, so there was no need to
add "and by the \\ ay, they really were days!" The lack of argument on
the timescale of creation until the mid- I 700s was not due to ambigu
ity in the text, but rather due to the clarit)' of the text!

] lJ. In tcnct 1\\0. \\e read that God's 1'1.:\ elatiol\ "initiatc, a relationship bct\\l.:el\ C,od
an humanit)." \\ hl.:rl.: dl) \\e lirst rcad of this truth in S<:ripture" It is found in the litcral
histor) 01' Gen. 2: 16- I", In tenet three \\ c read of a "CO\ enantal changc hom one \1 Ito i, in
Adam to ,lne wlto is in Chris\." This \\oulclmaj,.c no sense apart rrom a Iitcral .,\dam \\ho
rcall) did sin (Gcn. :U 7-2-+),
In lenet rolll' \11.: rcad of man being made in the "image of God." This is rc\calcd in
thl.: literal history orGl.:ll. 1:26-27. IfGenesi, \\ere nut litcral histor), then tenct four \\ould
bc unjustitied. This tenct alsu indicateS that \\1.: are llbligated to obc) God because lie is
llur Creator and Sustaincr. Quite right-if Gcncsis is literall) true. Ihis tcnct also assumes
that God is our Creator and Sustainer. and is therefore SOl ereign 0\ er '11101' humanit). This
i, true, but onl) if Genesis is literal histor).
In tenet siv. lIe read of those Ilho remain "in Adam." This of course ties directl)
back to the history in (jenesi,. Again lIe s~e a reference to Rom. I :20, that (jod has made
Ilimsell"kJ)(J\ln through Ilhat he created-a biblical creation theme. In tcnet SClen \Ie read
01" the ,\l)tithe,is bd\\een the Chri,tian and non-Christian positions. Thi, antithesis \\as
instituted b} (joel in Gen. 3:] 5. \I!lcn Gl1d put enmit} betlleen tile ,eed oCthe Iloman and
the secd of the' serpent.
In tenet eighL \IC read of the "biblical doctrine 01" ,in:' \Ihlch of course is toundcd
in (,enesis 3. \\c also r~'ld of those \\ho "die in ..\dam." Ilhich \\ould make no sense if
Adam \\ crc .i ust a mctaphor. In [cnct 10 \1 e again read of those \\ho "remain in ,\dam"
bein,-, .. thoroughly cmbeddcd in the world that ICiodl created:' which only maj,.es sense if
Genesis is literal histol). C!carl} Oliphint's theology is (commendably) higl11y dependent
on the literal history of Genesis.
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It is the same reason why we do not find a lot of con fessions that
defend the Israelites wandering in the \\ilderness for 40 : ears, as op
posed to 100 hillio/7 years. We do not find a lot of discussion about
whether or not these were "'literal years.'" Few people would bother to
ask, "'Are God's years the same as our years')" It is because the text
is so cleor that we do not find a lot of discussion on the matter. So
Oliphinfs argument proves the opposite of what he \\ants it to prove.

He quotes Robel1 Letham: "None of the great Reformed con
fessions make any comment on the matter" (134). or course it just
was not necessary at that time for people to defend that notion that
"'days arc in fact days.'" The text is clcar. But I must also point out that
Letham's claim is false. Letham and 01iphint seem to have overlooked
the Westminster confession, which states that God created the \vorld
"'in the space of six days"' (WCF 4: I).
Regarding this matter, reformed theologian Kenneth Gentry states:
It is important to note that here the Confession is not merely

picking up the language of Scripture :lnd quoting it thereby
leaving the language open to interpretation. The si'\ day
statement is not a catch phrase. The Assembly \ cry clearly
speaks 01' a literal si'\ day creation. \\ hen it stales in \vCF
4: I: "'It pleased God the Father. Son. and r [oly Cihost. for the
manifestation of the glory of Ilis eternal PO\\ er. \\ isdom, and
goodness. in the beginning. to create. or make of nothing. the
world. and all things therein \\ hether visible or im isiblc. in the
space of six days: and all \ cry good."' The phrase "'in the space
of" demonstrates their concern with the temporal time-li-al1lc
of lhe crcali\e proces~. II
Oliphint states that "we have to reckon with the question of why
the days of creation and the related questions surrounding the age of
the earth have taken on such prominence in the (relatively) recent
past" (135). This statement suggests that Oliphint is not aware of the
history sunounding this issue. Ie Before the middle of the eighteenth
century. the consensus of scholars was a "young" earth. With only a

11. Kenneth

Cjcntr~. II (>,I/lI1iI1\'Ter and CreaTion.

(jTS 13::'7

12. An excellent resource on lhis issue is Dr. Tcrr; :Vlortenson', hook Ihe Grear
Tuming Point (Green Forest. AR: Master Books. 2(04) \\hieh is based on his Ph,D.
dissertation.
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few exceptions, people recognized and accepted what the Bible clear
ly teaches about creation. 11
This began to change in the mid-l 700s when the phi losophy of
uniformitarianism was popularized by James Hutton. The notion be
come popular that Earth's features are built and modified by slow
and-gradual processes that required far more time than if such fea
tures resulted from a global flood. It was largely Hulton's philosophy
that prompted scientists to begin considering that the Earth might be
much older than the Bible indicates. In the mid-nineteenth century,
Charles Lyell continued to push door open even wider, suggesting that
the world is hundreds of millions of years old.
As scientists increasingly began to think in terms of unifonnitari
anism, the accepted age of the Earth gre\\ far beyond the Biblical age.
And many theologians (though not all) began to compromise. They
suggested alternative ways to read the text that they felt would allow
for billions of years. This is when day-age creationism and gap theory
became popular. These ideas were not motivated by careful exegesis
of the text, but by the desire to make the Bible line up with what the
majority of scientists believed.
But there is not the slightest hint of deep time in the Scriptures.
Every biblical author alludes to or references Genesis as literal history.
Jesus often quoted from Genesis--and always as history. In fact, Jesus
clearly indicated His conviction that the Earth is young in Mark. 10:6.
In defending the doctrine of marriage, He points out that Adam and
Eve were made "from the beginning of creation." This makes sense if
they were there on the first week, but not ifman was made 13.8 billion
years otter the beginning.
1 certainly agree with Oliphint that apologetics must begin with
sanctifying Christ as Lord in our heart (1 Pet. 3: 15). This entails be
lieving what Jesus believed about creation. It entails obeying Christ's
instruction that we are to live by every word that proceeds out of the
mouth l)fGod (!VIatt. 4:4)-and that includes the days of creation. The
temptation that Satan uses today is the same one he used in (he begin
ning. "Did God rea]]) say ~_')'. (Gen. 3: 1). So, did God really say
"in six days'7" Yes He did (Exod. 20: II ).

13. ben the cxceptions. I "Quid argue. "ere motivated b} their philosophical
positions. not exegesis.
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My irony-meter exploded when 1 read Oliphinfs closing scn
tence: "If one concludes that YEC is the only responsible position to
hold, then ... it may be that science has played too key a role in one's
reading of 'God's days' in the beginning" (136). This is historically
backwards. It was allegedly on the basis of science that the Earth was
deemed to be much older than the Bible teaches. And it \\as for alleg
edly scientific considerations that ideas like the day-age theory and
the gap theory have eomc to prominence. :\one of these positions can
be defended from the text. It is precisely because (allcged) science has
indeed played too key a role that we must nm\ defend the olwious.
Oliphint's term "God's days" implies linguistic relati\ism. Do
words mean something different to God than they do to us? I f so.
when God says, "You shall not murder," it might really mean "put
turnips in your cars." The notion that \vords mean different things
to different people would makc communication impossible. Ckarly
when God says "days:' we can understand that He means "days'" The
Creator of the universe really does knO\v how to tell time.
In Martin Luther's time. there was a different sort of compromise
regarding the timescale of creation. Some scholars \vere arguing that
God actually created the universe and everything in it in only olle
day-not six days. Luther's response to this aberration is still great
advice for us today:
When Moses \\Tites Ihat (jod created hem en anc! i;;'arth and
whatc\ er is in them in si:-.; days, thcn let this period continue to
have been six days. and do not \Tnturc to de\ise any commcnt
according to \\ h ieh six days \\ CIT one day. 8 LIt. i r yOLl cannot
ulldcrstand ho\\ this could ha\c heen done in si, days. lhi.:1l

grant the Holy Spirit the honor of being more lcarni;;'d than you
are. IJ

1-+. Ewald M. PI as", TV;'u/ '>furlill Llilher ,";un - .·1 f'ruc/i,'u! I/1-Hullle AJ1I/w!ngl' for
Ihe Aefi1'L' (St. Louis. 1\10; Conel'rdia Publishing House. 2(06). I ~2:;.
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( 2013 Southcm F\zmgclical Seminary

COYE\A:\TAL REPLY

K. Scott Oliphint, Ph.D.
TII,\\K~ I () Dlz~.

Richard Howe and Scott Lisle for their responses.
Since there is no adequate way to do justice to their responses in the
space available to me. I will pick and choose a thing or two that ini
tially stood out to me as needing some clarification.
First, let me respectfully but adamantly and forcefully reject
Lisle's explicit charge that I veer away from Scriptural authority. The
issue bctween us has its focus, not on \\hat Scripture is, but on what
Scripture sa)'s. We both aHirm that Scripture is the inerrant Word of
God. This is an elementary distinction that Lisle overlooks. [ should
add here, though it should be obvious to anyone with eyes to see, that
no one in these discussions denies the historicity of Genesis. Perhaps
he was overstating for purposes of emphasis, but, if not. then his charge
betrays a myopic bias that is not conducive to mutual discussion. This.
I suspect, is due to the inability to extricate his view of what is "literal"
from his doctrine of Scripture. I can only plead at this point for a more
careful study of such things in hopes that Lisle will disabuse himself
of such a serious charge. Anyone who reads current authors who hold
to inerrancy and yet do not hold to the view of creation that Lisle has
\vill be hard pressed to show that the problem is one of Scriptural
authority. Th is is doubtless one of the reasons that discussions of this
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nature do not progress. As I tried to make clear in my previous paper.
the problems are biblical and exegetical. Good and orthodox people
disagree on these and many other matters, and we should not impugn
to them anything as detrimental to their own profession and confes
sion as the negation of what they claim, until and unless there is clear
evidence that their profession and confession is false. Lisle has not
shown such restraint in his response and that is most unt()l"tunate.
Second, there are responses-cogent, coherent, biblical respons
es-to each of Lisle's points, and there are responses to those respons
es. There is no need to recOLmt those here: anyone interested in look
ing at those responses will find them readily available. Having said
that, I want also to say that Lisle's position is, without question, a
cogent. coherent. biblical explanation of the creation account. Anyone
who holds Lisle's view would be welcome in the ecclesiastical com
munion 01' which I am a part, or any other orthodox communion for
that matter. and I would be the first to \\ elcome such a pcrson \\ ith
those views. The problem that biblical scholars have f1ced throughout
the history of the church (and not, as Lisle indicates, in the relati\el;
recent past) is that the text of Genesis leaves certain questions un
answered. Attempting to answer those questions may make us seem
more coherent, hut they may also be interpreting something other than
what Scripture itself says.
For example, Lisle says, "Oliphint's term 'Goers days' implies
linguistic relativism" (160). He then goes on to cite an example of
""linguistic relativism" in order to shO\\ it absurd. which it is. [t is dif
ficult to believe that Lisle has taken what I say seriously, has read it
for what it says, and has thought about its implications. This too is un
fortunate. Lisle realls Illy phrase, "God's days," eisegetically. \\ith his
own views in mind, instead of reading what I said, and so he is unable
to see my point. Careful scholarship deserves hetter. When I say that
those days were "God's days," I 3m only citing what Scripture itself
teaches. Prior to the sixth day, there \vas no one there except God. He
created "in the space of six days:' and in five of those only God \vas
there. So. those days are not man's days, but God's. Eisegesis can lead
to whopping non sequiturs.
[n the same light. Lisle says of my apologetic that "it would col
lapse if the history of Genesis (including its timescalc) were not liter
ally true" (156). This, of course, as I tried to make clear in my original
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paper, is patently false. It imputes to Reformed theology a positIOn
that has never been present, nor has it needed to be. This was, in part,
the point of my citing Letham's article. That article shows that there
have been discussions and controversies surrounding the creation
texts from the beginning of the church, and not, as Lisle seems to
think, only in the context of science. My apologetic method. to be
sure, is only as strong as the theology that undergirds it. But that the
ology has never been dependent on Lisle's view of "literal" in order
to be what it is, and it is, nevertheless, as both detractors and devotees
affirm, thoroughly biblical and dependent throughout on the absolute
authority of Scripture. This criticism, too, shows, at minimum, histori
cal and theological na'lvetc.
Ho\\e's response brings to the fore (again) issues that have long
bcen discussed bet\\een our two positions. We are both trying to pro
tect certain bedrock assumptions in our respective methods. Let me
try a clarification or t\\O in response. First, I'll try this again, from
Richard Muller:
Thesc early Reformcd statcments concerning theological
presuppositions focus, \irtually \\ ithout exception. on rhl!
pmblem oj rhe kll()]!'ledge of God gi\ en the fact not only of
human finitude but also of human sin. The critiquc ley eled
by the Reformation at medie\ al theological presuppositions
added a soteriological dimension to the epistemological
problem. Whereas the mcdieval doctors had assumed that
the l~ill alreetcd primarily the \\ ill and its afTections and not
the reason, the Reformers assumed also the fallcnness of the
rational faculty: a gencrali/ed or "pagan" natural theology.
according to the Rcfonl1ers. \\as not merely limited to
nonsaving h.nO\\ lcdge or God-it \\a5 also bound in idolatry.
This l'it.'1\' ufthe prohlem oj kn()]!'ledge is the single most
imporra!7l COl1lrihllrion oj rhe ear!y RejiJrmed IITiters to tht'
theo!ogical prolegomena o{orrhodox Prorcs((/l1Iism. Indeed, it
is the doctrinal issue that most forcibly presses the Protestant
scholastics to\\ard the modification orthe medieval models ror
theological prolegomena. I
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This is a monumentally important point to grasp. Muller is arguing
that it was the cjJistcl7lo(ogiea( concems at the time ofthc Reformation
that were the most important contributions!IH Protestants, and oguinsl
medieval prolegomena. The bifurcation between the mctaphysical and
epistemologicaL central in medieval theology, was precisely \v hat the
Reformers (rightly) sought to correct. So, whcn 1 state that "man's
mind is derivative," I am not making simply a metaphysical point.
as Howe avers. The point has essential epistemological componcnts
to it as \vell. Anything that we know, in order to know it truly, must
be known as 1\'1701 God says il is. Here, for example, it is not enough
simply to affirm that 1 am "self-conscious." To the extent that my
"self-consciousness" is not aligned with \\hat God says about me,
the "self' of which I am "conscious" is an illusion. Unless mv "sell'
consciousness" includes the fact that I am a creature of God's, made
in His image, sinful from bi11h and (if) redeemed by Christ. then I do
not truly know myself. This was Calvin's point at the beginning orthe
[nstitliles. True knowledge of God is coterminous \\ ith true knO\vl
edge of self. Philosophy"s famous dictum, ""Kno\\ Thysclf:' thcrefore.
can only be accomplished on a Christian foundation.
The reason the Reformers saw the deep and crucial need to revise
the epi.llemo!o.I..T)· or the medievals is because. in part. it \vas exact
ly that medieval epistemology that gave credence to so much of the
theological confusion and error in the church. The only way avail
able to safeguard that confusion and error is with a principia! change.
That change must move to affirm that thc prineipillm esselldi is God,
and the principilll77 eognoseendi is God's revelation. The two must go
hand in hand.
This does not, of coursc, mean, as HO\\ e seems to imply, that pril1
cipio are simply stated or held or affirmed in a vacuum. Again, whether
one wants to affirm these Protestant principia or not. it would certain
ly behoove one to notice the arguments given for them. With respect
to a doelrille of Scripture, for example, the Westminster Con!e.lsion or
Failh ( ]646), as well as the SU1'O.\' Declaratio/1 ( 1658) and the Bupti.lt
Confession (1689), all state, with regard to Scripture.
The authority or the Holy Scripture, 1'01' \\hich it ought to he
belie\ cd, und obeyed, depends !l()\ upon the testimony or any

man. or Church; but \\holly upon God (\\ho is truth itself) the
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author thereat': and therefore it is to bc rccci\cd, because it is
thc Word of God.
Thcrc is good and solid biblical exegesis behind these thcological
truths that can be consulted with great benefit. But we should note that
the Reformed view of Scripture \\as confessed in virtual unison in the
seventeenth century, and its view was a pril1cipiol one. To argue that
Scripture's authority is a derived authority, having its fO/ll1doriol1 in
something outside of Scripture, is to move back to a medieval view.
This did not, however, mean that when these affirmations were

given, nothing else could be said. Solo Sl'rijJfllreJ was never nlldo
Scrij7!/lro. This is clear in the very next section of each of these three
confessions, which states,
We may be mm ed and induced by the testimony of the Church
to an high and rcvcrcnt esteem of thc Holy Scripture. And the

hcavenliness of the matter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the
majesty of the style. the consent of all the parts, the scope of
the \\ hole (\\hich is, to give all glory to God), the full discovery
it makes of the only \\ay of man's sal\ation, the many other
incomparable excellencies, and the entire perfection thereat:
ure urgumenrs \\hereby it does abundantly evidence itself to be
the Word of God: yet not\vithstanding, our full persuasion and
assurance of the infallible truth and divine authority thereat:
is from the il1\\ ard \\ ork of thc Holy Spirit bcaring \vitness by
and \\ith the Word in our hearts (my emphasis).
Thus, there is nothing exclusively "Classical" about the affirma
tion of arguments for our bel ief in the sale authority of Scripture, or
arguments for anything else we believe. Those affirmations were an
integral theological foundation for the vast majority of Protestant
churches in their confessions, and were in theological sync with
the epistemological recovery, against medieval pril1CljJio, that the
Re formation produced.
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/\RT1C!!S by Drs. Jason Lisle, Scott Oliphint, and Richard

Howe was like watching ships pass in the night, except they were
sailing on different seas. One is hesitant to dive into these waters, but
I hope I am not too overly optimistic in my hope to bring some clar
ity and focus to thc issuc. Let me begin by giving a clear and concise
response to the questions they were asked to address in their papers
(though the order is altered slightly).
A~SWERS TO

THE

QUESTIO~S FOR

DISCUSSION

I. "Does a faithful commitment to the authority of Scripture
lead one to a young earth interpretation'?" No, and for a good rea
son, namely, they are different issues. One may believe in the authority
(and inerrancy) of Scripture and yet hold to different interpretations of
it. What Scripture is and how it should be interpreted are two different
issues. Most of the founders and framers of the early inerrancy move
ment of the 1900s (e.g., WarfIeld and Hodge) and the contemporary
movemcnt of the 1970-80s (e.g., the International Council on Biblical
Inerrancy) held firmly to inerrancy but saw no necessary tie of it to a
Young Earth vie\\.
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Further. none of the authors of the above articles demonstrated
either biblically or logically that there is a transcendental necessity for
such a conclusion. Some scarcely even addressed the question. The
one who did never considered the: biblical arguments on thc other sidc
of the issue (e.g., those of Don Stoner, A Ant' Look at al7 Old Earth I).
2. "Does a presuppositional apologetic lead one to a young
earth position?" No, not necessarily. No such necessary connection
was demonstrated by Lisle. The fact is. there arc presuppositionalists
who are not young-earthers, and there are young-earthcrs who are not
presuppositionalists. Further. no biblical, logical. or theological con
nection between the two was shown by any participant

3. "Is it possible to be a consistent presuppositonalist and an
old-earth creationist'?" Yes it is, and as a matter of fact. some are.
As a matter of logic, no one has demonstrated a logical connection
between one's view on presuppositional apologetics and the age of the
earth. Those who have attempted to logically link presuppositional
ism to a young-earth view have left gaping holes in their presentation.
Since most proponents agree that presuppositionalism involves a tran
scendental argument, no one has demonstrated that a young earth is a
necessary part of a valid transccndental argument.
4. "What role, if any, should general revelation play in apolo

getic encounters with unbelievers?" It should playa very important
part since it is really the only common ground we have with unbeliev
ers. It is, as one pal1icipant pointed OUL the other part (along with
special revelation) of the rcvelational reality that forms the basis for a
Christian world view. Presuppositionalists tend to dO\\nplay thc role
of general revelation or obscure it by their view of the noetic effects
of sin. They do not fully appreciate that general revelation is a crucial
part of the reality we have from God and the anI y part of God's revela
tion that we share with unbelievers.
5. "What common ground, if any, does the believer have with

the unbeliever to which he can appeal'?" He has the common ground
of general revelation in nature (Rom. 1:20-21) and in conscience
(Rom. 2:12-14). The apostle Paul set the example of how to use this
in Acts 17. While we agree with Presuppositionalists that there is no
truth apart from God's revelation, nonetheless. God's revelation is not
1. Don Stoncr. A Xl'''' L""k
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limited to the Bible. The Bible is the only inspired and H'rirren author
ity for believers. but it is not the only source of revelation for us.
6. "What effect do the noetic effects of sin have on man's abil
ity to study and in terpret Scripture'?" The e±Tects of sin hinder one's
understanding of both of God's revelations. The image of God (Gen.
I :27) is ethced, but not erased. by sin. Only the work of God can help
us overcome this in each case. However, the disadvantage caused by
sin does not exist only ror general revelation, as some presupposi
tionalists' statements might lead us to believe. It also exists for those
who are recipients of special revelation. Romans I makes it clear that
there is no defect in God's general revelation itself. General revela
tion is "plain to them" (unbelievers) and can be "clearly perceived"
(Rom. I :20). It is not the objectivity and clarity of either revelations
(general or special) that is the problem; the defect is in man. But God
by common grace can overcome this with regard to understanding His
general revelation, and by special grace it can be overcome for believ
ers with regard to specia I revelation. One does not need special grace
to understand general revelation. He can understand it apart from the
special light cast on it by Scripture.
Further, sin also afleets the believer's ability to understand God's
special revelation. So, grace (special grace) is needed here as well.
The proliferation or cults, appealing to their twisted view of Scripture,
is ample testimony that special revelation is not immune from the
effects of depravity that are also seen in man's inability to interpret
Scripture properly.
7. "Does calling into question man's ability to correctly inter
pret general revelation (science) call into question man's ability to

correctly interpret special revelation (hermeneutics)'?" Not neces
sarily. The two are related but not causally. The defect is not in the
revelation but in the fallen human being interpreting it. So, either rev
elation can be misinterpreted. And each has its own principles of inter
pretation. But the understanding of both is subject to the noetic effects
of sin on the human mind. Hence, neither is immune from distortion.
8. "When arguing for Christianity, does beginning with phi
losophy, science, or history elevate man's reasoning above God's
revelation in the Bible'?" No, it need not be so. For errors do not arise
because of flaws in the revelation but because of elTors in the inter
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preter. One can have-and fallen men \\ill have--conceptual biases
that hamper his interpretation of either revelation from God. So, the
problem is not with starting with general revelation; it is \vith biases
one will have about it. And understanding special revelation will not
eliminate the problem since biases due to sin are prcsent in interpret
ing it as well.
Furthermore, this question is based on a false dichotomy. There is
no conflict between God's general and special revelations. God cannot
contradict Himsel( and He instructs us to "avoid ... contradictions"
(Greek: alltitheseis) in I Tim. 6:20. The conflicts arise not on the le\cl
of the revelatiolls but on the level of human illterpretations. It is a
false dichotomy to locate the conflict between God's special revela
tion in the Bible and man's misinterpretation of his general revelation
in nature. Human reasoning (interpretation) about God's revelation in
the Bible can cause problems just as well as faulty reasoning about
nature.

"When, if ever, is it permissible to allow data from outside
the Bible to interpret the Bible?" The answer to this is when we are
9.

more sure of the interpretation of general revelation (called "data out
side the Bible?") than we arc of the conflicting interpretations based
on special revelation. For example, we are certain of the Law of Non
contradiction, and we know this apart from the aid of special revela
tion (since it is rationally undeniable). So, :111Y interpretation of the
Bible that involves a contradiction cannot be COlTect. Further, we are
empirically certain that the world is not square. So, any interpretation
of the Hible like the world having "four corners" (Rev. 7: I) cannot be
taken to contradict this empirical certainty. But this does not mean that
our given interpretation of God's general revelation always trumps
our interpretation of His special revelation. And it cel1ainly docs not
mean that mere human vievvs outside the Bible trump what the Bible
clearly teaches. [t simply means that the evidence for the certainty of
our interpretation of general revelation in these cases cited is greater
in these cases than our evidence for that particular interpretation or
the Bible. Sometimes it is the opposite. For example. \\ e judge that
our interpretation of God's special revelation aboLlt creation is stron
ger than scientific interpretation of general revelation. which holds to

macro-evolution.
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10. "What can be known about God through general revela
tion lapart from Scripture]'?" General revelation is more general
than is generally thought. It includes God's revelation in nature (Rom.
I :20), conscience (Rom. 2: 12), living creatures (Prov. 6:6), history

(Acts 17:27), and human nature (Acts 17:26,27). Space does not per
mit elaboration on these points (see our SnreJl1Lltic Theology, vol. I,
chap. 4 2 ). This general revelation would include the laws of human
reasoning (logic) as well as the principles of interpretation. Ol'course,
of all these are made possible because they are grounded in God.
Nonetheless, man is able to discover and elaborate these findings in
the various arts, sciences, and philosophies based on a proper under
standing of general revelation. Of course, they, like our interpretation
of Scripture, are all subject to human error. And in most cases we are
dealing with degrees of probability on one side versus the other.

11. Is it warranted for the Christian to reject the scientific
claim that the universe is billions of years old on the grounds that
this claim is based on fallible human reasoning'? No, it is not war
ranted to reject it on these grounds for several reasons. First, all in
terpretation of both God's special and general revelation is fallible.
Our reasoning about the age of the earth is not infallible, despite the
tacit claim by some apologists on both sides of the debate. Then: arc
unprovable assumptions in the arguments on both sides. Even the pre
suppositionalists \\ho claim certainty, based on his transcendental ar
gument, have not demonstrated that the age of the earth is a necessary
part of their transcendental argument.
OBSERVATIONS ABOUT SOME POINTS MADE IN THE
DIALOGUE

After watching the bouncing ball of charge, counter charge, and
counter counter-charge, one is left with several impressions about
this debate. First of' all, the opposing views in this discussion hold
several important things in common. For example, they hold (I) the
infallibilit:\ of Scripture, (2) the finality of the Christian world view,
(3) the reality of general revelation, (4) the value of a transcendental
argument, (5) importance of both evidence and reason in Christian
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apologetics. and (6) the biblical imperative to engage in apologetics.
and other things.
Nonetheless. there are some areas in which one must choose be
twecn the views. In these areas. it would seem that the Classical ap
proach should be favored in most cases abovc the Presuppositional
view. A few examples can be noted here.

Distinction between Epistemology and IVlctaphysics
While both sides appear to agree ontologically. they differ episte
mologically. Both are in accord on the necessity of the Christian vie\\
of God being the ontological ground for all meaning and truth (\l'hot),
However. one would have to agree with the Classical view that ho\\'
we know this is true. Here it seems that some sort of rational argument
is needed epistemologically to establish one \iew over the other. In
the final analysis. the Presuppositionalist has not successfully refuted
the charge that it confuses epistemology and ontology. [n briet~ onto
logically. the Presuppositional view is correct. Epistemologically. the
Classical view is needed. Presuppositionalism is right about in \\)701
the nature of reality is~ Classical Apologetics is correct in fuJ1t' we
know this reality.

The Insufficiency of the Transcendental Argument
Presuppositionlists do a good job in sho\\ing the need for somc
kind of transcendental move. However, their reasoning (or lack there
of) that the entire Christian theology is a necessary part of the tran
scendental condition leaves one uncollvillced. For example. one can
see how it is necessary to posit a theistic God to account for meaning.
truth. and morals. However, there seems to be no logical necessity for
positing Trinitarianism. Why would not some form of monotheism do
the job? Even if a plurality of persons is shown to be necessary. why
three persons? Would not two or four persons in the Godhead do?
What about seven, which is a perfect number?
Likewise. while it is transcendentally necessary for there to be a
revelation from God in order to make sense of the world. what is the
logical connection between a canon of 66 books (the Bible) and that
conclusion'? Would a Bible minus a small book here or there do the
same thing? It would seem that whatever good reason one may have
for believing in the canon of 66 books known as the Bible. nonethe
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less, these "reasons" elo not appear to be a necessary part of the tran
scendental argument.

The Failure to Distinguish the Word of God and the Bible
Christians believe the Bible is the Word of God, bUl Muslims be
lieve the Qur'an is the Word of God. Both cannot be right since these
two books affirm opposite views of God, man, and salvation (see our
book Ans1\'(:'ring /s/oI71'). Presuppositionalists claim that the Word of
God is self--authenticating. It needs no proof. It is the basis for all other
conclusions, but it has no basis beyond itself. But what they fail to see
is that while all of this is true of the Word of God, nonetheless. it is
not thereby true of the Bible. For there must be some evidence or good
reasons for believing that the Bible is the Word of God, as opposed to
contrary views. The statement that "The Bible is the Word of God" is
sel f.-evident or scI f-sustaining. It call s for no evidence. Likewise, no
Presuppositionalist would argue that "the Qur'an is the Word of God"
is self-authenticating, needing no evidence beyond its o\vn claim to be
the \\Titten Word of God. And it begs the question to claim that the two
statements are different because the Bible is the Word of Goel and the
Qur'an is not. This leads to another problem.

The Unsustainability of the Circular Argument for
Presuppositionalism
Presuppositionalists admit the circularity of their argument, and
even attempt to defend it. However, this kind of reasoning would not
be allowed in any other area. For example. what Christian would ac
cept the argument that the Book of Mormon is the Word of God be
cause it says it is the Word of God? And since God's Word is the basis
for all truth, even the truth that it is the Word of God, then it must be
true that it is the Word of God.
Of course, as Presuppositionalists argue, the Word of God stands
on its own, with no need of proof beyond it. But it begs the question
to claim that .. x book is the Word of God"-whether we are talking
about the Gita, the Book of Mormon, or whatever. The fact is, that
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any such truth claim demands evidence and good reason-the kind
provided by Classical Apologetics.
It is not sufficient to claim the circular argulllcnt for the biblical
world view is okay. like the argument for the validity of thc laws of
logic. because it is not arbitrary but is inescapable. First of aiL there
is nothing logically inescapable about belie\ing God is Triune or that
Third John is in the canon. Second. the Lm of Non-contradiction is not
considered valid because it is based on the La\\ of Non-contradiction.
but because it is sel f..evident and undeniable. It cannot be denied with
out being affirmed in the denial. And the predicate is reducible to the
subject. Neither of these is true of the statement "The Bible is true."
Several other flaws can he noted lor which we have no time
to elaborate. First. how can God be "Totally Other:' as some
Presuppositionalists argue. Totally negative knowledge of God is no
knowledge at all. We cannot know God is "not-that" unless \\e kno\\
what "thaC is. Second. just because knowledge comes thmugh the
senses (as classical realists contend) does not mean it is hoscd Oil the
senses. Our knowledge of math comes through the senses but is not
based on them. Third. no exegesis of Scripture, no matter how good,
is rationally inescapable. But Presuppositionalislll depends on a valid
exegesis of Scripture. Fourth, to deny there is no reality outside of
what the Bible's declarations say there exists is to deny general n:\ da
tion, which Presuppositionalists claim they accept. Fifth,just because
it is necessary to hold that all truth depends on God. it docs not follo\\
that we necessarily kl1O\t' all that is essential to know abollt Him.
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Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr.
I /\l'l'l\lll\[[ IIIL 1'\ V[[MIO:'- to review these articles by these fine,
dedicated, Christian scholars on this important topic. According to
the invitation to join in the debate, the issue before us is a proper as
sessment of the use of pres uppositionaI apologetics within contempo
rary young-earth creationist literature. Interestingly, for the debate Dr.
Scott Oliphint is committed to presuppositionalist apologetics and old
earth advocacy~ Dr. Richard Howe is a classical apologist, young earth
advocate: and Dr. Jason Lisle is a presuppositionalist, young earth ad
vocate. Due to space limitation [ must quickly get to my review.
In reading the articles 1 feel something like Goldilocks in that (1)
Oliphint is too soft. He elTectively avoids the topic of discussion by
limiting it to his Jast few paragraphs while admitting that "it will be
obvious by this point that the notion of a young earth has not factored
into our apologetic discussion." (:2) Howe is too hard. Despite these ar
ticles being linked to a an open public debate on the matter, Howe con
tinually misses his target audience by refelTing to dcmol1sfrafio quia,
truth-functional relations. the Incompleteness Theorem, essence/exis
tence distinctions, Material Impl ication, Cartesian Foundational ism,
Aristotelian hylomorphism, and so forth. And he does so while admit
ting "time and space will not allow a thorough critique" and "time,
space, and purpose will not allow for a treatment" of various subjects
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that he casts into the debate. (3) Lisle is just right. He gets right to the
heart of the matter: he argues that biblical authority is the absolute
standard of truth for both Christian apologctics ond uniwrsal origins.
Oliphint's article is excellent -- as far as it goes (Lip until his clos
ing observations). Though he is committed to presuppositionalism.
whieh works from a biblical starting-point and establishes the Bible as
the absolute standard of truth. his old earth advocacy clashes \\ith his
bold affirmation of Scripture. We may see this in t\\O respccts.
First, the Genesis I record clearly. repeatedly. and emphaticall)
speaks of the creation days as literal days. \\hich should lead Oliphint
to affirm six day creation - \\hich entails young earth advocacy (un
less he believes God created thc earth in six days around 13 billion
ycars ago). Note (I) the \Yord '"day" has as its primary meaning a nor
mal day-night cycle; (2) the days are explicitly qualified by "cvening
and morning"; (3) the appearance of '"day" with numcrical prefixes
('"first." "second:' etc.) always speaks of a literal day in the Bible:
(4) each day appears in a numbered series. which ill\ariably presents
the common passing of time in Scripture. (5) the word '"day" is con
sistently used throughout Genesis I, even alter the fourth day \\here
the sun was created for the purpose of measuring a day; (6) the fourth
commandment uses God's creation week as the divinc exemplar for
man's nonnal work week (Exod. 20:9-11 ); (7) the fourth command
ment uses the plural '"days," which always speaks or literal days in
Scripture; and (8) Moses could have used an alternative idiom (e.g ..
'"age") had he not intended us to think of literal days (unless he \\anted
to confuse us).
Second, in Matt. 19:4 Jesus himself declares that Adam and Eve
were created "from the beginning" as '"male and female." And he does
so while citing the Genesis creation account. Surely Oliphint docs not
hold that the creative process continued 13 billion years and only '"re
cently" concluded with the creation of man (two million years ago'?).
Thus, Oliphint's view of origins appears to clash with his commitment
to the absolute standard of Scripture. l
I. Let me quickl} add that I II'as surprised at Oliphint's citation of Lelham. \\ ho
claims that "none of the great Reformed confessions make an} comment on the matter"
\ 134). Lethal11 cites several Rcformcd confessions but omits the \\cstminster Standards.
WCF 4:2 states rather clearly that God did "create or make of nothing the \\orld. and ai/
things therein. whether visihk or invi,ihle. ill thc space of si, days. and all ITr} good."

Rn![\\s

I believe Howe both misconstrues the presuppositional argument
itself and misunderstands presuppositional proponents - all while
confounding his readers. (I) Despite Howe's repeated assertions, Van
Til, Bahnsen and other presuppositionalists direct their apologetics
at both epistemological and ontological issues. Indeed, epistemology
necessarily entails ontology. Bahnsen is l10t confused over whether
he is dealing with an ontological or epistemological problem, as he
makes c!car repeatedly in his \\Titings. Lisle's response to Howe ef
fectively (and clearly!) demonstrates this.
(2) Contrary to Howe, the presuppositional argument is truly tran
scendental and is not identical with the cosmological argument, which
presuppositionalists vigorously reject: presuppositionalism deals with
the pre-conditions of inrelligibility. not the existence of the world as
evidence for God. As Lisle notes (and as frequently heard t,'om pre
suppositionalists): presuppositionalism "establishes the proof of a
foundational claim by showing the impossibility of the contrary" (8 I).
That is, the unbelieving \\orldview cannot account for the key factors
or lifc (such as reality, laws of logic. mathematics, morality, and so
forth) on their system. Such is impossibile on the non-Christian sys
tem. (3) Presuppositionalism does lIot fold into classical apologetics,
as per Howc, because it never sets aside its (offensive) commitment to
Scripture as the ultimate standard of truth (as God's direct, verbal rev
elation). Interestingly, at heart classical apologists are closet pres up
positionalists. For when the Christian faith is challenged, their rellex
is to believe Scripture and forge ahead. rather than to doubt the Bible
or the Christian truth claims and consider retreating.
The primary problem with Howe's classical system is that it
gives equal footing to the fallen mind of man rather than beginning
with the assertion of the absolute primacy of God speaking in His
Word. Howe's logically primitive starting point is not the self-attest
ing God of Scripture. but basically the reasonableness of the fallen
mind. This effectively undermines the lordship of Christ. In fact, on
his Quodlibetal Blog HO\w even states rather surprisingly: "Reality is

Roth the tempmallimitation (in the space or") and the moral e\alliatioll ("all
clJnt1ict with lJld earth vie\\ s.

\CI)

good")
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the only proper 'starting point" and the measure of 'v'vhat it means for
any claim to be true.'·c
In my opinion. Lisle's "just right" presentation establishes both
issues before us on their proper grounding: God speaking in Scripture.
Both our apologetic and our view of universal origins must ultimately
derive fi'om Scripture. As Lisle puts it. "For the presuppositionalist.
rhe Bihle is rhe 1Ilrimare srandardj()r a/l things. evell irs olt'n deje/7.lc"

(65). As we can see from what I state above against Oliphint regard
ing creation. our view of origins is rooted in Scripture. And this is
precisely where our defense of the Christian faith must be rooted. We
must believe that "the fear of the LORD is the beginning of kno\\l
edge" (Prov. I:7a) and that in Christ "'are hidden all [not "'some"J the
treasures ofwisdol11 and knowledge" (Col. 2:3).
The presuppositional ist asks how our ultimate standard (God
speaking in His Word) can be our ultimate standard if He is "proven"
by lesser standards of argumentation. As Lisle \varns.
All non-presuppositional methods argue on the basis of somc
non-biblical standard. They tacitly suppose that man's mind is
the ultimate standard and is in a position to judge (ioel's Word.
They attempt to shO\'v that Goers Word passes certain tcsts
(historical \ erification. scientific accuracy. logical cohercncc)
and as such it is (at least very likely) true. and therefim: you
should have f~lith in it. This contradicts the biblical claim that
God (and by extension [lis ren::lation) is the ultimate standard
for kJl(m ledgc by \\ hich all other standards will be judgcd.
(83 )

For many years. the modern young earth six day creation move
ment was dominated by evidentialists, or classical apologists. This
seems to be shifting, beginning with Dr. John Whitcomb at Grace
Theological Seminary (in the 1970s) and continuing with Dr. Jason
Lisle. Ken Ham, and others today. I think this is good change ofmeth
od that puts a sure foundation under the certain truth that "'in six days
the LORD made the heavens and the earth. the sea and all that is in
them, and rested on the seventh day" (Exod. 20: I 11.

2. Sec his QlIocilibetal Blog: http:; qllocllibetalblog.\\ordprcss.col1l 2011 ;07 12/ih
\\"OJ'sc- than -i -tho light!
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.James 'I. Anderson

I !'WIR<.;],\:'-![) it, this three-way debate arose out of the concerns of
Dr. Richard Howe and others at Southern Evangelical Seminary about
the promotion of presuppositional apologetics (PA) by some Young
Eanh Creationist (YEC) ministries. Presumably, then, the central is
sue in this exchange is \\'hether therc is a strong connection between
YEC and hJ.l
A<.;

Thl: answer to this question is largely independent o1'whcther YEC
is correct and whether PA is correct. One could believe that YEC and
PA go hand-in-hand without holding to either VEC or PA. Likewise,
one could affirm both VEC and PAyet think that they are independent
issues. Only those who hold to one but not the other have to answer
the cenlral question at hand in the negative. Since the cases for YEe
and PA (considered separately) have been debated at great length else
where, [ will not revisit that ground but will direct my remarks to the
distinctive element of this debate, viz., the re/orionship between YEe
und P/J.

In the interests of full disclosure, [ will lay my own cards on the
table at the outset. [ advocate a presuppositional approach in apolo
] . The concern
oppos~d

hel....:

is \\ hether there is a rhL){)!ogico} or phi/oso/ihicu/ connection

to a historical or sociological one.

r1S

]
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getics; I find myself in substantial agreement with Cornelius Van Til
about the implications of Reformed theology and Reformed episte
mology for Christian apologetics. Ho\\ever. [ have argued that pre
suppositional ism does not rule out the use of more traditional argu
ments (e.g.. the cosmological and teleological arguments) prO'ided
they are formulated and presented in a presuppositionally-sensitivc
manner. On matters of creation, I firml:- reject theistic cvolution as
inconsistent both with Scripture and with good science. 1 embraced
YEC early on in my Christian life. but after further study came to the
conclusion. on exegetical and theological grounds, that the 'days· of
Genesis I are best understood as divine workdavs that are not identi
cal to human (24-hour solar) workdays.2 I therefore hold that Gencsis
is consistent with (but does not require) the vie\\ that the universe is
billions of years old. In short. I afflrm PA but not YEC; I believe that
PA is consistent with YEC but cloes not require it.
As such, I find myself in the pleasant position of concurring with
all three participants on some important points. I agree \\ith Lisle and
Oliphint on presuppositionalism.' with Oliphint on whether Genesis
teaches a literal six-day creation. with Howe and Oliphint that there is
no strong connection between YEC and PA, with all three that YEC is
a respectable and exegetically defensible position, and even to some
degree with Howe on the value of the classical theistic arguments.
Lisle maintains that there is a strong connection bct\\een YEC
and PA.-! It is not merely that both are true. They ultimately stand or
fall together. As a Thomist who affirms YEC, Howe is naturally con
cerned to refute this notion.' So he needs to counter the claim that
YEC requires PA h The approach Howe takes in his opening article is
2.

rOJ

a dcfense of this position. see Vcrn S.

1'0\

thr"'s. Rl!dl!l!lIIil7g SC/I!I7L'L' . ../ Cnd·

CCIIICln/Appmuc!1 (n.p.: Crossway, 2(06).113-147

3. Prcsuppositionalism is much more than an apolosctic metllod-it is all
epistemolosieal orientation \lith implications that SO bey oncl the del'ense of the I'aith --but
our focus here is on the al'olosetie dimension.
4. "SO there is a strong link bet\\ een \\ hat on the surl'ace may seem like
issues." Lisle. "Presuppositional Reply," 100.

\\\0

unrelated

5. "My concerns arise out of a commitment to tile conclusions 01' YounS Earth
Creationism and a passionate celebration of the method of Chbsieal Apoillgelics." 1-10\\ e.
-·Cl(l~~ical /\poln~dic~

8.: Creationislll."" 30.

6. I assume that I-Iowe would not tind so problematic the
requires YFe

COIl\

erse claim that I'A
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to argue against PA. From a logical standpoint, this is rather surpris
ing; for if the claim that YEC requires PA is true, refuting PA would
(by modus rollens) also refute YEC. - Surely this is not the conclusion
Howe wants us to reach! For his purposes it is not sufficient-indeed,
not eYen necessary-to show that PA is mistaken. Rather, he needs to
show that Y EC can be atlirmed independenr~l' o/P4.
One \\ ay to accomplish this would be to argue against PA and/c)r
But as far as [ can see, in none of his contributions does Howe
make a positive argument for YEC, whether exegetical or scientific.
Perhaps he means to direct a kind of ad hominem argument against
Lisle, taking YEC for granted." Still, from a bystander's perspective
the strategy of only arguing against PA might seem rather counterpro
ductive.
rEc.~

Turn now to Lisle's contributions. In his opening article and his
first response to Howe, Lisle argues forcefully for PA but does not say
anything in defense of YEC. In his first response to Oliphint, he cel
ebrates their agreement about PA and then argues forcefully for Y EC
on exegetical and theological grounds. What we do not find, however,
in any of Lisle's articles is a clear argument for a direct relationship
between PA and YEC as sllch. At points it seems that Lisle means to
argue as follows:
PA shows that the Christian worldview is necessary to account for
human knowledge.
YJ::C is part of the Christian worldview.
Therefore. PA shows that Y EC is necessary to account for human
know ledge. III
Of coursc, (2) dcpends crucially on whether Lisle is correct about

the teaching of Scripture. So certainly his arguments on this point are
relevant to the question at hand. Nevertheless, just because Scripture

7. If I' require, Q. and Q i, Ldse. it 1'0110\\ s that P is false too.

8. One

\\a~

to refute the elaim that I'-7Q is to argue

independentl~

tor I' and

~Q.

0, I dOIl't lllcan an uhlf.~in: ad huminem argllll1ent: Dr. llo\\c ha~ treated his

interlocutors \\ ith the utmost respcct. I'm relCrring to the legitimate lorm of "to the man"
argumclll in \\hich one tries to refute an opponent on their 0\\11 terms. tal-.ing their position
as true for tile sake of argument.
10. Lisle otTers an argument along these lines in his book The L'lrilJ1ure P}'()o!' oj
Cr""lioll (n.p.: 'vlaster 800ks. 2009).
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teaches X, it does not follow that X is part of the Christian \\orldvie\\.
Scripture teaches that Lydia came from Thyatira. Is rhol part of the
Christian worldview'? Is thot necessary to account for human knowl
edge'? Or to take a less trivial example, suppose the premillennialists
are right about how to interpret Revelation 20. Is premillennialism
pa1i of the Christian worldview? Is a literal future millennium neces
sary to account for human knowledge'? Surely not. So there needs to
be more argument from Lisle about the presuppositional necessit: of
YEe. Why would we be unable to account for human knowledge if
YEe were mistaken?ll
At the end of his concluding aliicle, Lisle states that the connec
tion between PA and YEC boils down to a matter of biblical author
ity. ""If the Bible is our ultimate epistemological standard for all truth
claims, then we all should be six-day creationists ond presupposition
alists" (114). Again, this depends on whether the Bible reo111' does
teach YEe. Furthermore--and this is the crux of the matter-there is
nothing disrinctive about YEC in this regard. A premillennialist pre
suppositionalist might argue on the very same basis for a strong con
nection between PA and premillennial eschatology. And so on for any
other doctrine one takes to be taught in Scripture.
Lisle suggests another line of argument in his responses. \\ hich
can be summarized as follows:
To reject YEe is to reject the authority, inerrancy, and perspicuit)
of Scripture.
The authority, inerrancy. and perspicuity of Scripture are
presuppositionally necessary.
Therefore, YEC is presuppositionally necessary. I:
This is certainly a more intriguing argument. It is logically valid.
and I will not take issue with (5). The disputable premise is (4). To his
credit, Lisle does give his reasons for believing it. I hme no space here
to engage with his arguments: I will only say that I think Oliphint"s re
buttals arc cogent. One can consistently affirm the Protestant doctril1l.?
J I. In other \\ords. ho\\ does human kn(m ledge depend on )t"C l!,e'CII/Llillt a,
opposed to IJIIJlical aUllwr!l]" gCl/cralh e? Thi, qucstion needs to be ans\\cred \\ itllOut
begging the question in favor ofYEC c\egesis.

12. By "presuppositionall) necessary" I mean this: X is presuppositionall) nceessar)
if(and ani) if) X is a neccssar) precondition of human thought or kno\\kdgc.

RF\II\\~

or Scripture without accepting a young-earth reading of Genesis. YEC
is not on a par with, say, the doctrine of the Trinity.
Lisle is indebted to Greg Bahnsen for his approach to apologetics, 13
and Bahnsen followed the presuppositionalism of Cornelius Van Til.
It is \vorth noting that Bahnsen affirmed YEe, but Van Til did not. I.!
Westminster Theological Seminary, still a bastion of Van Tilian pre
suppositional ism, has never required its professors to affirm YEC (al
though some individual professors ha\\~ held to iOY lfthcre is indeed
a strong connection between PA and YEe. Van Til and many of his
1'01 lowers have missed it. Moreover, Van Til argued that natural rev
elation has all the attributes of special revelation: authority, necessity,
sufficiency, and perspicuity,u' While [ cannot develop the point here, I
wonder to what extent Lisle is committed in practice to the perspicuity
of natural revelation.
So I agree with Howe and Oliphint that there is no strong connec
tion bet\\een YEe and PA. '\evcrtheless, PA may well be practic(tI~v
necessary for Y EC --at least given the cunent state of science. I- I do
not think it is too controversial to suggest that our collective observa
tions of the universe to date are more naturally accommodated by an
old-earth chronology than a young-earth one.l~ I agree with Lisle that
there are no brute facts: all evidences must be interpreted in tenns of
one's presuppositions. 'r'et it is also true that some evidences fit more
naturally into some paradigms than others. I'!

I.i. I,isle. The Lliillhi/c' ['/'(lot of CrL'cllioll. 3.
I~. lor somc documentation on this point. SCe: Imp:\\ \\ \\,reforl11ec!.or::creatioll
\ an til Ull cTcatioll.htm!.

15, See: http: '\\ \\ \\.\\ts.edu about beliefs statements/creatioll,htm!.

16. John \1 Fr3t110. C0l'l1e1l1/1 /ill1 Til' AIIAIIII/\'I'il of Hi\ Thlll/g/il (Phillipsourg.l\J:
I'&rz. 1995). 116-11l).
] 7, Lisll: diSCUSSeS th..: "pragIl1atic

there has SlIIlle' cclilnection

to

n~cessit:"

of p.\ in his op..:nin!:!- article: his point

mine here.

I~, I alll tllinkin:: h~re parti~ularl~ ul' di,tant starlight. the radil)aeti\e properties of
rock,. the tc)ssil record. and thc ph~ siolog~ of carni\ orous anit11als, I do not den> that
there are ,umc cmpiric;1i e\ icicilces supportiw of a ~ oung-eat·th chronology or that future
,cientilic disco\eric5 ma~ be Illorc til\orabk to 1'Lc. But 1l"111~ VEC, admit that their
position elll'l'elillt lack,; good scientitic SUPPOI't. I hal'e cOllle across some Relcmned VECs
\\110 l1a\e embraced scientilic ami-realism precisel> so as to bypass tl1e empirical problem.

[l).
Till'

To use a Kuhnian term. VEe seems to face more ·3nomalies·. Thomas S. Kuhn.

SlruL'!l/l'e 01 Seiel/rifle Rno!lIlio/l\ (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1962).
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If I am right about this, Howe may need presllppositionalism1110re
than he appreciates. He (admirably) holds to YEC because he believes
it to be the correct interpretation of the Bible, not for scientific rea
sons. He admits that he avoids dealing with the scientific arguments
for and against YEe. and he opts to "suspend judgment"" on the sci
ence?' How very presuppositionalist' I suspect that if Howe \\ erc to
engage 1110re with the empirical data, his f:1vored epistemology would
not serve him very well. If one aspect of natural revelation (philo
sophical reason) is given priority in his hermeneutic. why not other
aspects of it (empirical observations)?
Howe repeatedly avers that truth claims must be settled by "an ap
peal to reality."21 Lisle rightly points out that on the Christian view re
aliTY includes the Bih/e-not merely as an ancient historical document
but as a divinely inspired Scripture. Moreover. we should be commit
ted to the Bible as our ()J7~\' into/liMe and ollthoritative interpretatio/l
of reality. For Howe, it seems. "reality" in apologetics is restricted to
what can be known solely through natural reason and sense experi
ence. But if that conception of"reality" is the standard. I wondcr how
his commitment to YEe wi1l fare. frankly, if I were to become per
suaded (again) of the young-earth reading of Genesis, I would bc all
the more glad to be a presuppositionalist l
Let me conclude by thanking Drs. Howe. Lisle. and Oliphint lor a
truly stimulating and enlightening exchange.

20. HO\lc.

"CI~ssic~1 Apolo~ctics

& Crc~ltionism'" 2'-21'\.1"11. '+9.

21 As an aside. this strikes me as either logicall} lri\ I'll or cplstcmo!ogkall} nailc.
Of course our knowledgc must conform to rcal it:. But ~l, 1. isle correclly obsen cs. on I:
God has direct access to rcalit}. The pcrtinent issuc is hI \I hOi C;nd-n,.d"illcd meWl' dn
\1",' come In k/liJI1" Ilwl ,.e"lin·0 This represents a clear diliding line bet\\een Classical
Apologetics and Presupposition'll Apologctics.
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